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Abstract
The thesis at hand is a work in the field of atmospheric physics. It deals with the ex-
perimental study of physical processes in the so-called atmospheric boundary layer.
The atmospheric boundary layer is the lowest part of the earth’s atmosphere, which
is in direct contact with the earth surface. It is important to have considerable knowl-
edge about the processes in the boundary layer to understand the concepts of weather
and climate. Two scientific problems have been addressed in this dissertation. An
experimental study of the morning transition of the atmospheric boundary layer was
conducted to assess the applicability of a theoretical model of the convective boundary
layer at all times during the transition period. Limited evidence was found for such a
uniform description based on the used parameters. It has been found that the entrain-
ment layer is far from homogeneous, and single events of entrainment and convection
have a strong influence on the local boundary layer’s thermal stratification. A further
experiment was conducted within striking distance of wind-energy converters (WEC).
In-situ measurements of meteorological quantities were taken in the wake of a WEC to
quantify its extension and intensity.
The measuring instrument described and used in this thesis is a small unmanned
aircraft. Aircraft of this kind are frequently used in all types of civil applications and
are of great benefit for airborne meteorology in particular. A significant part of this
thesis describes the development of sensors for the unmanned aircraft MASC, devel-
oped at the University of Tu¨bingen, and their test and first measurement results. Two
fast, lightweight temperature sensors of different types were developed and validated
against established instrumentation at the Richard-Aßmann-Observatory of the Ger-
man Meteorological Service in Lindenberg. The common method of measuring the
airflow vector with multi-hole probes was scrutinised with regard to its applicability in
turbulence measurement and optimized for integration into the MASC system. It was
made possible to resolve small-scale turbulent motions of temperature and wind in
the sub-meter range through this measures. Important improvements could also be
accomplished in the field of water vapour measurement. With the help of a dynamic
model of a capacitive humidity sensor, it was possible to reconstruct fast changes in
humidity from the originally slow sensor readings.
x
Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt die experimentelle Untersuchung physikalischer Vor-
ga¨nge in der sogenannten atmospha¨rischen Grenzschicht. Die atmospha¨rische Grenz-
schicht ist die unterste Schicht der Atmospha¨re, welche sich in direktem Kontakt zur
Erdoberfla¨che befindet. Eine genaue Kenntnis der hier vorherrschenden physikalisch-
en Prozesse ist von entscheidender Bedeutung fu¨r das Versta¨ndnis von Wetter und
Klima. Zwei unterschiedliche wissenschaftliche Fragestellungen werden in dieser Ar-
beit thematisiert. Eine experimentelle Untersuchung der morgendlichen Transition
der atmospha¨rischen Grenzschicht wurde durchgefu¨hrt, um die Anwendbarkeit eines
theoretischen Modells der konvektiven Grenzschicht auf jeden Zeitpunkt wa¨hrend der
Transition, zu u¨berpru¨fen. Es wurden eingeschra¨nkt Hinweise gefunden, dass eine
solche einheitliche Beschreibung, basierend auf den zur Hilfe genommenen Parame-
tern, mo¨glich ist. Es konnte gezeigte werden, dass die Entrainment-Zone starke hori-
zontale Unebenheiten aufweist, und einzelne Entrainment- und Konvektionsereignisse
starken Einfluss auf die lokale thermische Schichtung der Grenzschicht haben. Ein
weiteres Experiment fand in unmittelbarer Na¨he von Windenergieanlagen statt. Meteo-
rologische In-situ-Messungen in den Wirbelschleppen der Anlagen wurden durchge-
fu¨hrt um deren Ausdehnung und Intensita¨t zu quantifizieren.
Das Messinstrument, welches zur Gewinnung der Daten in dieser Arbeit genutzt wird,
ist ein unbemanntes Kleinflugzeug. Solche Flugzeuge halten zunehmend Einzug in
zivile Anwendungen und sind ein großer Gewinn fu¨r die fluggestu¨tzte Meteorologie.
Weite Teile dieser Arbeit beschreiben die Entwicklung von Messinstrumenten fu¨r einen
solchen Sensortra¨ger, deren Erprobung und erste Messergebnisse. Zwei verschiedene,
schnelle und leichte Temperatursensoren wurden entwickelt und gegen bewa¨hrte In-
strumente validiert. Die verbreitete Methode zur Messung des Stro¨mungsvektors mit
Mehrlochsonden, wurde fu¨r die Anwendung zur Turbulenzmessung in Flugzeugen kri-
tisch hinterfragt und optimiert. Mit Hilfe dieser Maßnahmen konnte erreicht werden,
dass kleinskalige turbulente Schwankungen von Temperatur und Wind im Submeter-
bereich, im Flug aufgelo¨st werden ko¨nnen. Entscheidende Verbesserungen konnten
auch im Bereich der Luftfeuchtemessung erreicht werden. Durch Modellierung des ver-
wendeten kapazitiven Sensors, wurde die Rekonstruktion schneller A¨nderungen der
Luftfeuchte aus den urpsru¨nglich langsamen Messungen des Sensors ermo¨glicht.
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1 Introduction
Theories and hypotheses about natural laws are permanently questioned and revisited
in the natural sciences. Simplifications and assumptions have to be made in accor-
dance with the possibilities that researchers are facing at the present state of the art.
In order to improve their understanding and validate theories and hypotheses, which
might have been postulated decades before, researchers are striving to get access to
the newest technologies and most advanced tools in data acquisition and data pro-
cessing. It is in this spirit that this thesis uses the modern tool of a remotely piloted
aircraft (RPA) for atmospheric sciences. The main goal of science is to increase the
knowledge and understanding of our environment by conducting fundamental research
in a large diversity of fields. The work that has been done in this thesis towards a bet-
ter understanding of the morning transition of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL)
can be seen as an example of this goal. Furthermore, whenever possible, scientists
also have the task to apply their knowledge in support of social development for a bet-
ter future. The energy evolution towards sustainable energy sources is one of these
developments, which has been highly promoted by the German government at the be-
ginning of the 21st century and is widely supported by the science community. One
part of this thesis deals with atmospheric measurements in vicinities of wind energy
converters (WEC), which can be a small contribution to the qualification and further
development of the technology.
1.1 Boundary-Layer Meteorology
In atmospheric physics, the investigation of the processes in the ABL, i.e. the layer of
the atmosphere that is directly influenced by the earth’s surface, is of major concern
(Garratt, 1992; Stull, 1988). Most of what is commonly referred to as ‘weather’ hap-
pens in the ABL and directly affects our everyday life. Pollutants, greenhouse gases,
and other aerosols are transported from the ABL into the atmosphere aloft and thus
can impact the climate in the long term. For weather forecast and climate prediction,
the synoptic and mesoscale processes can be numerically resolved and modelled in
modern computers, but micro-meteorological processes in the ABL still need to be
parameterized. Erroneous parameterization can contribute large uncertainties to the
models (Teixeira et al., 2008). An understanding of turbulence is crucial to describe the
1
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dynamics of the ABL, Since the ABL is always turbulent. While advection is important
for horizontal transport, turbulence is a dominating factor for vertical transport. Air-sea
or air-land interactions cannot be understood without considering turbulent transport.
There are two main sources for turbulence in the ABL: shear and buoyancy. Over land
surface, the ABL has a strong diurnal cycle. During the night, stable boundary layers
are established because the surface temperature decreases and vertical motions are
suppressed by negative buoyancy. Turbulence in the stable boundary layer is mostly
weak and intermittent, with shear as the only considerable source for turbulence. In
daytime, with radiation input, the surface heats up and a convective boundary layer
(CBL) can develop in which buoyancy-generated turbulence can completely mix the
atmosphere up to several hundred of metres. How fast the mixed layer (ML) develops
and how high it grows depend primarily on the solar radiation input and the thermal
stratification of the ABL of the day before, as well as on other factors such as water
vapour content of the air, advection, wind shear, subsidence or soil moisture. Math-
ematical descriptions of the ML — the vertical distribution of thermodynamic scalars,
fluxes, and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) — have been derived from the Navier-Stokes
equation (Kaimal et al., 1976; Stull, 1988; Garratt, 1992; Deardorff, 1974). In order to
compare the ABL evolution in different experiments, scaling parameters have been
introduced. For the ML of a CBL, convection velocity scale w∗ and convective tem-
perature scale θ∗, both of which depend on the surface heat flux 〈w′θ′〉, have been
found to be adequate scaling parameters (also known as Deardorff scaling, Deardorff,
1970). Looking at vertical distributions, the measurement height is often scaled by the
boundary layer height ζ = z/zi. While the ML physics is well described in the literature,
and most parts of the theory could be validated satisfactorily by experiments, at least
for homogeneous terrains, the transition phases in the morning and late afternoon are
less well described.
Measurements in the morning transition from a night-time stable boundary layer to a
day-time CBL is picked out as the field of research in this thesis. The prevailing physics
during the morning transition is commonly acknowledged: After a short delay after
sunrise, the surface starts to heat and surface heat flux changes sign from downward
to upward transport of heat. From then on, a shallow convective boundary layer (SCBL)
develops, which is not only fed by the increasing upward surface heat flux but also to a
2
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large degree by entrainment from the residual layer (RL). This is the residual of the CBL
from the day before and persists above the nightly inversion layer (NIL) (Angevine et al.,
2001; Lapworth, 2006; Beare, 2008). Figure 1 illustrates an idealized development in
three steps. In most convective days, profiles of potential temperature similar to what
is shown in Fig. 1 can be found. However, a general description of how fast the SCBL
develops and grows is missing.
A
lti
tu
de
Time
Heat flux
Turbulent eddies θ
θ
θ
NIL ML
EZRL
Figure 1: Sketch of the development of vertical profiles of potential temperature during
the morning transition. The development of surface and entrainment heat flux (red),
as well as the turbulence intensity and size of turbulent eddies (blue), is indicated by
arrows.
The few articles that have been published on the morning transition focused on sin-
gle aspects influencing the transition behaviour. Angevine et al. (2001) already found
that shear has a strong influence on the speed of the growth of the SCBL and Beare
(2008) could confirm these findings with LES simulations, stating that the SCBL growth
is faster with higher wind shear. Edwards et al. (2014) investigated the effect of radia-
tion effects in LES, while Bennett et al. (2010) put more focus on the development of
thermals and moisture transport. As in ABL research in general, the influence of het-
erogeneous terrain and especially terrain with substantial orography is subject to the
3
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ongoing research. Lenschow et al. (1979) already investigated the morning transition
in a valley site. Bro¨tz et al. (2014) and Eigenmann et al. (2009) have also conducted
experiments in a mountain site to study coherent turbulent structures and free con-
vection conditions, respectively, with a focus on the morning transition. Despite all the
complexities, it would be desirable to be able to describe the processes of the morning
transition for dedicated situations by means of ML theory. Bange et al. (2007) made
an attempt in this direction by using airborne measurements by the helicopter probe
Helipod. No conclusive evidence was found in this study because of a limited dataset
and large scatter. It was however observed that in the early phase of the transition, the
development of temperature, boundary layer height and fluxes are almost linear, which
simplifies the modelling of the transition phase. The working hypothesis of this work
is that Deardorff scaling can be used to describe the SCBL in the morning transition,
when convection is the dominant forcing, even in heterogeneous terrains. Meteorologi-
cal instrumentation that are used to investigate processes in the ABL are ground-based
sensors (e.g., EC-stations), tower measurements, vertical soundings with radiosondes
or tethered balloons, aircraft and helicopter measurements as well as remote sensing
with radar, lidar, sodar and RASS — to mention only the most common instruments
(Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994). Only recently, remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS)
have started to become more popular in the field of ABL research. The role of RPAS
as sensor carriers for ABL research is a central theme of this thesis.
1.2 Wind Energy Research
The evolution towards sustainable energy demands highly efficient renewable energy
technologies that can also compete economically with nuclear and fossil-fuel energy
resources. Wind energy is a primary branch of renewable energy, and high invest-
ments are being made in the field. Wind-energy converters (WEC) are placed within
the ABL, and thus they are subject to the physics that is described by boundary-layer
meteorology. The rotor tips of the modern WEC can be up to 200 m high and hence
can touch all the regimes of the ABL. Wind shear, low-level jet, and turbulence are
certain to have an impact on the loads, efficiency, and fatigue of the rotor blades. A
better description of the meteorological boundary conditions at specific locations can
help to optimize the design of a single WEC and entire wind farms (Emeis, 2013; Zhou
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and Chow, 2012).
On the other hand, WEC also affect the ABL. The wakes of large WEC are still subject
to intensive research. LES studies try to describe the precise extensions of such wakes
(Wu and Porte´-Agel, 2011). The thermal stratification of the atmosphere has an influ-
ence on the wake structure. Wakes spread out unequally and they decay unequally
in different stability regimes (Smalikho et al., 2013; Abkar and Porte´-Agel, 2014; Wu
and Porte´-Agel, 2012). In wind park design, the descriptions of wakes are essential to
determine the distance between individual WEC and calculate energy yields. But WEC
wakes are also interesting for fundamental boundary layer research, since the wakes
of large wind farms can even affect the micro-climate (Smith et al., 2013).
1.3 RPA/UAV And Sensor Technology
Airborne in-situ measurements with manned aircraft have been a tool in atmospheric
research for as long as aviation has prevailed. Lenschow (1986) provided a first gen-
eral guideline for good practice in modern airborne boundary-layer meteorology. A wide
variety of meteorological instruments has been utilized to be carried on large manned
research aircraft. Wendisch and Brenguier (2013) gives an overview of the state of the
art of instrumentation for this type of sensor carrier. A whole new class of sensor car-
riers are small, unmanned aircraft — the so-called RPA or UAV. The International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO) has introduced the term remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) or
remotely piloted aircraft system (RPAS) as the official term, which will be used in this
thesis from now on. These platforms have their benefit, in lower operational costs and
more flexible operations even at low altitudes, within the lower boundary layer. The first
outstanding meteorological RPA was the Aerosonde (Holland et al., 2001). It carried
standard radiosonde instrumentation for temperature and humidity measurements, and
used a pitot static tube in combination with GPS ground speed measurements to es-
timate wind speed and direction. The M2AV (Spieß et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2011)
was the first UAV system with the capability to measure the three-dimensional wind
vector (van den Kroonenberg et al., 2008) and temperature with a resolution that was
high enough to allow the calculation of sensible heat fluxes (Martin and Bange, 2014)
and turbulent structure parameters (van den Kroonenberg et al., 2011). Other applica-
tions were, e.g., the investigation of small-scale events in the ABL, such as entrainment
5
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(Martin et al., 2014). RPAS have appeared in ABL research in large numbers during the
last decade. While some have started by focusing on mean measurement of thermo-
dynamic scalars and their vertical profiles (Reuder et al., 2009), others have followed
the example of the M2AV and equipped small RPA with flow probes — a development
that paves the way to wind vector and turbulence measurement (Reineman et al., 2013;
Thomas et al., 2012). Another approach is to only use fast temperature sensors to es-
timate the turbulent structure parameter of temperature (Lawrence and Balsley, 2013).
Of late, an increased interest could be recognized in the field of wind energy research
lately (Reuder and Jonassen, 2012; Subramanian et al., 2012; Wildmann et al., 2014a).
Since the M2AV system was no longer developed and maintained, and thus not
available to research groups outside the University of Braunschweig, the working group
‘Environmental Physics’ at the Eberhard-Karls-University of Tu¨bingen (EKUT), under
direction of Prof. Dr. Jens Bange, decided to plan a successor and advancement of
the M2AV, featuring an improved meteorological sensor unit and overall performance.
The requirement specifications were postulated on the basis of the experience with
the M2AV and other RPAS in ABL research. The boundary conditions are: the RPA is
operated by a small research group as a flexible tool to collect atmospheric data with
accuracy and resolution, which allows to capture small-scale turbulence. The main
points of these requirements are listed hereafter, and the key points are summarized
in Tab. 1:
• The RPA should be small and lightweight to be operated under the regulations
of the local CAA. In Germany, a weight of less than 25 kg is necessary to get
special permissions under the regulations of the model aircraft and unmanned
aerial systems. A weight of less than 5 kg is desired so that general permissions
can be issued, which allow flight operations up to 100 m altitude at any suitable
locations in the state of Baden-Wu¨rttemberg. This is especially helpful for system
testing and sensor development.
• It should be possible to transport all necessary equipment in one passenger ve-
hicle. This implies that large take-off facilities like catapults are not practical.
• It should be possible to carry out operations in remote areas with poor infrastruc-
ture for general aviation (no runway etc.). This is especially critical for the take-off
6
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and landing strategies. Bungee or hand launch and belly landing were seen to
be adequate for this purpose in the past.
• Permissions are much easier to get if electrical propulsion is used in the RPA.
• It is important to measure small-scale features of the airflow; hence, the RPA itself
should not disturb the airflow significantly in the length scales that are supposed
to be measured.
• The propulsion system should in no way disturb the measurement.
• Long endurance of at least one hour is desired. This allows us to get better
statistics for turbulence measurement and reduces the risk of a measurement
campaign by reducing the necessary number of take offs and landings.
• The time in between flights should be small. This implies that the handling of the
RPA is easy for the user and the exchange of batteries can be done quickly.
• Waypoint navigation is the desired mode of operation for the automatic flight of the
RPA. It means that a list of spatial coordinates is programmed into an autopilot,
which automatically guides the aircraft on straight lines between the waypoints.
The possibility to change waypoints during the flight is necessary.
• Sensors will be calibrated for a defined flow speed. Thus, it is desirable that the
autopilot should maintain airspeed to a precision of ± 1 m s−1.
• It is desired to be able to fly in thin atmospheric layers. It is therefore required to
maintain altitude with a precision of ± 5 m.
• The spatial resolution of measured data (i.e. temperature, humidity, barometric
pressure, airflow, position, and orientation of the aircraft) should be in the sub-
metre range to capture small-scale eddies in the inertial sub-range of turbulence.
This has implications on the desired cruising speed, the sampling rate, and the
necessary response times of the sensors. The initial target values are: 20 m s−1
cruising speed, 100 Hz sampling rate, and a time constant better than 0.05 s for
all sensors.
• A possibility to monitor all sensor data during the flight is necessary.
7
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aircraft
weight <5 kg
endurance > 1 hour
propulsion electric
payload capability >1 kg
take-off bungee or hand launch
autopilot
guidance waypoint navigation
altitude precision ± 5 m
airspeed precision ± 1 m s−1
measurement unit
spatial resolution < 1 m
sampling rate 100 Hz
sensor response times < 0.05 s
Table 1: Requirement specification summary for a research RPA at the University of
Tu¨bingen.
• The sensor system and RPA should be independent.
• The payload capabilities should go beyond the necessary minimum for the ther-
modynamic sensor package, as used in the M2AV, and leave space for additional
sensors (e.g., camera, laser altimeter, etc.) up to 1 kg weight.
• Last but not least, the system ought to be affordable and not more expensive than
a small passenger vehicle even after including all the sensors.
Till date, no commercially available RPA exists, which would meet all the requirements
listed above, especially regarding the meteorological payload. This is merely because
the application of RPA in atmospheric research is a niche that does not pay off for
profit-oriented companies. In this thesis, the MASC RPA will be described as a sen-
sor carrier platform that was developed in cooperation with other research institutes
and a local model aircraft builder (see Sect. 2.1) to meet all requirements. In the past,
results from RPA measurements were always subject to large uncertainties because
the sensor system was neither well described nor systematically tested. One goal of
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this thesis is to attend to this problem, and three of the articles that are included in
this thesis are dedicated to design, qualification and testing of parts of the measure-
ment system, namely the temperature measurement, the airflow measurement, and
the humidity measurement. Especially the short response times that are necessary to
capture small-scale turbulent motion with a moving platform is a problem, which has
been tackled in these three articles. A main challenge is to reconcile the requirements
of high accuracy and short response time with lightweight design, low power consump-
tion, and small size. Further demands derived from the requirement list are robustness
of the sensors in harsh environments, easy maintenance, and reliable calibration.
2 Results
This section will provide a summary of the most important results that are explained in
detail in the articles attached to this thesis (Sect. A.1 to A.5).
2.1 The Multi-Purpose Airborne Sensor Carrier
All flight tests and atmospheric measurements that were carried out to collect the data
presented in this thesis were done with an RPA that was specifically designed and
build to meet the requirements described in Sect. 1.3. The airframe, equipped with
RC-components, was build by the model aircraft company Roke-Modelle, based in
Wannweil, Germany. The design with an electrical pusher propulsion system has the
advantage of not disturbing the measurements in front of the fuselage. This was val-
idated in a wind tunnel experiment with engine and measurement unit running. The
drawback of this solution is an increased noise level compared with the twin-engine
configuration of the M2AV. Regarding the rudder configuration, a choice was made in
favour of a V-tail, which is lightweight and can be assembled easily. Flaps and ailerons
are placed on the trailing edge of the wings and can be controlled independently or in a
combined air brake configuration to decelerate the aircraft during the landing approach.
A core part of the RPAS is the ROCS (Research Onboard Computer System) au-
topilot, developed and maintained by the Institute for Flight Mechanics and Control
(IFR) at the University of Stuttgart. For the specific application in atmospheric research,
9
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Figure 2: The MASC RPA in flight.
wing span 2.60 m, 3.00 m or 3.40 m
rudder configuration ailerons, flaps, v-tail
weight 5 – 7.5 kg, depending on battery load
payload max. 1.5 kg
endurance 15-60 min, depending on battery load
cruising speed 24 m s−1
propulsion electrical pusher motor
autopilot ROCS, IFR Stuttgart
take-off bungee launch
Table 2: Characteristics of the MASC RPA.
the ROCS was programmed to control the RPA at a constant airspeed of approximately
24 m s−1. Waypoint navigation with the option to adjust waypoints during the flight
constitutes the standard features of the autopilot. Automatic take off and landing are
theoretically possible, but they are not used due to safety concerns. The combination
of the ROKE-Modelle aircraft and the ROCS autopilot is operated at the EKUT under
the name ‘MASC’ (multi-purpose airborne sensor carrier). Fig. 2 shows MASC during
a landing approach. Table 2 summarizes the specifications of the RPA. Comparing
the specifications with the requirements, it can be found that the desired weight limit is
exceeded, if at the same time the target endurance should be held. Other than that,
MASC turned out to fulfil the requirements adequately and has been deployed in 10
measurement campaigns since 2012 on more than 35 campaign days. The number of
successful flights, including test flights, has recently exceeded 250.
The purpose of MASC is to carry sensors for boundary-layer research. In the first
place, this means a thermodynamic sensor package is required, including tempera-
10
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µC
MHPAMOC
TC
FWPRT
PCAP
IMU/GPS BARO
Modem SD-card
ADC
analog signal
digital signal
Ground-
station wireless signal
Figure 3: Schematic of the thermodynamic measurement unit.
ture, humidity, wind, and barometric pressure measurement. In cooperation with the
University of Applied Sciences Ostwesfalen-Lippe (HS-OWL), the data acquisition sys-
tem AMOC (Airborne Meteorological Onboard Computer) was developed as the cen-
tral unit of the meteorological sensor system. It is based on two 32-bit microcontrollers
and a 24-bit analog-to-digital converter. All sensors interface with AMOC and the data
is stored in an SD-card with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. At the same time, a se-
rial output that contains all sensor data is provided at 1 Hz. In MASC, this output is
connected with a 2.4 GHz modem to establish a telemetry link to a groundstation soft-
ware, which allows real-time monitoring. The temperature sensors are discussed in
detail in Sect. 2.2.1 and Sect. A.1. The humidity sensor is presented in Sect. 2.2.3
and Sect. A.3. Sect. 2.2.2 and Sect. A.2 is focusing on wind measurement, in par-
ticular the airflow measurement with multi-hole probes (MHP). Sensors that are not
further described in detail are the inertial measurement unit (IMU) and the baromet-
ric pressure transducer. The IMU measures the orientation angle of the RPA and its
three-dimensional velocity vector in the earth’s coordinate system, which are essen-
tial for wind measurement. A commercial system, the IG-500N by SBG Systems, is
11
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used for this system, and it provides satisfactory results if the RPA is not subject to
excessive dynamics (SBG Systems, 2014). A MEMS barometric pressure transducer
of type HCA-BARO by Sensortechnics provides the measurement of air pressure. A
representation of the measurement unit is given in Fig. 3.
2.2 Individual Sensor performance
Three of the papers that are part of this thesis were published in the peer-reviewed
journal ‘Atmospheric Measurement Techniques’ (Wildmann et al., 2013, 2014b,c). The
papers deal with design, improvement, qualification, and measurement performance of
the sensor technology developed for the MASC.
2.2.1 Temperature
The design of the two temperature sensors and their optimization to be carried on
the MASC RPA is described in detail in Sect. A.1. The two sensors operate on the
basis of two different physical principles – both, however, are using fine wires in the
range of 13-25 µm, which have a very low heat capacity and thus adapt to temperature
changes very quickly. Fine-wire temperature sensors have a long tradition in meteo-
rology in general (Foken, 1979), and in airborne meteorology in particular (Friehe and
Khelif, 1992; Inverarity, 2000). One of the sensors is a fine-wire platinum resistance
thermometer (FWPRT, see Fig. 4, left), inspired by Harrison and Pedder (2001), who
designed a similar instrument for radiosonde applications. The resistance of the plat-
inum wire is almost linear to temperature changes. A constant measuring current is
passed through the fine wire and an electronic circuit, using two operational amplifiers,
converts the voltage at the wire into a useful measurement voltage. The second sensor
is a thermocouple (TC, see Fig. 4, right). The measurement principle of a TC is based
on thermodiffusion, which is unequally strong in wires of different material. Soldering
two metal wires together at a measurement tip makes it possible to measure the volt-
age (the so-called thermovoltage) between the open ends of the wires, which is linear
to the temperature gradient between the tip and the open end (Pelster et al., 2005). The
TC measurement is always a relative measurement between the TC tip, which is in the
flow, and the so-called cold junction, which is at the point where the open ends of the
TC wires are attached to the amplifying electronic circuit. In order to achieve an abso-
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Figure 4: Picture of the FWPRT (left) and the TC (right).
lute reading, various scenarios exist: to measure the precise cold-junction temperature
and add it to the differential measurement of the TC is the most straightforward ap-
proach. It is, however, crucial that there exists no temperature difference between the
cold-junction temperature sensor and the cold-junction soldering spot. There are also
ICs that automatically add a voltage to the TC voltage, proportional to the thermovolt-
age of the absolute temperature at the cold-junction. One of these ICs is the LTK001
and is described in A.1. It was found to be not accurate enough for decent meteoro-
logical measurements. The strategy that was finally pursued in the presented study
is that the TC measurement is complementarily filtered with another slower sensor in
the flow. For the presented setup, this second sensor was a PT1000, a very accurate
platinum resistance thermometer with a resistance of 1000 Ω at 0 ◦C. Complementary
filtering means that the PT1000 is low-pass filtered and the TC is high-pass filtered at
the same frequency, and the two signals are added to each other. The filter frequency
has to be chosen so that the PT1000 can still resolve signals at this frequency, and the
cold-junction of the TC has to be protected from temperature changes faster than the
filter frequency by some kind of insulation.
Although both measurement principles are well known, no inter-comparison exist, in
the literature between thermocouples and resistance thermometers for airborne mete-
orology, and especially, for the application on RPA. Test flights in the vicinities of the
Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg, operated by the DWD, were conducted with
MASC to qualify the accuracy and precision of the new instruments. To estimate the to-
13
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Figure 5: Variance spectrum (left) and structure function (right) of FWPRT (red) and
TC (blue).
tal accuracy of the sensors, square flight patterns around a 99 m meteorological tower
were performed at three heights where resistance thermometers are installed on the
tower (60 m, 80 m and 98 m), maintaining each altitude for approximately the same
time that is used as the averaging time for the stationary instruments (i.e. 10 minutes).
A bias between the RPA sensors and the tower sensors was found, which showed to
be persistent throughout the measurement campaign and was of the order of 0.5 K.
Removing this bias, which is assumed to be a calibration error, a precision better than
0.1 K was found. Further validation of the sensor accuracy was done by vertical profile
comparison flights with radiosondes and remote sensing instruments. The lapse rates,
which have been measured, are in very good agreement, only the remote sensing in-
struments differ in altitudes where the signal-to-noise ratio of the soundings becomes
too low. Unfortunately, in the described setup for the TC on the RPA, the cold-junction
insulation was not good enough to prevent temperature changes faster than the re-
sponse time of the PT1000. This shows in the vertical profiles, where temperature
changes significantly within several seconds, as a hysteresis in ascent and descent.
Additional analysis of the sensor performance with regard to common error sources
like radiation, adiabatic heating, or self-heating of the resistance thermometer was
done in dedicated tests. Self-heating of the FWPRT was already minimized in the de-
sign process to be of the order of 10−4 K at the typical MASC cruising speed. Radiation
effects only showed to have a significant impact on the complementary PT1000 mea-
surement in the TC system. This is why a shield was designed to protect the cold junc-
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tion of the TC from direct radiation input. Reverse heading manoeuvres with shadow
on the sensor in one direction and direct sunlight in the other revealed that the shield
provides the desired protection. In order to quantify the performance of the sensors
with respect to response times, a spectral analysis of the temperature measurement
in a turbulent flow (the daytime CBL) was done with the help of a variance spectrum
and a structure function (see Fig. 5). Up to a frequency of 20 Hz (corresponding to a
time lag of 0.05 s in the structure function), both sensors show equally good perfor-
mance following the theoretically predicted slopes for a locally isotropic turbulent flow
(Kolmogorov, 1941).
In conclusion, both sensors show similar good performances in the measurements
of the average temperature and in the resolution of small-scale turbulence. Since the
TC setup is more prone to design flaws, especially with regard to a proper cold-junction
design, the inexperienced user might favour the FWPRT.
2.2.2 Airflow
Measuring the three-dimensional wind vector v with a moving platform requires the
measurement of the true airspeed vector vtas, the groundspeed vector vgs, and the ori-
entation of the aircraft to transform the airspeed vector to the meteorological coordinate
system (Mmf , see Eq. 1).
v = vgs +Mmfvtas (1)
In the MASC thermodynamic sensor package, the commercial GPS/IMU unit IG500-N
by the company SBG Systems is included (SBG Systems, 2014), which provides vgs
and Mmf . For the measurement of the airflow vector with a high temporal resolution,
commercial systems are rare and hence highly priced. Multi-hole probes (MHP) are
a robust way to measure not only the true airspeed but also the airflow angles. The
most popular field of application for MHP is mean airflow measurements in wind tun-
nel experiments (Telionis et al., 2009; Treaster and Yocum, 1979; Sumner, 2000). The
MASC thermodynamic sensor package features such an MHP, which was designed by
the Institute for Fluid Dynamics (ISM) at the University of Braunschweig (see Fig. 6).
The specific probe is a five-hole probe (5HP) with four additional holes perpendicular
to the flow in front of a milled ring edge, merging into one common static pressure
port. In order to achieve trustworthy turbulence measurement with this kind of instru-
15
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Figure 6: Picture of the 5HP, which is included in the measurement unit for MASC.
ment, a proper design and qualification of the whole measurement chain has to be
done. In contrast to the predecessor system M2AV, which contains the same probe,
changes have been made to the airflow measurement with the 5HP in all parts of the
measurement chain:
• The mechanical design with a milled ring edge behind the static pressure ports
was questioned and found to be inappropriate for turbulence measurement be-
cause the ring induces increased turbulence at the static pressure ports at certain
airflow angles. As a result, the conversion of differential pressures at the probe to
flow angles was changed in such a manner that a flow angle estimation without
using the static pressure holes is possible.
• An important part of the measurement system with MHP is the pneumatic tubing
system, which connects the actual probe with pressure transducers. Key factors
of a properly designed pneumatic system with little damping of the pressure sig-
nal are a suitable tubing material, the tubing length, and as little branching as
possible. In the pneumatic connection of the M2AV system, many branches were
derived from the P0-hole of the 5HP. What did not seem to be a problem consid-
ering the amplitude response is shown in A.2 to be critical, in combination with
the pneumatic connection of holes P1-P4. Different phase shifts in signals that
are added in post-processing can lead to artefacts in the measured airflow vector.
For the MASC 5HP system, the cut-off frequency of the pneumatics was theoret-
ically designed to be far beyond 50 Hz and verified in an experiment. It was also
made sure that the pneumatic response at all holes of the MHP is consistent and
thus different phase-shifts that can lead to artificial signals are omitted.
16
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Figure 7: Comparison of variance spectrum (left) and structure function (right) of true
airspeed measurement with MASC (blue) and M2AV (red).
• To measure the dynamic pressures at the single holes of the probe, MEMS pres-
sure transducers are connected to the probe via the pneumatic tubing. A new
kind of pressure transducers that work on the basis of a thermal flow measure-
ment is used in the MASC 5HP setup, which, unlike membrane-based pressure
transducers, is insensitive to accelerations and vibrations.
• In the last step, the AMOC DAQ was optimized to guarantee a clean signal without
aliasing effects up to at least 20 Hz. A combination of an analogue RC low pass
filter and a digital moving average filter is implemented in AMOC and explained
in detail in A.2.
To validate the fact that implemented actions to improve the MHP measurements are
effective, flights with MASC were conducted and compared with previous measure-
ments with the M2AV. As can be seen in Fig. 7, MASC shows good agreement with the
theoretical slopes of a locally isotropic turbulent flow, while the M2AV measurement is
strongly damped. The electronics of the M2AV is not known to the author in detail, but
it is assumed that a low-pass filter was applied to the MHP measurements in order to
damp the noise level, which, according to the presented study, should be much higher.
2.2.3 Humidity
The most challenging thermodynamic quantity to measure in boundary-layer meteo-
rology is water vapour content. A variety of measurement principles exist to measure
humidity, and they are discussed in Sect. A.3. A review of the available sensors to
17
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Figure 8: Picture of the humidity sensor (left) and a sketch of the sensor model (right).
measure water vapour content revealed that the typical instruments to capture turbu-
lent fluctuations of humidity are optical instruments that are too heavy and large to
be carried on the MASC platform. The type of sensor that is light enough and at the
same time robust and small is a polymer-based capacitive humidity sensor. Typically
designed for stationary room climate measurements, weather stations or radiosondes,
the focus in the design of the sensors is not primarily on fast response times. There
are attempts to design fast response versions of this type of sensors – for example,
for medical applications or general purpose (Tetelin and Pellet, 2006), but they are
still one order of magnitude slower than what is desired for turbulence measurement
in the ABL. The goal for the meteorological measurement unit of MASC is to capture
all thermodynamic quantities with at least 10 Hz. Eight different capacitive sensors,
which have been advertised as fast response instruments by their manufacturers, were
tested by the author to check for their accuracy and time response. The P14 Rapid by
IST AG (IST AG, 2009) was chosen as the sensor with the best overall performance. In
combination with a PCAP capacitance to digital converter chip, it is possible to read out
the sensor value with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. The sensor plus electronics could be
placed on a PCB smaller than a gum stick (see Fig. 8, left). The specified time constant
of 1.5 s could be validated in an experiment. A model of the sensor physics, including
the dynamic response, is proposed in A.3. The dynamic model is a diffusion model,
which assumes vertical diffusion in the polymer as the main contributor to the sensor
dynamics. The numerical model of the sensor divides the polymer into finite volumes,
which is illustrated in Fig. 8 (right). To validate the model, a laboratory experiment was
set up, which exposed the sensor to a quasi-instantaneous step from low water vapour
content to high water vapour content and vice versa. The model performs very well if
the diffusion coefficient is tuned to the best fit. The diffusion parameter is not known to
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Figure 9: Comparison of variance spectrum (left) and structure function (right) of mixing
ratio, before (red) and after (blue) the signal reconstruction with the inverse model.
the author and will not be revealed by the company due to trade secrets (Krogmann,
2012). No significant difference could be found between the rising and falling edge
step responses. At low temperatures, the model characteristics change, which is as-
sumed to be due to large changes in the diffusion coefficient under these conditions. It
is obvious that thinner layers of the polymer or higher diffusion coefficients would help
to decrease sensor response times. Since it is not possible for these parameters to be
changed by the end user, other ways have to be found to get as much information from
the sensor as possible.
Once a model is described and validated to predict the sensor output with high ac-
curacy, it becomes possible to invert the model and apply it to measured data to restore
a signal, which is closer to the original water vapour signal than the raw measured
signal. Similar approaches have been followed in the field of temperature measure-
ment with TC (Tagawa et al., 2005), or airflow measurement with MHP (Rediniotis and
Pathak, 1999). Previously, in airborne applications, time response corrections were
carried out for temperature sensors (Inverarity, 2000) and humidity sensors (Leiterer
et al., 2005; Miloshevich et al., 2004). A weakness of this approach is that small dam-
ages to the sensor surface, or low temperatures can change the diffusion coefficient
and thus the sensor dynamics dramatically. It is therefore proposed to use vertical
profiles at the beginning of a flight to tune the diffusion coefficient to the current envi-
ronment. With a correctly tuned diffusion coefficient, no hysteresis between ascent and
descent of the RPA should be visible in the vertical profile measurements of humidity.
To show the capabilities of the inverse model approach for turbulence measure-
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ment, variance spectrum and structure function from a measurement flight are shown
in Fig. 9. The results are opposed to raw measurements from the capacitive humidity
sensor. While the raw measurements from a flight in a turbulent flow do not even show
the predicted slope for the locally isotropic turbulence until the frequency of 0.05 Hz,
the restored signal by the inverse model appears as a well-shaped turbulent signal until
approximately 3 Hz. The noise level of the capacitance-to-digital converter chip limits
better results because the inversion of a dynamical model naturally amplifies not only
the physical signal but also noise. If the noise-level can be reduced by some more
advanced electronic circuit, a restoration of the signal up to 10 Hz seems realistic.
2.3 Morning Transition Of The ABL
The main application of the MASC and its measurement system is to take in-situ mea-
surements of features in the ABL. Measurements in the morning transition of the ABL
were done with MASC on five days between May and September 2013 in the Neckar
valley. The area is characterized by heterogeneous land use and some considerable
orography. A more detailed description of the experiment is given in Sect. A.5. The goal
of the measurements was to take systematic measurements of the transition phase
from the NIL to a CBL on several days and to compare the measurements. As many
as 36 flights with over seven hours of data were used for the analysis. The measure-
ment strategy that was persistently pursued was a combination of vertical profiling (VP)
and constant-altitude profiling (CAP) at 100 m above-ground level (agl). On two of the
five days, a sonic anemometer of type Young Model 81000 could be installed on site to
capture wind and temperature data at 2 m agl along with the RPA measurements.
The flight pattern for the VP was a horizontal square with a constant climb rate. One
VP consists of consecutive ascent and descent. The series of VPs of (virtual) poten-
tial temperature θv allows estimation of the instantaneous height of the SCBL zi at the
time of each flight and its development in the morning transition. The development of
the distribution of water vapour content over altitude documents the transport of wa-
ter vapour from the surface into the ABL, which was found on all days, with unequally
strong occurrence. Horizontal wind speed and wind direction profiles visualize wind
shear and wind veer. Crude smoothing had to be applied to the wind measurement
because the flight pattern for the VP was not designed in favour of the wind measure-
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Figure 10: The vertical profiles of virtual potential temperature θv (left) and mixing ratio
r (right) for 5 September. For better readability, a few overlapping profiles of the mixing
ratio were spared from the plot.
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ment. The angle estimation of the IMU does not show good performance in turns of
the RPA, but the VP pattern that was flown in the experiment was a rather small square
pattern with only short straight legs in between the turns.
The CAP parts of the measurement flights are, on the one hand, used to calcu-
late the average values of scalars and wind vector at 100 m agl. On the other hand,
they serve to calculate the area averaged variances and fluxes of sensible and latent
heat. Figure 10 shows an example of the VP measurements of all quantities measured
on 5 September 2013. It is obvious how the NIL gets burned off until approximately
0820 UTC and the whole newly formed ML warms up afterwards. It is interesting in this
case that a weak stability remains in the ML, which also prevents water vapour from
being lifted further up than the original height of the NIL. Wind speeds are fairly con-
stant and low during the transition, but wind direction changes with the growing SCBL
towards geostrophic wind direction.
Since for Deardorff scaling, the kinematic surface heat flux is important but could only
be measured with a sonic anemometer on two of the five days, the following equation
was derived to estimate the surface sensible heat fluxes H0 from the rate of tempera-
ture change in the SCBL and the boundary layer height zi:
H0 ≈ Bziρcp∂θ
∂t
(2)
with cp as the specific heat capacity of dry air, ρ the air density and B the ratio between
the height where heat flux crosses zero h0, and the inversion base height hi. A value
of 0.75 can be found for B in the literature (Sorbjan, 1995). After analysing the data,
the value for the given experiment was adjusted to 0.68 in an iterative process, which
is elucidated in some more detail in Sect. A.5. It was found that this estimation is only
good in the early stages of the morning transition, when the assumption is valid that the
temperature in the SCBL changes linearly with time. In this case, however, the results
compare fairly well to the sonic anemometer measurement at 2 m agl. The estimates
of surface heat fluxes were computed for all measurement days by using the proposed
method. With the help of the surface heat flux, ML scaling parameters w∗ and θ∗ could
be calculated (Eq. 3) and heat fluxes measured by the RPA, as well as the variances
of potential temperature σ2θ , horizontal wind speed σ
2
u and vertical wind speed σ2w could
be scaled and compared for all days (see Fig. 11).
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Figure 11: Normalized sensible heat flux (a) and dimensionless variances of potential
temperature (b), horizontal wind (c) and vertical wind (d). The dotted line shows the
boundary layer top (ζ = 1). The solid line in (a) gives the linear regression of all mea-
surement points below ζ = B. The solid lines in (b), (c) and (d) are theoretical profiles
that are found in literature for the ML (e.g. Garratt, 1992; Sorbjan, 1989). In red, data
from Bange et al. (2007) is included in the graphs.
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w∗ =
[
g
θ
zi〈w′θ′〉0
]1/3
θ∗ =
〈w′θ′〉0
w∗
(3)
The data points coloured in red are additional measurement points taken from the ex-
periment, which is described in (Bange et al., 2007). This experiment was pursuing
the same goals, but was carried out in a flat terrain in Northern Germany. It was found
that the potential temperature variances are following the ML theory fairly well in the
upper half of the scaled boundary layer, and that they complement the measurements
by (Bange et al., 2007). No clear trend can be seen in the lower half. One reason could
be that the surface heat flux estimation starts to fail here. For horizontal and vertical
wind, the graphs of the variances are not comparable to what is expected from the ML
theory.
Beyond the analysis with respect to possible ML scalings, some interesting events
could be captured during the experiment: On several occasions, it could be seen in the
data that the interface between the SCBL and the NIL is far from horizontally homoge-
neous. In CAP flights of 5 September 2013, approximately 70 m below the inversion
that was found in the VP, air masses that had the temperature and water vapour content
of the RL were found in parts of the flight leg. On 23 July 2013, a strong discontinuity
was found in the development of water vapour profiles. The water vapour content in the
SCBL, which continuously increased until 0717 UTC, suddenly drops back to the value
above the inversion before starting to increase again. Latent heat flux measurements
from the CAP measurements give more insight into what is happening in that instance:
just before the water vapour content in the SCBL decreases, strong positive moisture
fluxes are measured at 100 m agl, which can be interpreted as dry air entraining into
the SCBL from above. After that, positive moisture flux dominates and an ML with
higher water vapour content re-establishes itself.
2.4 Wakes Of Wind-Energy Converters
In October 2013, a four-day measurement campaign in the framework of the ‘Lidar
Complex’ project was used to take meteorological measurements with the MASC in
the close vicinities of large 2.0 – 2.5 MW WECs with rotor diameters of 82 – 110 m.
The main objective of the ‘Lidar Complex’ project was validation of lidar instruments
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and comparing different instrumentations for wind measurements in wind-energy re-
search – not only in homogeneous and flat terrain but also in complex terrains, i.e. in
terrains with large orography and heterogeneous land use. More information is given
in Sect. A.4.
The test site in Grevesmu¨hlen, where measurements were done in October 2013,
was chosen as a baseline experiment. The area is flat and does conform to the
IEC 61400 standard. On site, several instruments were installed: an upward-looking
ground-based lidar and a 100 m tower, equipped with sonic anemometers, were lo-
cated 400 m upstream of one WEC in the main wind direction (South-West). A nacelle-
based forward-looking lidar was installed on that same WEC. Hence, measurements
with MASC were also centred around this particular WEC. A variety of different exper-
iments with different flight paths was conducted. While in some flights the focus was
on upstream measurements to compare with the complementary instruments, other
flights were done in the wake of the WEC. Average wind speeds during the measure-
ment flights were up to 15 m s−1.
A major concern about measurement with small RPA in WEC wakes at high wind
speeds is that the rapid changes in wind speed and wind direction could force the
aircraft into uncontrollable states of flight. Figure 12 confronts the autopilot controlled
course, altitude, and airspeed for a flight leg perpendicular to the main wind direction in
the wake, with the performance in undisturbed airflow. It shows that the standard devi-
ations of the controlled parameters increase slightly, and the location of the wake can
be seen by a drop of the aircraft altitude and a deflection of the aircraft course. How-
ever, the disturbance is far from critical and can be corrected by the autopilot within
seconds. The example in Fig. 12 shows measurements in an average wind speed of
7 m s−1, but even at higher wind speeds safe operation could be guaranteed with the
MASC system.
Knowing that measurements in the wake of the large WEC are possible and safe,
more extensive measurements were taken within the wake. Racetracks downstream
the WEC, perpendicular to the mean wind at seven altitudes between 75 m and 225 m
and three distances to the WEC, were flown to qualify the extension of the wake. In
order to visualize the extension of the wake in the y-z-plane (with the x-direction as the
main wind direction and z-direction pointing up) at four rotor diameter distances D, an
interpolation of the horizontal wind speed measurements between the discrete race-
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Figure 12: Performance of MASC with ROCS autopilot in undisturbed atmosphere
(a),(c),(e) and behind a wind turbine (b),(d),(f). Measurement of data was done during
the same flight. The figures show three successive individual flight legs at 100 m
altitude (= hub height). An average wind speed of 7 m s−1, perpendicular to the flight
path, was present throughout the flight.
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Figure 13: Measurements of MASC in the wake of a large WEC. Left: Interpolation
of horizontal wind speed between racetracks in six heights in the y-z-plane, four rotor
diameters downstream the WEC. Right: Qualitative TKE measurements in the x-z-
plane at seven heights and three distances downstream the WEC.
track heights is shown in Fig. 13 (left). It has to be noted that the picture is somewhat
distorted, if single flight legs are used, which do not provide an instantaneous measure-
ment, and therefore cannot account for the meandering of the wake. A solution is to
average multiple flight legs at the same altitude in order to obtain an average extension
of the wake. For the presented data, two legs at each altitude could be averaged. In
future, more legs at the same altitude would be desirable. It shows that the wind speed
deficit at the centre of the wake is as high as 70 %. The largest wake effect is found
in the rotor plane. To investigate the extension of the wake in the x-z-plane, TKE was
calculated for each flight leg and is shown in Fig. 13 (right). TKE over one racetrack
length is in this case used as a measure to compare the turbulence in the wake and
outside the wake. The values are not comparable with what would be found with a sta-
tionary measurement inside the wake, since one racetrack includes parts of the wake
and parts of undisturbed airflow. The measurements were taken in a neutrally stratified
boundary layer. This shows that under these conditions, the wake has a sharp cut-off
just above the rotor plane, which is consistent with LES studies (Abkar and Porte´-Agel,
2014). Unfortunately, the test site did not allow flights in further distance behind the
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WEC and hence the decay of the wake could not be captured.
3 Discussion
Within this thesis, the application of a small RPA for ABL research has been described.
A decade ago, airborne in-situ measurements were only possible in high-budget exper-
iments with large infrastructure. The MASC RPA is yet another proof that technology
has advanced to a degree that allows any small research group to do high-quality re-
search with these kind of instruments. A large part of this thesis is dedicated to sensor
development, which works towards a measurement system that can compete in data
quality and reliability with the already established measurement systems. The goal to
achieve 20 Hz frequency resolution of measured signals in flight could be achieved for
temperature and airflow. The humidity measurement could be significantly improved,
but a reduction of the signal noise is still necessary to capture turbulent signals with
10 Hz or more. Naturally, the application of RPA has to be traded off against remote
sensing instruments, towers, or ground-based measurements with regard to the re-
search goals. To classify MASC as a measurement tool for ABL research, a short
confrontation of the main benefits and limitations of the system is given in Tab. 3.
It is evident that legal restrictions are the main limitations to the possibilities that
are technically available. However, the restrictions are necessary for a seamless in-
tegration of RPAS in civil airspace, and experiments have to be designed to meet the
requirements of safety and regulation in the first place. Two experiments were pre-
sented in this thesis, which demonstrated the capabilities of MASC with its optimized
sensor system.
In the field of fundamental research of ABL physics, an experiment was carried out to
investigate physical processes in the transition of a NIL to a CBL. The hypothesis that
ML scaling can be used to describe the SBL throughout the transition phase cannot
hold for all parameters. The variances of horizontal and vertical wind speed did not
follow the same laws that are used in the literature for the ML. The variance in tem-
perature, however, was found to be in line with ML theory, at least in the upper half of
the scaled boundary layer. It is still open to debate whether the large deviations in the
lower part are due to measurement errors in an increasingly convective boundary layer
or physical processes that are not accounted for in the Deardorff scaling. Further ex-
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+ In-situ measurement with large horizontal and vertical coverage are technically
possible.
+ Airborne in-situ measurements down to a few meters above ground are possible.
+ Flexible operation in remote areas, requiring only small infrastructure.
+ Relatively low-cost.
- Legal restrictions in most civilized countries restrict horizontal and vertical cover-
age to operation in sight. Multiple pilot operation allows to enhance the horizontal
coverage, but vertical profiling will be legally impossible above 700 m with the MASC
RPA.
- Flight operation, at least in Germany, is mostly restricted to the time between
sunrise and sunset.
- No continuous operation is possible. One measurement flight duration is in the
order of 30-60 minutes. The time between landing and the next take-off is approxi-
mately 20 minutes.
Table 3: Confrontation of main benefits and limitations of the MASC RPA for ABL re-
search.
periments will be necessary to investigate this in more detail. Possible improvements to
the experiment design would be to decrease the height of the CAP flights and see if at
an earlier time in the transition phase, the ML theory is also met at lower scaled bound-
ary layer heights. Further improvement, can be done by changing the flight pattern for
the VP. A significantly better vertical profile of wind speed and wind direction could be
achieved if the RPA does not climb while maneouvering and hence the lengths of the
straight legs increase.
Measurements in the wake of large WEC were shown as an example of how MASC
can be applied in wind energy research. It was shown that MASC can be operated
safely and valuable wind measurements can be taken, which allow quantification of the
wind speed deficit in the wake and the extension of the wake. In future experiments
it should be sought to take more measurements of the wake in further distance to the
WEC to capture the decay of the wake. The measurements need to be repeated in
different stability regimes in order to compare the findings of LES simulations and lidar
measurements.
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4 Outlook
Assuming that RPAS technology will continue to develop quickly, more of these sys-
tems will also be applied in atmospheric sciences. It is important for a successful
integration of unmanned aircraft in the tool-kit of atmospheric sciences that a close co-
operation with local civil aviation authorities (CAAs) is cultivated and safety will always
have the highest priority. Only with the help of CAA, experiments that allow further
horizontal and vertical extension of measurement flights can be planned. These kind
of flights are, however, necessary, regarding the open questions in the field of convec-
tive boundary layers. Another possibility to enhance the measurements from RPA is
to operate multiple aircraft simultaneously. Two independent MASC, as well as MASC
in combination with other RPA, have already been deployed in experiments. A co-
ordinated swarm flight of multiple RPA is the next step, which is technically possible,
but still needs to be implemented for the ROCS autopilot. The advantages of such
an application are evident: CAP at multiple altitudes allows measurement of instanta-
neous vertical profiles of fluxes and the observation of the instantaneous extension of a
WEC wake. Sensor technology has been advancing continuously, and despite further
developments of those sensors that have already been integrated into the MASC mea-
surement system, new sensors can find their way into the application on small RPA.
One example is aerosol sensors, that have recently been combined with the MASC
measurement system on the larger RPA ALADINA (Altsta¨dter et al., 2015). A different
aerosol sensor, which was developed at the University of Leeds (CLASP, see Hill et al.,
2008), is currently being integrated to be carried on MASC itself. Even faster sensors
are being developed that are possibly able to resolve turbulence up to the dissipation
range. The technology that could make this possible is fast response probes, which
have a minimum of pneumatic damping and a signal restoration method similar to what
is described in Sect. A.2. Further studies are, however, necessary to integrate and
qualify these probes for ABL research with small RPA.
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Abstract. Two types of temperature sensors are designed and
tested: a thermocouple and a fine wire resistance thermome-
ter. The intention of this study is to figure out which kind
of measurement principle is in general more suited for at-
mospheric boundary layer meteorology with small remotely
piloted aircraft (RPA). The sensors are calibrated in a NIST
traceable climate chamber and validated in flight against
tower measurements, radiosondes and remote sensing. The
sensors have a measurement range of at least −10–50 ◦C, an
absolute RMS error of less than ±0.2 K which is stable over
the lifetime of the sensors, and a resolution of about 0.01 K.
Both devices are tested for typical errors like radiation error
and adiabatic heating, as well as for their dynamic response.
Spectral resolutions of up to approximately 10 Hz can be ob-
tained with both sensors, which makes them suitable for tur-
bulence measurement. Their low cost of less than 100 EUR
in pure hardware is a major advantage for research with small
RPA.
1 Introduction
In situ observations in the atmosphere are of highest inter-
est for weather nowcasting, forecasting, avionics and funda-
mental research. Measuring with aircraft has been a field of
research for as long as aircraft exist (Neisser et al., 2002). A
good overview of systems and strategies for airborne mea-
surement of wind, temperature, and many other quantities
is given in Lenschow (1986) and other specialist literature
(Wendisch and Brenguier, 2013; Emeis, 1995). An impor-
tant aspect for the energy budget of the earth includes the
turbulent fluxes and turbulent structures of the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL) (Garratt, 1992). For the sounding
of the atmosphere, numerous different methods are avail-
able nowadays: ground-based easurements, tower mea-
surements, vertical soundings with radiosondes or tethered
balloons, aircraft and helicopter measurements as well as
remote sensing with radar1, lidar2, sodar3 and RASS4, to
mention only the most common instruments (Kaimal and
Finnigan, 1994). Especially for the measurement of spa-
tial averages of fluxes over heterogeneous terrain, ground-
based, tower and radiosonde measurements are not suitable,
because they are spot measurements which rely on the as-
sumption of terrain homogeneity to calculate fluxes (Bange
et al., 2006). Therefore, aircraft are much better suited in-
struments for these kinds of measurements. They can cover a
wide area and perform in situ measurements that do not rely
on model assumptions of the atmosphere like remote sensing
instruments do.
In contrast to stationary temperature measurements, sen-
sors in airborne applications are facing specific requirements
due to their operation on a moving platform in high stream
velocities. While some issues like robustness or electromag-
netic compatibility have to be addressed in the design pro-
cess, other error sources like the heating of the sensor due to
the conversion of kinetic energy to heat at the sensor surface
have to be considered in the data analysis. The most com-
monly used temperature sensor for airborne research is the
Rosemount total air temperature sensor (Rosemount, 1986).
It has been used in many meteorological campaigns with
manned aircraft and systematically investigated. For exam-
ple, Friehe and Khelif (1992) tested the sensor against an
1Radio detection and ranging
2Light detection and ranging
3Sound/sonic detection and ranging
4Radio acoustic sounding system
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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NCAR K sensor and a modified Rosemount probe to find out
about time responses, adiabatic heating effects and recovery
factors. Inverarity (2000) found methods to correct the dy-
namic system of the Rosemount probe to measure more pre-
cise vertical profiles. Haman et al. (1997) designed a new
sensor called “ultra-fast thermometer”, which design-wise
makes it possible to measure in clouds without contamina-
tion of the measurement wire with cloud droplets. It uses a
2.5 µm platinum tungsten wire, which makes it fast enough
to make time response corrections obsolete. All these sensors
are designed to be installed on manned aircraft, and they are
not optimized for small size or light weight.
Smaller sensors for airborne temperature measurement
can be found in the context of radiosondes for vertical sound-
ing of the atmosphere up to 30 km. These sondes need to
be lightweight to be able to rise and be of low cost, be-
cause once released it is not guaranteed that the instrumenta-
tion can be recovered. Commercially available sondes work
with thermistors or capacitive wire technology for temper-
ature measurement (Nash et al., 2005). Typically, the wires
used in these commercial sensors are coated or protected in
some way to make them more robust at the cost of response
time. Correction algorithms can help to compensate the time
response error (Luers, 1997). Radiosondes are not suitable
for turbulent flux measurements, because they only rise ver-
tically. At ascent rates below 10 m s−1 and time constants
≤ 1 s, the blur in the allocation of the temperature reading
to the corresponding altitude has a size of 10 m. For their
purpose of vertical soundings up to a few kilometres, this is
an acceptable error.
While meteorological measurements with manned aircraft
and radiosondes are frequently performed, measurements
with small unmanned systems are relatively new and not well
established so far. Nevertheless, numerous different systems
have been developed within the last decade and have proved
to produce valuable data (Martin and Bange, 2013; Martin
et al., 2011; Reuder et al., 2009; Spiess et al., 2007; Dias
et al., 2012; van den Kroonenberg et al., 2008). In general,
the possibilities for meteorological measurements with small
remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) are in between manned air-
craft measurements and radiosonde soundings. Modern au-
topilots make it possible to fly predefined paths, even take off
and land automatically if desired. Compared to manned air-
craft, their cruising speed is typically lower (20–30 m s−1).
The security standards are not as high as with manned air-
craft, which in general makes them a more flexible tool,
but the lack of harmonized rules in aviation authorities can
cause additional limitations for flight permissions. Their ap-
plication off-road makes it more likely that rough landings
will damage a sensor. The space and payload capabilities
are rather comparable to a radiosonde than a large research
aircraft.
This work gives a description of two kinds of tempera-
ture sensors for the application on small unmanned aircraft
for boundary-layer meteorology. One sensor is based on a
thermocouple, while the other one is a fine wire platinum
resistance thermometer (FWPRT). Both sensors were cali-
brated and tested in a laboratory before doing in-flight mea-
surements and comparison of the results with stationary mea-
surements from a 99 m meteorological tower, as well as re-
mote sensing measurements from a sodar and wind profiler.
The goal is to allow for measurements of the atmospheric
temperature with a reasonable accuracy and sufficient reso-
lution to also resolve turbulent fluctuations with both kind
of sensors. By describing the advantages, disadvantages and
problems in design and application, a guidance is given to-
wards finding the best suitable sensor for individual RPA ap-
plications. It will be shown that these kinds of sensors can
be built at low cost and that typical errors for temperature
measurement can be avoided or corrected.
2 Sensor design
2.1 Requirements
The temperature sensors described here are designed for the
purpose of measuring mean temperature in the ABL, as well
as turbulent heat fluxes. As the target value of absolute accu-
racy in mean measurements, ±0.1 K is strived for. Although
this accuracy is not critical for the evaluation of thermal
stratification or turbulent transport, it can still be of rele-
vance if complementary measurements with ground-based,
remote sensing or other airborne instruments are performed.
A higher absolute accuracy than ±0.1 K is hardly achieved
by commercial instruments, including the reference instru-
ment in the used calibration chamber. Therefore this value is
chosen as the target value for the new sensors.
Typical values for temperature fluctuations in different
regimes are given for a field experiment in Wangara (Stull,
1988), stating that in a convective regime, fluctuations
σθ < 1 K are to be expected, and in the stable regime the fluc-
tuations are much smaller (σθ < 10−2 K). From this example
alone it can already be seen that it is important to measure
temperature with a resolution and precision equal to or better
than 0.01 K.
Short response times are important to measure as
far as possible into the inertial subrange of turbulence
(Kolmogorov, 1941) to minimize the error in flux measure-
ment introduced by neglecting small-scale turbulence. In the
boundaries of solid-state temperature sensors that are ro-
bust enough for the application on small RPA, a response
time smaller than 0.05 s (20 Hz temporal resolution) is con-
sidered a target value. Table 1 gives an overview of these
requirements.
2.2 Interfaces and data collection
Both sensors that are described here were developed specif-
ically for the application on a small RPA. The measuring
system they are connected to is called AMOC (Airborne
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6, 2101–2113, 2013 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/2101/2013/
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Table 1. Summary of requirements for temperature sensors for the
determination of turbulent heat fluxes.
Total accuracy ±0.1 K
Precision 0.01 K
Resolution 0.01 K
Time response < 0.05 s
Measurement range −10–50 ◦C
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the meteorological measuring unit for
small RPA of type MASC (Multipurpose Airborne Sensor Carrier),
developed at the University of Tu¨bingen.
Meteorological Onboard Computer) and was developed
in cooperation with the University of Applied Sciences
Ostwestfalen-Lippe. The computer is based on two micro-
controllers (µC) of type STM32 and interfaces to an inertial
measurement unit (IMU) and a GPS receiver. To be able to
connect various other sensors, including the two temperature
sensors (thermocouple, TC, and FWPRT) described here, a
16-channel analog-to-digital converter (type ADS1258 by
Texas Instruments) with 24-bit resolution (15-bit noise-free)
and an input range of 0–5 V is integrated. All data are stored
on a micro-SD card with a sampling rate of 100 Hz and are
also transmitted to a ground station computer for live obser-
vation at a rate of 1 Hz. In standard configuration, the whole
measuring unit also includes a combined humidity and tem-
perature probe (PCAP) and a five-hole probe (5HP) to mea-
sure the true airspeed vector (van den Kroonenberg et al.,
2008). A block diagram of the system is given in Fig. 1.
2.3 Thermocouple
Measurements with a thermocouple are in the first place al-
ways differential measurements between the measurement
Fig. 2. Thermocouple design with foam coat for thermal insulation
of the cold junction.
junction, where the thermocouple wires of unequal alloys are
welded together, and the point where the thermoelectric volt-
age is amplified, or converted to a digital signal. Ideally this
point should be in thermal equilibrium with the point where
the thermocouple wires are physically connected to the elec-
tronics, in order not to measure temperature gradients in the
measuring system. The big advantage of this method is the
possibility to manufacture thin, long thermocouple wires to
make point measurements of temperature in remote locations
with a very short response time. To get the true absolute tem-
perature, the differential measurement of the thermocouple
always has to be added to a measurement of the cold junc-
tion temperature (Michalski et al., 1991). Therefore, a well-
defined cold junction of the sensor is essential. A possibility
to account implicitly for the cold junction temperature is to
generate a voltage at the cold junction that corresponds to the
thermoelectric voltage of the chosen thermocouple type for
a temperature difference of the actual cold junction temper-
ature. This voltage can then be added to the thermoelectric
voltage of the thermocouple itself in an analog circuit, which
after amplification and multiplication with the correct cal-
ibration coefficients gives an absolute temperature reading.
An integrated circuit which takes care of this is the LTK001
by Linear Technology. This chip is used in the design shown
in Fig. 2.
For this set-up to work, it is essential that the temperature
sensor inside the LTK001 measures the true temperature of
the cold junction. If there are gradients between soldering
junction of the thermocouple wire and the chip, or if the tem-
perature sensor inside the chip responds too slow to a sudden
change in temperature, the temperature reading can be cor-
rupted. To reduce these effects, the whole electronic compo-
nents including the thermocouple connection were coated in
insulating foam (Fig. 2).
Another method to get even more accurate absolute tem-
perature readings from the thermocouple is a complemen-
tary filter. This means the thermocouple signal is high-pass
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/2101/2013/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6, 2101–2113, 2013
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the complete thermocouple measure-
ment strategy.
filtered and added to a signal of a complementary tempera-
ture sensor that has a low-pass filter with the same cut-off
frequency as applied for the high-pass of the thermocouple.
The complementary sensor has to be a more stable and accu-
rate temperature sensor that is also in the flow and responds
just fast enough to sense the frequencies that are corrupted
by wrong cold junction readings of the thermocouple. For
this purpose a PT1000 was installed in close distance to the
thermocouple on the RPA. The resistance of the PT1000 is
measured with the PCAP01 signal processor by ACAM Mes-
selectronic, which is also responsible for the measurement
of a capacitive humidity sensor. This combined sensor is re-
ferred to as PCAP in this article. Figure 3 shows a sketch of
all the sensors and temperatures involved in the current de-
sign. The thermocouple was built and tested with two differ-
ent wire diameters (25 µm and 13 µm). Like in other meteoro-
logical applications (Haman, 1992), the thermocouple type E
(CHROMEGA® chromium nickel alloy and Constantan®)
was chosen due to its chemical resistance and high sensitiv-
ity (60.9 µV K−1).
For all measurement results of the thermocouple in the fol-
lowing, the complementary filtered signal is used. It showed
the more trustworthy results compared to the internal cold-
junction compensation of the LTK001. The amplification of
the pure thermocouple voltage is chosen to achieve a sensi-
tivity of 20 mV K−1. Typical noise level for the whole mea-
suring chain is 0.15 mV, so a resolution of 7.5 mK is realistic.
The measuring range is adjusted to −10–240 ◦C. The preci-
sion and stability of the operational amplifiers that are used
in the design is in the µV range, which is orders of magnitude
better than the required precision.
2.4 Fine wire platinum resistance thermometer
(FWPRT)
The FWPRT was designed based on Harrison and Pedder
(2001). Few adaptations were done in the choice of opera-
tional amplifiers, and a printed circuit board was designed to
reduce noise and size of the set-up. The basic principle of the
circuit is a linearized Wheatstone bridge with current output,
which is in the final step amplified and converted to a 0–5 V
signal corresponding to approximately −10 to 50 ◦C mea-
suring range. The measuring range can easily be adapted by
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Fig. 4. Theoretically calculated self-heating for a 25 µm platinum
wire with the designed measuring circuit.
the choice of the reference resistor in the Wheatstone bridge.
One source of error that can already be addressed in the de-
sign process is self-heating of the fine wire. The bridge is
designed and simulated to have a measuring current through
the platinum wire of 0.6 mA. If we take into account that we
have forced convection on the wire in flight, we can set up
a power budget PI =Pc which relates the power introduced
by the measuring current PI =R · I 2 and the convective heat
loss Pc =α ·A1Tsh to calculate the maximum self-heating
of the wire:
1Tsh = R · I
2
α · A , (1)
where 1Tsh is the temperature change due to self-
heating, R = 100 the resistance of the platinum wire,
I = 0.6× 10−3 A the measuring current, α the heat
transfer coefficient calculated from the Nusselt number
(0.39+ 0.51 ·Re0.5, with Re = Reynolds number) and the
molecular thermal conductivity of the air at a specific
airstream velocity, and A= 3.7× 10−5 m2 the curved surface
area of the wire (Foken, 1979). Figure 4 shows the theoret-
ical self-heating for these values over a range of airspeeds
calculated with Eq. (1). It can be seen that for this measuring
current, self-heating effects are two orders of magnitude
smaller than the goal for measurement accuracy and thus
can be neglected.
The platinum wire of 25 and 13 µm respectively is
wrapped around the printed circuit board with minimum con-
tact to the board itself, as can be seen in Fig. 5. It can also
be seen that the wires are aligned in flight direction, which
will theoretically minimize the effect of adiabatic heating of
the wire. The resistance value of 100 is a good compromise
considering resolution, wire length and self-heating. Reduc-
ing wire length to get closer to point measurements will also
reduce the resistance. A higher resistance gives better reso-
lution, but the measuring current will necessarily increase,
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6, 2101–2113, 2013 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/2101/2013/
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Fig. 5. Fine wire platinum resistance thermometer with 25 µm wire.
The flow direction is from the left.
which leads to higher self-heating. The sensor has a sensitiv-
ity of 80 mV K−1 for a measuring range of −10–50 ◦C. The
noise level is equivalent to the thermocouple circuit, so that
a resolution of 1.8 mK is reached. Like in the thermocouple
circuit, operational amplifiers were chosen that have a gain
stability and precision that outranges the requirements.
3 Validation flights
3.1 The test site
An experiment was performed in September 2012 at a test
field of the German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wet-
terdienst – DWD) close to Lindenberg, Germany. The site
is located at 52.1669◦ N, 14.1242◦ E in north-east Germany
in a heterogenous but nearly flat terrain. It was used previ-
ously in comparative sensor studies for airborne meteorol-
ogy (Martin et al., 2011). Approximately 200 m from the
take-off location for the RPA, a 99 m tower with meteoro-
logical instruments at 6 heights, including temperature, hu-
midity, wind speed and wind direction measurements, is in-
stalled. The tower is also equipped with sonic anemometers
at two levels (50 and 90 m) for turbulence measurements. Be-
sides the tower, there are also various remote sensing instru-
ments installed on the test field. For comparison of tempera-
ture measurements, a sodar/RASS and a 482 MHz wind pro-
filer/RASS can be taken into account, which both measure
virtual temperature of the atmosphere along with wind speed
and wind direction (Engelbart et al., 1999; Engelbart et al.,
1996; Engelbart and Bange, 2002). The sodar is installed di-
rectly at the test site, while the wind profiler is situated at
the observatory in Lindenberg, 5 km north of the site. Addi-
tionally, every 6 h, a radiosonde is released in Lindenberg for
soundings of temperature, humidity and wind.
Fig. 6. MASC airframe.
3.2 The RPA system MASC
The platforms that are being used at the University of
Tu¨bingen to perform meteorological measurements are small
RPA named MASC (Multi-purpose Airborne Sensor Car-
rier), which were developed in-house in cooperation with a
local model aircraft builder. The MASC airframe as shown
in Fig. 6 is an electrically powered motor glider aircraft of
3.00 m wingspan and a maximum take-off weight of 6 kg.
In standard configuration with meteorological payload, the
weight does not exceed 5.5 kg. A flight endurance of at
least 40 min is possible at this weight with minimum bat-
tery load, which corresponds to a travelling distance of more
than 50 km at a travelling speed of 22 m s−1. Tests in the
wind tunnel showed that the pusher motor does not affect
the measurement system at the fuselage tip. Only very lit-
tle flow disturbance was found due to the fuselage itself at
typical airspeeds.
The aircraft are equipped with the autopilot ROCS (Re-
search Onboard Computer System), which was developed at
the Institute of Flight Mechanics and Control (IFR) at the
University of Stuttgart (Haala et al., 2011). It was originally
developed for photogrammetric applications and specifically
adapted to the needs of meteorological observations. The au-
topilot makes it possible to fly pre-defined flight patterns au-
tomatically, guaranteeing a constant airspeed of 22–24 m s−1
and a level flight with a precision in altitude better than 2 m
in straight legs. A bias in altitude can be up to 10 m.
3.3 The experiment
The experiment was carried out in autumn 2012 from 21 to
23 September. Two MASC systems were operated in this pe-
riod. While on the first and third day of the experiment fair
weather allowed a total number of 15 measurement flights
with the system, the second day with more gusty winds
and light rain was only used for test flights and technical
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/2101/2013/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6, 2101–2113, 2013
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Fig. 7. Flight paths for tower sweep maneuver (left panel) and vertical profiles (right panel). The solid black vertical line represents the
measurement tower.
improvements on the system. Several flights were done
specifically to validate the temperature measurements of the
two sensors described here. Two flights were performed fly-
ing squares with a size of 600 m around the tower at three
heights where sensors are installed on the tower (60, 80 and
98 m). Another two flights were done at the time when ra-
diosondes were released to measure vertical profiles between
60 and 500 m and compare the results. Figure 7 shows the
flight paths for these two maneuvers. For comparison with
the tower, the aircraft remained at each altitude for 8 to
10 min to have the same averaging period as the tower data.
During straight and level flights, the standard deviation of
barometric altitude is below 0.5 m. Including the bends, it is
still below 2 m. Lateral deviations from the given track are
within ±2 m. For the vertical profile, a constant climb rate of
about 2 m per second was chosen.
All temperature sensors involved were calibrated in a
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA)
traceable climate chamber for a range of 15 ◦C–50 ◦C. In the
experiment, temperatures slightly below the calibration range
were experienced. However, subsequent calibrations of the
same type of sensors to lower temperatures showed that the
sensor output follows the calibration curve very well down to
10 ◦C and further, staying well within the desired accuracy of
0.1 K.
3.4 Results
The results of the comparison flights with the tower at
three levels can be seen in Fig. 8. All flights show that the
FWPRT measures a temperature that is constantly higher
than the temperature measured at the tower. The two flights
on 21 September were done with exactly the same FW-
PRT sensor; on 23 September another FWPRT sensor of
the same type was used. The sensor used on 23 Septem-
ber has a slightly bigger offset of about 0.6 K, compared to
0.4 K on 21 September. The PCAP sensor that is being used
for filtering with the thermocouple systematically shows a
lower measurement of about 0.2 K compared to the tower.
These constant errors can be interpreted as calibration er-
rors and are easily corrected by subtracting the measured off-
set. Analysing all 10-minute averages that were possible to
extract from airborne measurements throughout the experi-
ment, it was found that a mean error of −0.26 K with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.1 K for the PCAP sensor and a mean error
of 0.46 K with a standard deviation of 0.09 K for the FW-
PRT were measured (see Fig. 9). The requirement of 0.1 K
hence can be held throughout the experiment, if a calibration
offset between the sensors is subtracted once. The random
errors include possible errors due to a bias between tower
instrument height and controlled aircraft altitude, which can
be up to 10 m. An error in altitude of this order at a lapse
rate of 0.01 K m−1 will result in a temperature error of 0.1 K,
which is in the range of the standard deviation. Another pos-
sible error source is the fact that the aircraft measurement
is a spatial average, while the tower measurement is a point
measurement. In laboratory conditions in a climate chamber,
the sensors never exceed 0.1 K deviation with a quadratic fit
over the whole calibration range. The experiment in Linden-
berg could only cover a small range of temperatures. To find
out if the errors of the sensors are larger close to the edges
of the calibration range or even beyond, more flight tests are
needed.
Figures 10 and 11 show the result of the temperature sen-
sors for two sequential vertical profiles at around 11:00 UTC
and around 17:00 UTC respectively, in comparison to all
other temperature measurements that were done at the test
site in Lindenberg. For better comparison with the remote
sensing systems, the RPA, radiosonde, and tower measure-
ments are converted to virtual temperature according to the
equations in Appendix A. The measurement of relative hu-
midity was done with a capacitive sensor, which was found
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Fig. 8. Comparison of temperature sensors on the RPA with tower
data, 10 min averages at three levels and three different flights.
to be in good agreement with the reference instruments in this
experiment. Deviations of up to ±5 % RH can be observed,
which, according to the conversion to virtual temperature,
can cause temperature errors of maximum ±0.05 K for the
given situation. Looking at all profiles, it can be seen that,
for the vertical profiles as well, the FWPRT has an offset to
the tower of about 0.5 K. The offset to the radiosonde and the
wind profiler is in the same range. For the FWPRT, the lapse
rate of virtual temperature is very well captured by the sen-
sors, and ascents and descents do not show remarkable hys-
teresis, which shows that the sensor’s time response is fast
enough for the given climb rate. At around 11:00 UTC, the
radiosonde measures a higher lapse rate close to the ground
which is captured neither by the tower, nor by the RPA. In the
late afternoon measurement, RPA, tower and radiosonde pro-
files have the same shape down to the ground in consideration
of the different ground levels. Most probably a local effect
in the area where the radiosonde was released, which is ap-
proximately 5 km from the 99 m tower, is the reason for this
difference in shape close to the ground between the measure-
ments at around 11:00 UTC. Thermocouple measurements
(Fig. 11) show a strong hysteresis, which is due to the PCAP
sensor, which is not able to adapt fast enough to tempera-
ture changes for the given climb rate, and the thermocouple’s
reference junction is not stable enough to make it possible
to fill the gap to lower frequencies with pure thermocouple
measurements.
4 Discussion of measurement errors
Two of the error sources that are most cited when it comes
to temperature measurement with aircraft are radiation er-
rors and errors due to adiabatic heating of the sensor ele-
ment (Breitkopf and Kim, 1980; Foken, 1979; Daniels, 1968;
Shannon and Butler, 2003). The measurement campaign in
Lindenberg was also used to investigate these errors for the
two sensor types described above. Condensation or icing,
which both have fatal effects on measurements with fine
wires, will not be considered.
4.1 Radiation error
To figure out the effect of radiation on the sensors, square
pattern flights were chosen as well. In these flights, the
aircraft was flying in all four main geographic directions.
The flights were performed in late morning, between 10:00
and 11:00 UTC, with the sun in southern position (azimuth
≈ 174◦, elevation ≈ 38◦). The sensors are installed on the
RPA in a way such that, for flights in north and east direc-
tion, sun was shining on the sensors, but in south and west
direction, the sensors are shaded by the RPA itself. For FW-
PRT measurements, no significant offset between different
flight directions could be found. For thermocouple measure-
ments, an effect could be observed and is shown in Fig. 12
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(left panel). It shows mean values for each leg in the square,
coloured according to the flight direction. For each square
the temperature rises, but a constant offset between counter-
directions of about 0.5 K is observed. The source for this off-
set is the PT1000 on the PCAP sensor. Repeating the same
pattern with a shield around the PCAP sensor gives much
better results with no significant offset between all directions
(Fig. 12, right panel). The shield is made of a 2 cm diame-
ter carbon tube covered with white adhesive film that com-
pletely covers the PCAP electronics. This result agrees with
experiments performed in a wind tunnel using a light bulb
as radiation source and exposing the sensor system with and
without radiation shield. Both fine wire sensors – thermo-
couple and FWPRT – do not show a significant sensitivity
to radiation at the given airspeed of 20 m s−1. This is a good
indication that radiation errors can be neglected for this type
of sensor. In wind tunnel experiments the radiation input was
increased to a much higher level than in the test flights, radi-
ating the sensors with up to 800 W m−2, which corresponds
to a hot summer day (see Fig. 13). The times when the radia-
tion was switched on and off can clearly be seen in the PCAP
measurements, while the FWPRT reacts with less than 0.2 K
deviation from the wind tunnel internal temperature trend.
4.2 Adiabatic heating
Adiabatic heating of a sensor occurs when the air is deceler-
ated at the sensitive element of the measurement instrument.
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The kinetic energy of the air is transformed to heat. This heat
leads to higher measurements compared to the static temper-
ature. In theory, adiabatic heating can be described with the
following adiabatic equation:
Ts = r · Tm
(
Ps
Pt
)κ
, (2)
where Ts is the static temperature of the air, Tm the tempera-
ture measured by the sensor, Ps the static pressure, Pt the to-
tal pressure including the dynamic pressure at the sensor and
κ =Rd/Cp ≈ 0.28571 the Poisson constant (ratio of the gas
constant and the specific heat for constant pressure). Using
this equation with boundary conditions of 293 K measured
temperature, static pressure of 1000 hPa and an airspeed of
25 m s−1 leading to a total pressure of 1003.70 hPa, the mea-
sured temperature is ≈ 0.3 K higher than the true static tem-
perature. In reality, the air is not only decelerated at the sen-
sitive part of the sensor. The geometry of the sensor plays an
important role for the effect of adiabatic heating. This is typ-
ically considered by the introduction of a recovery factor r .
The value of this recovery factor has to be evaluated in ex-
periments (Breitkopf and Kim, 1980). To see if the adiabatic
heating effect plays a role at all for the sensor under inves-
tigation, the cross-correlation between temperature measure-
ment and airspeed in a measurement flight at constant alti-
tude can be calculated. Figure 14 shows the results for the
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FWPRT and the thermocouple. Both maximum correlation
coefficients are below 0.1. This is considered small enough
to neglect errors of adiabatic heating in future experiments.
5 Spectral responses
To measure turbulent fluxes of heat, it is important to resolve
eddies as far as possible into the inertial subrange of turbu-
lence. A spectral analysis of the measurements shows how
high the temporal resolution of the sensor is, if the result is
compared to the Kolmogorov law of locally isotropic turbu-
lence in the inertial subrange (Kolmogorov, 1941). For the
spectral analysis, the experiment in Lindenberg was not use-
able, due to internal noise caused by the telemetry system.
This noise could be seen on all analog signals and was es-
pecially critical for thermocouple measurements due to the
small voltage signal of this sensor. It could be clearly due to
the telemetry, because it appeared at the same frequency as
the downlink frequency.
Subsequent tests showed that the electronic circuit as it
was used in Lindenberg also artificially limited the frequency
response for the FWPRT. The current to voltage converter in-
cludes an active low-pass filter, which was adjusted to a cut-
off frequency of about 5 Hz. A trade-off needed to be found
for a higher cut-off frequency while maintaining a reasonable
signal-to-noise ratio at the same time.
Figure 17 shows variance spectrum and structure function
of a flight with the optimized electronic circuit. In this case,
the sensitivity of the sensor is reduced to 40 mV K−1, which
still meets the requirements described in Sect. 2. It can be
seen that the spectral results of both sensors agree very well,
especially in the higher frequency range. The flights were
done at 370 m altitude on a summer day in June, just before
noon, in southern Germany. At this altitude, a stable stratifi-
cation was still present as can be seen from a vertical profile
taken just before the racetrack pattern flights for the spec-
tral analysis (see Fig. 15). Figure 16 shows the time series of
the complete racetrack pattern, including bends. In fact, very
similar results have to be expected since the main physical
influences to the sensor response are the wire diameter and
the forced convection due to airspeed, which in this case are
identical for both sensors. Additionally, the same data acqui-
sition system and same operational amplifiers were used, so
that these influences are eliminated for the comparison. Re-
maining differences can mainly be due to imperfect calibra-
tion and the error sources that were discussed before. Radia-
tion, adiabatic heating and heat transfer might not contribute
significantly to the absolute reading, but can still have some
influence on very small scales.
The variance spectrum and structure function do not per-
fectly follow the Kolmogorov law of locally isotropic tur-
bulence (inertial subrange) in this measurement. There are
several possible reasons for this. Due to restrictions in the
flight permission, only rather short legs of about 1 km could
be performed. Only four legs were used for the averaging
of the spectral analysis because of the instationarity of the
ABL. Thus, temporal variations of the spectral density can
be expected. Also, in the residual layer, turbulence is weak
and not necessarily isotropic since the turbulent eddies are
compressed vertically.
6 Conclusions
In this study, two temperature sensors for airborne flux mea-
surements in the atmospheric boundary layer were developed
and tested extensively. Section 2 introduces the requirements
and explains the system design. The resolution and mea-
suring range was designed to be met for both sensor types.
Section 3 shows that each of the sensors has the ability to
measure temperature within the desired accuracies, if cali-
bration offsets are subtracted. Section 4 discussed the typ-
ical errors in airborne temperature measurements like radi-
ation error and adiabatic heating and showed that for the
given sensors these are small enough to be within the total
accuracy of the sensors. Last, the spectral response of ther-
mocouple and FWPRT were compared in Sect. 5. It showed
that both sensors can resolve turbulent fluctuations with little
damping up to 10 Hz. The cut-off frequency for both sen-
sors with the given design is at about 20 Hz. Each sensor has
certain advantages and disadvantages. While using thermo-
couple circuits, it is most critical to provide a well-designed
cold junction and an appropriate temperature measurement
of the cold-junction temperature to achieve good total ac-
curacies. The FWPRT with same diameter needs a longer
wire to achieve a good resolution. A longer sensitive part of
the sensor also means higher chances for contamination and
damage. In future designs of thermocouple circuits, more ef-
fort has to be taken into a well-measured cold-junction tem-
perature to make it a stand-alone temperature sensor for both
good absolute accuracy and fast response. Alternatively, the
result of the thermocouple measurement can also be comple-
mentarily filtered with the FWPRT sensor. Future designs of
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the FWPRT sensor could aim for better signal-to-noise ratio
with smaller wire length and therefore lower resistance value
of the wire. A shorter wire is less susceptible to damage in
flight. This would also reduce the contact spots of the wire
and thereby heat transfer to the circuit board. Heat transfer
did not show to be a problem in the current frequency range,
but might affect the sensor at higher frequencies. For both
sensors, improvements on the electronic circuits can be done
in the future to reduce the time responses as far as possible.
Each of the sensors – as they were tested in this study
– have pure hardware and manufacturing costs of less than
100 EUR. Therefore, these types of sensors are the ideal
equipment for fast temperature measurements aboard small
RPA of type MASC or even smaller.
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Appendix A
Virtual temperature
To calculate virtual temperature from each instrument under
investigation, the relative humidity and barometric pressure
measurements of the respective system are used. First the sat-
uration water vapour E for the measured static temperature
T (in ◦C) is calculated:
E = 6.107 × 10 7.45·T235.0+T hPa. (A1)
The saturation water vapour E is multiplied with the mea-
sured relative humidity value ϕ to get the actual water vapour
partial pressure e:
e = ϕ
100%
· E. (A2)
The mixing ratio m is calculated using the instrument’s
barometric pressure measurement ps and water vapour par-
tial pressure e:
m = 621.97 · e
ps − e . (A3)
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.
Finally, the virtual temperature Tv is calculated from mea-
sured temperature T and mixing ratio m:
Tv = (T + 273.15) ·
(
1 + 0.61 · m
1000
)
. (A4)
The virtual temperature is the temperature at which a dry
parcel of air would have the same density as the measured
moist parcel of air.
Appendix B
Structure function
The structure function is a statistic measure to show common
variation. The eddy-size distribution of a turbulent flow in the
inertial subrange, or the local structure of a turbulent flow,
was first and foremost quantified using the (auto-)structure
function (Kolmogorov, 1941). See also Bange (2009).
Dφ(τ ) = 1
D − τ
D−τ∫
0
dt [φ(t + τ) − φ(t)]2, (B1)
where τ is the lag or shift, φ the physical quantity, D the total
length of the time series and t the time.
To simplify the interpretation of structure functions, they
can be normalized by dividing by twice the variance of the
time series:
Dφ
2σ 2
=
0 : fully correlated
1 : non-correlated
2 : fully anti-correlated.
(B2)
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Abstract. This study deals with the problem of turbulence
measurement with small remotely piloted aircraft (RPA). It
shows how multi-hole probes (MHPs) can be used to mea-
sure fluctuating parts of the airflow in flight up to 20 Hz.
Accurate measurement of the transient wind in the outdoor
environment is needed for the estimation of the 3-D wind
vector as well as turbulent fluxes of heat, momentum, water
vapour, etc. In comparison to an established MHP system,
experiments were done to show how developments of the
system setup can improve data quality. The study includes
a re-evaluation of the pneumatic tubing setup, the conversion
from pressures to airspeed, the pressure transducers, and the
data acquisition system. In each of these fields, the steps that
were taken lead to significant improvements. A spectral anal-
ysis of airspeed data obtained in flight tests shows the capa-
bility of the system to measure atmospheric turbulence up to
the desired frequency range.
1 Introduction
In many applications multi-hole probes (MHPs) serve the
purpose of measuring the flow angle and speed of an
airstream. They are commonly used in wind-tunnel and road
tests for the automotive industry (Zimmer et al., 2001) as
well as in airborne measurements (Crawford and Dobosy,
1992). Many different designs and calibration techniques can
be found in literature (Telionis et al., 2009; Sumner, 2000;
Pfau et al., 2002; Lemonis et al., 2002). The minimum num-
ber of holes that are used for three dimensional flow measure-
ment is four, while probes with five holes are common and
seven-hole probes can also be found. With increasing num-
ber of holes, the range of the angle of incidence that can still
be measured with the probe increases. There are also probes
with only one pressure port, which is constantly turned inside
the probe (Schlienger et al., 2002). The shape of the probe
(conical, hemispherical or faceted) has an effect on the max-
imum incidence angle as well as on the sensitivity regarding
Reynolds number changes (Telionis et al., 2009), due to the
different points of flow separation. In airborne meteorology,
the MHP made by Goodrich Sensor Systems (Rosemount,
1982) has been the most commonly used probe for measure-
ments in the atmospheric boundary layer. Using flight cali-
bration maneuvers, these MHPs can be used for wind mea-
surement on-board manned aircraft (Friehe et al., 1996; Khe-
lif et al., 1999). The development of the BAT probe (Craw-
ford and Dobosy, 1992) enabled the measurement of the tur-
bulent heat flux by combining fast temperature sensors with
the existing system.
Within the last decade, RPASs (remotely piloted air sys-
tems) have become more and more affordable and suitable
for atmospheric measurements and some have also been
equipped with MHPs (Spieß et al., 2007; van den Kroonen-
berg et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2012; Martin and Bange,
2014). The big advantage compared to manned aircraft is the
decreased disturbance of the airflow by the aircraft, due to
the smaller wingspan and wing load, which leads to smaller
upwash (Crawford et al., 1996) and the reduced overall size,
which decreases the disturbance of turbulence measurements
according to Wyngaard et al. (1985). Higher flexibility and
lower operating cost are other major advantages with small
RPAS. The Meteorological Mini Aerial Vehicle (M2AV) is
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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one of such RPAS and the measurement technique that was
used in this system will be referred to as a benchmark in this
study. New developments made as part of this study will be
compared to the M2AV where possible. Since the turbulent
wind vector and all turbulent flux measurements are strongly
dependent on the measurement of airflow angles and true air-
speed, a critical analysis of the systematic errors and sources
for noise in the measurement with a MHP will be conducted.
This analysis includes the complete measurement chain from
the pneumatic setup of the probe and the pressure transducers
until the sampling of the data.
The meteorological wind vector v (i.e. the wind vector in
the earth’s orthonormal, meteorological coordinate system)
can be calculated from navigation, flow and attitude measure-
ment aboard a research aircraft using
v = vgs +Mmf
(
vtas +× sp
) (1)
(Williams and Marcotte, 2000). The ground-speed vector vgs
describes the movement of the origin of the aircraft-fixed
coordinate system (index f) with respect to the earth’s sur-
face and is determined using the on-board navigation system.
Aboard an RPA the latter is usually a combination of an iner-
tial measurement unit (IMU) and a global navigation satellite
system (GNSS). The determination of the ground speed vgs
and the rotation into the earth’s coordinate system Mmf using
the Eulerian angles are not subject of the present study, and
are described in literature (Haering, 1990; Leise and Mas-
ters, 1993; Boiffier, 1998; van den Kroonenberg et al., 2008;
Bange, 2009).
The true-airspeed vector vtas is the flow vector measured
by an in situ flow probe, in this study a MHP, preferably
mounted at the nose of the RPA. Thus vtas is defined in the
aircraft’s coordinate system f . The location of the MHP in
relation to the origin of the aircraft-fixed coordinate system f
is described by the lever-arm vector sp = (xp,yp,zp), which
points from the origin of the aircraft system f to the location
of the MHP. The vector of angular rotation rates  contains
the angular velocities of the aircraft system f related to the
meteorological system m and is among the primary output
data of the IMU.
In the following we focus on the determination of the true-
airspeed vector vtas defined by
vtas =− |vtas|√
1+ tan2α+ tan2β
 1tanβ
tanα
 , (2)
(see also Lenschow, 1986; Leise and Masters, 1993;
Williams and Marcotte, 2000; van den Kroonenberg et al.,
2008; Bange, 2009) with angle of attack α (positive for air
flow from below) and sideslip β (positive for flow from star-
board). All three variables α,β, and |vtas| in Eq. (2) can be
derived from MHP pressure measurements.
Fig. 1. Research RPA MASC. The position of the MHP approxi-
mately 15 cm in front of the fuselage nose tip is depicted with the
red ellipse.
Research RPA MASC
At the University of Tübingen the research platform MASC
(Multi-purpose Airborne Sensor Carrier) is operated and
equipped with a MHP, fast temperature sensors, a barome-
ter and a humidity sensor to enable the measurement of ther-
modynamic, turbulent scalars as well as the 3-D turbulent
wind vector and turbulent fluxes of water vapour, sensible
heat and momentum (Fig. 1 and Wildmann et al., 2013). The
electrically powered motor-glider airplane with a wingspan
between 2.60 and 3.40 m has a total weight of 5–7 kg depend-
ing on the battery and payload. Wind-tunnel experiments re-
vealed that the fuselage and running pusher engine did not
have a significant influence on the airflow at the location of
the MHP. The aircraft is equipped with the autopilot ROCS
(Research Onboard Computer System), which has been de-
veloped at the Institute for Flight Mechanics and Control
(IFR) at the University of Stuttgart (Haala et al., 2011). The
autopilot controls a constant airspeed of 24± 1m s−1 and
constant altitude with a precision of ±2m. Navigation to pre-
defined waypoints is done relative to the take-off position.
The flight tests that were performed to validate the results of
this study were done with a MASC RPA.
2 The probe
2.1 Mechanical design of the probe
The MHP used at the University of Tübingen has a conical
head, nine holes and was designed and manufactured at the
Institute for Fluid Dynamics (ISM) of the Technische Univer-
sität Braunschweig, Germany. The arrangement of the holes
can be seen in Fig. 2. In addition to the five holes on the cone,
which are used to measure the flow angles, it has a ring with
four holes in a 90◦ offset pattern in front of it. These holes
merge into one pressure port and provide a reference static
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 7, 1027–1041, 2014 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/7/1027/2014/
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Fig. 2. Probe by ISM Braunschweig, picture and dimensions in mil-
limetres.
pressure, which is less sensitive to the flow angle compared
to normal static ports of a Prandtl sonde. This pressure port
is then used in the standard calibration described in Sect. 2.2.
The same probe was also used in the M2AV. Figure 3 shows
a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation of the probe
done with OpenFOAM at two different angles of attack.
2.2 Differential pressure to flow angle conversion
The conversion between differential pressures of the six pres-
sure ports of the probe-to-flow angles and true airspeed is
usually based on wind-tunnel calibration and can be done in
several ways (see Sasangko, 1997; Bohn and Simon, 1975;
Treaster and Yocum, 1979). A typical solution is a poly-
nomial fit between normalized pressure differences and air-
flow angles, true airspeed and static pressure respectively.
The ISM probe was intensively used in field campaigns (e.g.
Martin et al., 2011; van den Kroonenberg et al., 2011; Spieß
et al., 2007) with the M2AV. Table 1 shows how dimension-
less coefficients are defined from the pressures at the probe.
The definitions on the left are taken from Bohn and Simon
(1975), for an English summary see Spieß (2006). They are
referred to as the M2AV conversion method in the following.
The definition of the pressure ports and differential pressures
is described in Figs. 4 and 5. The coefficients kα and kβ are
directly calculated from the pressures at the MHP ports (see
Table 1 for different methods to do so). Using a polynomial
fit with coefficients that were determined in a wind-tunnel
calibration, the angle of sideslip, angle of attack and the co-
efficients kq and kp can be calculated from kα and kβ . To find
dynamic and static pressure, the expressions for kq and kp in
Table 1 need to be solved for q and p, respectively. A de-
tailed description is given in Appendix A. The true airspeed
as used in Eq. (2) has to be calculated using the measured to-
tal air temperature Ttot, the static pressure p and the dynamic
pressure q:
|vtas|2 = 2cpTtot
[
1−
(
p
p+ q
)κ]
(3)
with the Poisson number κ = R/cp, where R =
287 J kg−1 K−1 is the gas constant for dry air and
cp = 1005 J kg−1 K−1 is the specific heat for dry air.
In the M2AV conversion the ring pressure ports are used to
find q and p to get a more angle-independent measurement.
However, it was identified that in certain flight conditions the
ring can cause problems for turbulence measurement, since
the ring port pressure shows an increased noise level, which
is induced by the probe itself. Figure 6 shows the result of
measurements during the calibration procedure of the MHP
in a jet wind tunnel with a turbulence intensity of about 1 %.
At a constant airspeed of 22 ms−1 and angle of attack of 10◦
the angle of sideslip β was varied between −20 and 20◦ in
steps of 2◦. Each position was held for 10 s and the standard
deviation of the ring port pressure was measured. It can be
seen that at certain angles of sideslip, the fluctuations of the
measured pressure is higher than at other angles. This can be
considered to be aerodynamic noise introduced by the probe.
To avoid measuring turbulence that is not primarily related
to the atmosphere, a different pressure conversion method
(see Table 1, right column) that avoids using the ring port
pressure was tested. The method was initially proposed by
Treaster and Yocum (1979) and is one of the most basic five-
hole probe calibration methods. It only uses one front hole
and four side holes.
The calibration results with the occurring nonlinearities
are depicted in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. Below 10◦ the nonlinear-
ities are comparably small, but at higher angles the use of
a ninth-order polynomial in calibration becomes necessary
to represent the characteristics of the probe. Higher degree
polynomials only marginally increase accuracy. The maxi-
mum deviation from the resulting polynomial in the calibra-
tion procedure is 0.47◦ for α, 0.59◦ for β and 0.15 m s−1 for
airspeed. These values also cover variations of wind-tunnel
speed and inaccuracies in the angle settings.
Figure 10 shows the measurement of the airflow angles
and true airspeed in one flight leg of 1000 m (including parts
of the turns at the beginning and the end). The flight was done
at late afternoon on 23 September close to the Lindenberg ob-
servatory of the German Meteorological Service. The flight
altitude was 100 m above ground in an atmospheric boundary
layer with weak stability.
The pressures from the five-hole probe were converted
in both ways, with the M2AV method and with the MASC
method, avoiding ring-port measurements. While the air-
flow angles do not show a difference, it can clearly be seen
that true airspeed is much less noisy in the latter method.
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/7/1027/2014/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 7, 1027–1041, 2014
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Fig. 3. OpenFOAM flow simulation around the probe tip at 24 m s−1 total airspeed at 0◦ angle of sideslip in both figures, 0◦ angle of attack
in the left figure and 10◦ angle of attack in the right figure. The colour scale shows differential pressure to the environment in pascals.
Fig. 4. Tubing system as used by the TU Braunschweig and described in Spieß et al. (2007) for the M2AV. The pressure transducer mea-
surements dP 0i are differential pressure readings of the low pressure port (LP) connected to the holes P1–P4 and the ring portholes Pstatic
compared to the high pressure port (HP), which in this case is the common port P 0. Ps represents a barometric pressure sensor.
The spectra of the velocities estimated through the M2AV
(Fig. 11) shows that the noise introduced by the ring-pressure
ports manifest as “white-noise” at higher frequencies, while
the MASC method shows significantly reduced noise and the
presence of the k− 53 slope (Kolmogorov distribution for lo-
cally isotropic turbulence in the inertial subrange).
It should be noted that the large difference between the
two methods shows up explicitly at certain airflow angles,
which were included in the presented time series. However,
even though errors are smaller at other angle combinations,
they can be completely avoided if the ring port pressure is
not used for true airspeed calculation.
3 Tubing response and calibration of the probe
As transient velocities are of particular interest, the pneu-
matic dynamic response of tubing and transducer needs to
be investigated to ensure measurements within a certain error
band in the target frequency range. The tubing system within
the MHP consists of a combination of a steel tube with an
inner diameter of 0.7 mm and another tube of different ma-
terial (e.g. PVC – polyvinyl chloride) and diameter. The dy-
namic response of the system depends not only on the length
and diameter of the tubing, but also on the air volume inside
the pressure transducers. The magnitude and phase response
of tubing systems has been well investigated by Bergh and
Tijdeman (1965). They derived theoretical estimates of the
response of a single tube connected to either a single or mul-
tiple transducers connected in series with the variable tubing
length, tubing diameter and transducer volume. Further stud-
ies by Semaan and Scholz (2012) investigated the validity of
the model for short-tubing length and proved it suitable for
tubing longer than 150 mm; however, their model does not
account for branched tubing systems.
Since differential pressures are required for airflow angle
estimation, one strategy would be to connect the holes of
a five-hole probe to pressure transducers and calculate the
flow angles from the measured differential pressures as de-
scribed in Spieß et al. (2007) for the M2AV. The schematic
of such a setup is shown in Fig. 4. This setup has a strongly
branched tubing system at the high pressure port of all trans-
ducers (P0 is branched six times), whereas the low pressure
port is in most cases directly connected to one hole of the
probe. This setup cannot be simulated by a simple model like
the one described by Bergh and Tijdeman (1965).
Alternatively, the holes in the probe can be connected
to the transducers in the manner presented in Fig. 5. This
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 7, 1027–1041, 2014 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/7/1027/2014/
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Fig. 5. Alternative tubing setup without branches as used in MASC. The pressure transducer measurements dP i are differential readings of
all single port pressures of the probe (P0–P 4 and Pstatic, high pressure, HP) compared to one common reference port (low pressure, LP).
Table 1. Comparison of two methods to define dimensionless coefficients for five-hole probe measurements.
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Fig. 6. Standard deviation of the pressure ports Pstatic in front of
the ring of the ISM probe during a wind-tunnel calibration. Angle
of attack 10◦, angle of sideslip shifted from −20 to 20◦.
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Fig. 7. Two-dimensional plot of kβ over kα . The figure shows the
nonlinearities that are larger for higher airflow angles α and β.
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Fig. 8. Calibration coefficient kq for dynamic pressure against cali-
bration angle β for three attack angles α.
method of tubing connection was used in MASC. The mea-
sured pressures can be converted to the same measurement
as in the M2AV setup as follows:
dP0i = dP0 − dPi
with i = 1, . . . ,4, s. (4)
To compare the M2AV and MASC setups with respect to
the tubing system, the model of Bergh and Tijdeman can-
not be used because it does not account for branches. There-
fore, an experiment was set up to assess the response of the
two different tubing strategies (see Fig. 12). What is depicted
as “tubing under investigation” in the sketch is in a first ex-
periment replaced with the M2AV’s branched tubing system
as shown in Fig. 4 between the hole P0 and the high pres-
sure port (HP) of transducer dP0s. In a second experiment,
the tubing is replaced with MASC’s single tube, as shown in
Fig. 5 between hole P0 and the HP port of transducer dP0.
For all connections, PVC tube of a length similar to the ac-
tual setup that would be implemented in MASC (in this case
0.18 m) was used. Instead of the connection to the P0 hole
of the probe, the free end of the tube is connected to a sealed
volume attached to a speaker. A reference measurement was
made by placing another transducer directly on the cabin wall
without any tubing in between the pressure source and the
transducer. The speaker was able to play sine waves with fre-
quencies from 10 to several 100 Hz. The measurement com-
puter was logging the transducer output at a rate of 1 kHz.
The maximum investigated frequency was 200 Hz, which is
higher than the sampling rate that is used in flight.
Initially, the response of the transducers themselves were
tested. The transducers included sensors of the type P4V-
Mini by the company AllSensors and sensors of type LBA by
the company Sensortechnics. The P4V-Mini sensors work on
the principle of a membrane that is displaced by the pressure
N. Wildmann et al.: Multi-hole probes with RPA 5
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Fig. 9. Calibration coefficient kp for static pressure against calibra-
tion angle β for three attack angles α.
difference and its deflection is measured by piezoresistivity.
The LBA sensors estimate pressure difference through a ther-
mal mass-flow measurement.
To visualize the response of the pressure measurement sys-
tem, the amplitude and phase response as the two parts of the
transfer function H of the system are calculated:
H(ω)= |H(ω)|eiφ(ω), (5)
where ω is the angular frequency and φ the phase shift. The
amplitude response is presented as the ratio between the stan-
dard deviation σ of the tubing system being investigated and
the reference:
|H(ω)| = σP 0(ω)
σPref(ω)
. (6)
To find the phase response of the system, the cross-
correlation function %P 0,Pref between the two sensors was
calculated for each frequency and the time shift between the
two signals needed for maximum correlation was estimated.
This time shift was converted to a phase angle in the follow-
ing manner:
1t = t (max |%P0,Pref |), (7)
φ =1t ·ω · 180
pi
. (8)
The tests with the P4V-Mini sensors showed consider-
able variations in the response of each individual transducer.
Therefore, the experiment was carried out only with the LBA
sensors by Sensortechnics. In Sect. 4 further reasons are
given for choosing this type of sensor in future flight mea-
surements. The amplitude and phase response of the two
tubing systems are presented in Fig. 13. In the same figure,
the theoretical response for the single tube of same length
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Fig. 10. True airspeed, measured with the five-hole probe and calculated with the M2AV and MASC methods respectively. Angle of attack
throughout the leg approximately 10◦; angle of sideslip approximately 8◦. See text for flight conditions.
Fig. 11. Spectra of the true airspeed measurement in flight with standard calibration and new method. The red line shows the k− 53 slope.
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Fig. 12. Schematic drawing of the experiment to measure the tub-
ing response. While the HP port of the reference transducer (Pref)
is directly connected to the acoustic box, the HP port of the pressure
measurement under investigation (P 0) is connected with the neces-
sary tubing of the real system. Ps is the common ambient pressure
on the LP port of the transducers.
without branches as calculated with the Bergh and Tijdeman
model is presented.
It can be seen that both tubing setups resemble oscillatory
dynamic systems with at least one resonance frequency. The
first resonant frequency of the M2AV system was found to
be at around 80 Hz, while it is out of the measurement range
for the alternative setup. The damping factor of the M2AV
setup is much higher than for the alternative setup, hence
the resonance amplitude was much smaller. The phase re-
sponse attenuates towards −180◦, which is characteristic for
a second-order dynamical system.
It should be recalled that in the M2AV setup, one side of
the differential transducers was connected to the side holes
of the probe directly, while the other side of the transducers
was connected to the front hole with a branch to five other
transducers. In light of the acoustic tests performed here, it
was identified that the tubing responses on either side of the
transducer differ significantly. Though the two tubing sys-
tems have a nominally similar amplitude response, a phase
shift ϕ between each other would exist. Therefore an artifi-
cial signal Sm would be measured, which can be described as
follows:
Sm = sinωt − sin(ωt +ϕ),
= sinωt − sinωt · cosϕ+ cosωt sinϕ,
= (1− cosϕ)sinωt + sinϕ cosωt,
knowing that
a·sinωt + b · cosωt = Acos(ωt −α)
with
A=
√
a2 + b2, (9)
tanα = b
a
, (10)
the artificial signal is
Sm =
√
(1− cosϕ)2 + sinϕ2 · cos
[
ωt − arctan sinϕ
1− cosϕ
]
,
=√2(1− cosϕ) · cos[ωt − cot−1 ϕ
2
]
,
= 2sin ϕ
2
· cos
[
ωt − cot−1 ϕ
2
]
. (11)
From Fig. 13, at 20 Hz the two tubing connections have
a difference in phase shift of about 10◦. This implies the
transducer would measure a differential signal with an am-
plitude of 2sin 10◦2 = 0.174 times the original absolute sig-
nal, which is added to the measurement and can thereby be
defined as an error of almost 20 %.
To see the real behaviour of the two tubing strategies and
the artificial signals that are measured due to phase shift ef-
fects, a setup equal to that present in the M2AV was tested.
That is, both ends of a transducer were connected to the
acoustic box whereby one port was connected to the box
through a branch with five other transducers connected in
parallel and the other port of the transducer was directly
connected to the acoustic box via a 18 cm tube. In subse-
quent tests, both ports of the transducers were connected via
18 cm tubes to the acoustic box, this would resemble the al-
ternate tubing strategy that is now being used on MASC.
Ideally, as both ends of the transducers are connected to the
same “source” (acoustic box), the pressures in the transduc-
ers should nullify one another and no pressures should be
logged. The results of a time series measuring a sweep from
10 to 100 Hz (in steps of 10 Hz and a rest time of 10 s at each
step) are shown in Fig. 14, left. The increase in amplitude of
the pressure signal is not only due to an increasing phase
shift, but also due to the increasing power of the speaker
at the same gain setting. Figure 14, right, shows a normal-
ized result for the measured frequency range, where the mea-
sured signal was divided by the prevailing pressure in the box
that was measured with a second transducer. It can be seen
that the relative error for 20 Hz is less than theoretically es-
timated, but it is also obvious that the effect can be observed
in real measurements and can be avoided with the point-to-
point tubing connections.
4 The pressure transducers
The volume of the pressure transducers adds to the pneumatic
transfer function, and variation between different transduc-
ers can lead to a significantly different amplitude and phase
response of the sensor at higher frequencies. Besides that,
most pressure transducers are also sensitive to vibrations. In
many MEMS (microelectromechanical system)-based differ-
ential pressure transducers, deformation of a membrane ex-
posed to the applied pressure is measured by the means of
piezoelectricity (in our study the sensor of type P4V-Mini,
as used in the M2AV for example). The piezoelectric voltage
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Fig. 13. Amplitude and phase response of the pressure measurement systems, including tubing, branches, transducer, etc. The MASC setup
was investigated in an experiment (grey line) and theoretically with the Bergh and Tijdeman model (dashed line). The M2AV setup cannot
be calculated with the model and thus is only investigated in an experiment (black line).
Fig. 14. Acoustic test of the MASC and the M2AV tubing system
in comparison. Left: raw measurement of the transducers. Right:
percentage of prevailing pressure that is measured as an artefact due
to different phase shifts at the high and low pressure ports of the
transducer.
is amplified and a voltage linear to the applied pressure is
put out by the sensor. However, the membrane can also be
deformed by accelerations perpendicular to the membrane
surface. Since aircraft are always subject to vibrations and
accelerations it is important to consider this effect in the pres-
sure measurements when membrane-based pressure trans-
ducers are used. The way to reduce the errors made due to
this effect can be to calibrate the sensors for the sensitiv-
ity regarding acceleration and measure the given accelera-
tions in flight to subtract the acceleration-induced signal from
the transducer output signal. A way to avoid the issue of
sensitivity to accelerations completely is to choose a differ-
ent measuring principle which is not based on a membrane
deformation. A suitable alternative are sensors that work on
thermal flow measurement (in our study the sensor of type
LBA, as used in MASC). Figure 15 shows a comparison be-
tween a membrane-based sensor and a thermal flow sensor
which were at the same time exposed to accelerations by
mounting them on one solid board and applying shock accel-
erations in three different orientations. It can be seen that the
accelerations in the direction perpendicular to the membrane
orientation (here the y direction) affect the membrane-based
sensor, but not the thermal flow sensor. In the test, accelera-
tions of up to 5 ms−2 were applied. Similar accelerations can
be found in straight-leg flights with the MASC system. Other
aircraft might have less or more vibration depending on the
propulsion and flight dynamics. The resulting pressure trans-
ducer noise with amplitudes of up to 3 Pa adds to the higher
frequency turbulence measurement and causes higher rela-
tive errors at lower turbulence intensity.
5 Sampling and anti-aliasing
So far, errors by aerodynamic and mechanical effects that af-
fect the signal that is passed on by the pressure transducer
were discussed. The next step in the measuring chain is to
convert this analog 0–5 V signal from the pressure trans-
ducer to a digital signal and logging the data of all chan-
nels synchronously to one file. All data acquiring systems
(DAQ) need to address the effect of aliasing in the mea-
sured frequency scales. Aliasing is critical in two ways: first,
high frequency noise signals can alias into the sampled fre-
quency range, if they are not filtered. Second, the signal
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Fig. 15. Vibration/acceleration applied to pressure transducers in distinct directions
of the physical variable to be measured with frequencies
slightly higher than half the sampling frequency can fold into
the sampled frequency range and then lead to overestimates
in the power of the signal at low frequencies. Commercial
DAQ are generally unsuitable for RPA because they are ei-
ther too heavy, too big or need too much power. The Univer-
sity of Tübingen developed the measuring computer AMOC
(Airborne Meteorological Onboard Computer) in coopera-
tion with the University of Applied Sciences Ostwestfalen-
Lippe. The computer is equipped with two STM32 micro-
controllers, a 24 bit, 16 channel analog-to-digital converter,
a telemetry interface, a SD (Secure Digital)-card slot for
data logging and various other interfaces (see also Wild-
mann et al., 2013). To obtain reliable turbulence measure-
ments within an error band of 10 %, an anti-aliasing filter
was designed and implemented on the measuring computer
which contains the following parts.
1. A first order analog filter (RC-low pass) with cut-off
frequency at 160 Hz: only 50 % of the original ampli-
tude of signals with 160 Hz passes the filter, and only
10 % of the signal at 500 Hz. The amplitude response
of the analog filter can be seen in Fig. 16 as a dashed
blue line.
2. Oversampling of the signal at 500 Hz on-board the
measuring computer: only signals above 500 Hz ap-
pear as aliases in the measured signal on-board the
measuring computer. As described above, these signals
are already damped to less than 10 % of the original
signal.
3. Digital moving average filter with cut-off frequency at
70 Hz in real-time on-board AMOC: the moving aver-
age filter is chosen because of its simple implemen-
tation, needing only little computing power in real-
time processing and giving an optimal noise reduction
while keeping sharp step responses (Smith, 1997). The
rather poor performance of the filter in frequency sepa-
ration is still good enough for the given task. From the
red dashed line in Fig. 16, it can be seen that the filter
still has a quasi-flat response at 10 Hz and still more
than 91 % of the signal amplitude is passed at 20 Hz,
while at 100 Hz only 25 % passes and, thanks to the
complementary analog filter, the response of signals
above 150 Hz is always damped to a maximum of 6 %
of the original signal.
4. The log onto the SD-card at 100 Hz: logging at 100 Hz
is another oversampling step to achieve anti-aliased
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Fig. 16. Amplitude response of the applied filters in the analog
channels of the MASC DAQ. The effective filter (red) is a com-
bination of an analog RC low-pass filter (blue) and a digital moving
average filter (green). The dashed lines represent the theoretical be-
haviour of the filters with the applied parameters. The solid lines
represent measurements of the real sensor response in an acoustic
box experiment.
data of up to at least 20 Hz. Sampling at 100 Hz, sig-
nals between 100 and 150 Hz can fold into the fre-
quency range of up to 50 Hz. The previous steps ex-
plained how these signals are already damped to less
than 25 %. Frequencies above 150 Hz are damped to
less than 6 %.
This means that in the frequency range from 0 to 50 Hz a
maximum error caused by aliasing of 25 % is theoretically
possible. In reality, the measured signal is a turbulent flow,
wherein the power of the signal decreases with increasing
frequency (power law k−5/3 in the inertial subrange of lo-
cally isotropic turbulence, Kolmogorov, 1941). This means
that the aliases naturally have a lower amplitude compared
to the true signal at a specific frequency, which also means
that the maximum error that was estimated is overestimated,
except for unnatural noise signals. Note that electromagnetic
noise typically begins at much higher frequencies that are fil-
tered by the analog filter.
6 Comparison of MASC and M2AV data
In order to demonstrate that the design considerations in
the airflow measurement system, as described above, do
show the desired improvement in turbulence measurement,
an analysis of the frequency response of the system in flight
was carried out. Kolmogorov’s theory of locally isotropic tur-
bulence in the inertial subrange provides theoretical slopes of
variance spectrum and structure function. If measured data
is compared to this theory, the quality of turbulence mea-
surement can be evaluated. Figure 17 shows the result of this
analysis for true airspeed measurements. To prove that real
Fig. 17. A variance spectrum and a structure function of true air-
speed measured with the MASC RPA in comparison to a measure-
ment with the M2AV RPA. In both plots, the result is an average
over 15 legs of 27 s each. The structure function is normalized by
2σ 2 and therefore dimensionless. In both plots, MASC results are
shifted towards lower values for better readability. The dashed lines
indicate an estimation of the entry point of the inertial subrange. See
text for flight conditions.
enhancements compared to established measurement sys-
tems like the M2AV were achieved, the result is compared
to measurements of the M2AV in very similar meteorological
conditions. The M2AV flight was in summer on 10 July 2010.
The MASC flight in late spring, 8 May 2013, both in the al-
ready mixed layer in the late morning at an altitude of 200
and 100 m respectively. It can be seen that the MASC system
follows the theory very well up to 10 Hz. Slight damping ac-
cording to the theory in Sect. 5 can be observed at higher
frequencies. According to the experiments that were done,
comparing tubing strategy, pressure transducers and probe
calibration, it would be expected that the M2AV system is
subject to more noise. The data does not reflect this. Instead,
in the structure function, a strong damping is observed in the
system starting at a time lag of approximately 0.5 s, which
corresponds to turbulent signals with a frequency of 2 Hz.
This suggests that the noise was reduced by a low-pass fil-
ter in the pressure measurements of the probe. This cannot
be ascertained in the absence of more information on the
DAQ used in the M2AV. However, it can be stated that the
MASC MHP setup meets the desired frequency response bet-
ter than the M2AV system. Analysis of seven more flights of
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the M2AV in campaigns between 2007 and 2011 were anal-
ysed and supported the findings.
7 Conclusions
It was shown in this study how a standard MHP can be opti-
mized for turbulence measurements by following a few, easy
steps. It is of high importance to know the frequency re-
sponse of each piece in the measuring chain, starting with
the pneumatic response of the MHP itself, the tubing and
the pressure transducers. The common error of vibration
sensitivity in membrane-based pressure transducers was dis-
cussed, and to avoid this effect we suggest to use thermal
flow sensors instead. It was also shown how the data acqui-
sition has to be optimized for nondisturbed turbulence mea-
surement in the desired frequency range. The effect of anti-
aliasing can be minimized by an appropriate filter design.
Considering these points, precise measurements of mean
flow and turbulent fluctuation of up to 20 Hz can be achieved
with the given MHP and DAQ system. To use the MHP in
RPA applications for wind and flux measurement, it has to
be embedded into a measurement system consisting of the
aircraft itself, inertial measurements and an autopilot in best
case. Issues such as flow distortion by the fuselage and wings
have to be discussed for each individual aircraft type (Craw-
ford et al., 1996; Wyngaard et al., 1985). The fusion of air-
flow data with inertial measurements to calculate wind is al-
ready described by van den Kroonenberg et al. (2008).
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Appendix A
Five-hole probe pressures to airflow vector conversion
For a better understanding, a detailed step by step description
of the measurement with a five-hole probe will be given here.
The description needs to be divided into the wind-tunnel cal-
ibration procedure and the actual instantaneous measurement
of the airspeed vector.
A1 Wind-tunnel calibration
A wind-tunnel calibration is essential for the measurement
with a multi-hole probe. The goal of the wind-tunnel cali-
bration is to find a relationship between the measured pres-
sures dPi and the airflow angles α and β. Besides this, the
probe needs to be calibrated to measure the correct dynamic
and static pressure at any airflow angle (within the calibra-
tion range). In order to make this fit robust against changes
in airspeed (i.e. changes in Reynolds number), a polynomial
fit is not directly applied to the raw pressure readings, but
dimensionless coefficients are defined (see Table 1).
The presetting of the wind tunnel is a certain dynamic
pressure q and static pressure p, which should be continu-
ously measured with an independent measuring system dur-
ing the calibration routine. kα and kβ serve as the variables
of the polynomial functions for α, β, and kp, and kq . kp and
kq can be understood as correction values for dynamic pres-
sure and static pressure with regards to the airflow angle at
the probe.
α = fα(kα,kβ)
β = fβ(kα,kβ)
kp = fs(kα,kβ)
kq = fq(kα,kβ) (A1)
The functions fx(kα,kβ) are arranged as a polynomial of
order m and the two variables:
fx(kα,kβ)=
m∑
i=0
(kα)
i
[
m∑
j=0
Xij (kβ)
j
]
, (A2)
with Xij the coefficients cα,ij , cβ,ij , cs,ij and cq,ij , for the
estimation of α, β, kp and kq respectively. To achieve a good
accuracy with the polynomial fit, calibration with angle steps
of 2◦ is recommended. The calibration range for the MHP
under investigation is suggested to be not larger than 20◦ in
all directions. A sufficiently large number of calibration set-
tings yields four overestimated systems of linear equations,
which can be presented in matrix notation:

1 kβ0 k2β0 . . . kα0 kα0kβ0 kα0k
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(A3)
A solution for the coefficients c can be found with a least
squares method. For the coefficients cα,i this would, for ex-
ample, yield
α = K · cα,
S(cα)=
m∑
i=1
∣∣αi − n∑
j=1
Kij cα,j
∣∣2 = ∥∥α−K · cα∥∥2 ,
cˆα = arg min
cα
S(cα), (A4)
where S is the minimization criterion and cˆα is the best fit
for the given calibration. For linear independent columns,
a unique solution can be found by solving the normal equa-
tion:
KTK · cˆα = KT α,
cˆα = (KTK)−1 ·KT α. (A5)
Thus, the output of the wind-tunnel calibration are the co-
efficients cα , cβ , cs and cq .
A2 Measurement with the multi-hole probe
Once the probe has been calibrated, velocity and flow angles
in arbitrary flows may be estimated as follows.
– The instantaneous pressures across each hole of the
probe are converted to instantaneous 1P,kα , and kβ
according to Table 1.
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– Subsequently, kp, kq , α and β are estimated:
α = K · cα,
β = K · cβ ,
kp = K · cs,
kq = K · cq . (A6)
– Finally, the static pressure and the dynamic pressure
are calculated solving the equations in Table 1 for p
and q, respectively.
Table A1. Calculation of static and dynamic pressure from five-hole
probe measurements with two different methods.
Bohn et al. (1975) Treaster and Yocum (1979)
p Ps + dP0s − kp ·1P Ps +1P − kp · (dP0 −1P)
q dP0s + kq ·1P dP0 − kq · (dP0 −1P)
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A.3 An inverse-modelling approach for frequency response cor-
rection of capacitive humidity sensors in ABL research with
small remotely piloted aircraft (RPA).
The publication is also available at
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Abstract. The measurement of water vapour concentration
in the atmosphere is an ongoing challenge in environmental
research. Satisfactory solutions exist for ground-based mete-
orological stations and measurements of mean values. How-
ever, carrying out advanced research of thermodynamic pro-
cesses aloft as well, above the surface layer and especially
in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), requires the reso-
lution of small-scale turbulence. Sophisticated optical instru-
ments are used in airborne meteorology with manned aircraft
to achieve the necessary fast-response measurements of the
order of 10 Hz (e.g. LiCor 7500). Since these instruments are
too large and heavy for the application on small remotely pi-
loted aircraft (RPA), a method is presented in this study that
enhances small capacitive humidity sensors to be able to re-
solve turbulent eddies of the order of 10 m. The sensor exam-
ined here is a polymer-based sensor of the type P14-Rapid,
by the Swiss company Innovative Sensor Technologies (IST)
AG, with a surface area of less than 10 mm2 and a negligi-
ble weight. A physical and dynamical model of this sensor
is described and then inverted in order to restore original wa-
ter vapour fluctuations from sensor measurements. Examples
of flight measurements show how the method can be used to
correct vertical profiles and resolve turbulence spectra up to
about 3 Hz. At an airspeed of 25 m s−1 this corresponds to a
spatial resolution of less than 10 m.
1 Introduction
1.1 Water vapour in atmospheric research
The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is in direct contact
with the Earth surface and subject to water exchange with
the soil, rivers, lakes and oceans. Although it is decoupled
by a temperature inversion from the free atmosphere, en-
trainment processes lead to an exchange of water vapour
through the inversion (Stull, 1988). This exchange of wa-
ter, enforced by turbulent transport in the ABL, leads to a
high temporal, horizontal and vertical variability of water
vapour. Water vapour concentration is not only important
for cloud formation, rainfall and fog; it also plays an impor-
tant role in the energy balance of the Earth surface and for
thermodynamic processes in the atmosphere. Recent large-
eddy simulations (LES) showed how the structure parameter
of humidity is much less understood than the structure pa-
rameter of temperature. The structure parameter, or structure
function parameter (Stull, 1988), is a characteristic param-
eter of a turbulent signal in the locally isotropic subrange
and can also be used to estimate fluxes of the corresponding
quantities (Wyngaard and Clifford, 1978). The ABL struc-
ture is typically described by means of similarity theories
and parametrizations (Garratt, 1992) in order to compare re-
sults in different regimes. While for example the Monin–
Obukhov similarity theory is found to be valid in all regimes
for temperature, the same theory does not apply to humid-
ity, especially if entrainment into the mixed layer is present
(Maronga, 2013). A more detailed description of entrainment
processes is needed, which will need precise measurements
of water vapour fluxes to validate the models. Recently, first
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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measurements of entrainment processes with small remotely
piloted aircraft (RPA) were reported (Martin et al., 2013),
but only temperature and wind could be analysed, due to a
lack of fast-response humidity measurements. Essential for
the measurement of turbulent fluctuations is a high sampling
rate and a short time response throughout the measurement
chain, high measurement resolution and high accuracy. One
goal of this study is to provide a method to enhance present
sensors on small RPA in order to make the required measure-
ments in the ABL.
1.2 Water vapour measurement in airborne systems
In situ measurement of atmospheric processes above the
surface layer requires airborne sensor carriers in the form
of fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, balloons or similar.
There are research aircraft for upper-troposphere and lower-
stratosphere measurements, but also for measurements in the
ABL, which are the focus of this study. Examples of re-
search aircraft for boundary-layer research are the Dornier
128 (Bange et al., 2002; Corsmeier et al., 2001) and the
MetAir Dimona (Neininger et al., 2001). A slightly differ-
ent type of airborne system that was used for ABL research
is the helicopter probe Helipod (Bange and Roth, 1999). All
of them carry at least one instrument to investigate water
vapour and its fluxes in the ABL. An overview of the state
of the art of instrumentation for airborne measurements is
given in Bange et al. (2013), and a short summary is pre-
sented in Sect. 2.1 of this article. It should be noted that
manned research aircraft are subject to high operating costs
and thus are only used in short, dedicated field experiments.
Within the last decade, technical progress has made it pos-
sible to use small RPA, equipped with autopilots and way-
point navigation, for research purposes in many fields (Mar-
tin et al., 2011, 2013; Martin and Bange, 2013; van den Kroo-
nenberg et al., 2011, 2008; Spieß et al., 2007; Jonassen, 2008;
Chao et al., 2008; Jensen and Chen, 2013). Their flexibil-
ity and low operating cost enables researchers to come up
with new, innovative ideas to probe the atmosphere in a way
that was not possible before. Along with these possibilities
come the challenges of making instrumentation even smaller
and more lightweight in order for it to be carried on these
aircraft while still competing with the quality of ground-
based sensors. The smallest of these unmanned aerial vehi-
cles (UAVs), as they are also called, weigh up to 5 kg and
carry capacitive humidity sensors of different kinds (Reuder
et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2011). Larger RPA, up to 50 kg,
can carry more sophisticated sensors that are too large for the
smaller RPA, such as krypton hygrometers (Thomas et al.,
2012). Small RPA have several advantages: it is compara-
tively easy to obtain flight permission for them in central Eu-
rope. They do not require special ground facilities, such as
a catapult or a runway, and they are low-cost. Furthermore,
small RPA do not disturb the turbulent flow they have to mea-
sure, which increases accuracy, while, at the same time, the
sensors allow a fast-response measurement of the variable
of interest. This shows that an improved response time for
capacitive humidity sensors can be of great benefit for at-
mospheric research and especially for turbulence measure-
ments. The University of Tübingen operates the RPA MASC
(Multi-purpose Airborne Sensor Carrier), which is equipped
with fast temperature sensors (Wildmann et al., 2013), a flow
probe (Wildmann et al., 2014) and a capacitive humidity sen-
sor. All flight measurements that are presented in this article
were carried out with the MASC RPA.
1.3 Control theory and signal restoration
In this study, methods of control theory will be applied to
achieve better results in the measurement of humidity with
capacitive sensors. In control theory, mathematical models
are derived from physical systems and put into standard
forms to describe the dynamics of the system and to even-
tually design controllers to influence the system’s behaviour.
Instead of designing controllers for the system, the mathe-
matical description of the dynamic behaviour of the system
can also be used to restore the original signal from a mea-
surement if the dynamics of the sensor are well described.
Similar work has been done in the field of airspeed measure-
ment with flow probes (Rediniotis and Pathak, 1999) to cor-
rect for time delays in the pneumatic setup of these sensors.
Another example are thermocouples in combustion engines
where fast response of the sensors in harsh conditions is de-
sired (Tagawa et al., 2005). It is shown in this report how sim-
ilar techniques can be applied for capacitive humidity sensors
in ABL research. Compared to simple time delay corrections
that were reported to be applied to capacitive humidity sen-
sors in radiosondes (Leiterer et al., 2005; Miloshevich et al.,
2004), the approach using control theory methods makes it
possible to better understand the dynamics that are found for
this type of sensor.
2 Water vapour measurement
2.1 State of the art
A variety of sensors is used to measure water vapour con-
centration in the atmosphere. Polymer-based absorption hy-
grometers are used for observations of relative humidity in
most modern weather stations, where a fast response time is
not an issue (Kuisma et al., 1985). Some of the most com-
mon and most modern radiosondes are the Vaisala RS92,
GRAW DFM-09 and Modem M10. All of them carry capaci-
tive, polymer-based humidity sensors and claim fast response
times. However, radiosondes are designed to provide accu-
rate vertical profiles but only limited information about tur-
bulence. Their sampling rate is usually of the order of 1 Hz,
the resolvable frequencies much lower. The most widely used
instrument for ground-based flux measurements is the LI-
7500A gas analyser by the company Li-Cor® (Eckles, 2001).
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Figure 1. Sensitive element of a capacitive humidity sensor. The
black polygon is the polymer between two gold electrodes.
Table 1. Overview of P14 Rapid characteristics.
Size approx. 3× 2 mm
Active element area 6× 10−6 m2
Thickness 1 µm
Material unknown polymer
Specified response time < 1.5 s
In airborne measurements, a wide variety of customized
instruments is being used, including, e.g., Lyman-α absorp-
tion hygrometers (e.g. Buck, 1976; Bange et al., 2002), tun-
able diode laser absorption spectroscopy hygrometers (TD-
LAS, e.g. May, 1998; Zondlo et al., 2010; Paige, 2005),
infrared absorption hygrometers (e.g. LI-7500A), chilled-
mirror dew point instruments (DPM, Neininger et al., 2001),
krypton hygrometers (Campbell et al., 1985; Thomas et al.,
2012) or polymer-based thin-film capacitive absorption hy-
grometers (see Spieß et al., 2007; Reuder et al., 2009). Only
the optical instruments are usually used for turbulence anal-
ysis.
Additional sensor types that have not previously been
mentioned and are found in ground-based meteorology are
psychrometers and resistive or inductive hygrometers.
2.2 Capacitive humidity sensors
None of the instruments that are used on manned aircraft can
easily be carried by small RPA, where compact size and light
weight are essential. A trade-off has to be made regarding ac-
curacy, response time and long-term stability of the sensors.
Considering all the sensor types mentioned in Sect. 2.1, only
the capacitive humidity sensor can be easily integrated into a
small RPA with current state of the art technology. The size
of these elements is typically less than 1 cm2, and, in non-
severe conditions, accuracy and stability of the elements is
adequate.
Table 2. List of tested polymer-based humidity sensors
Model Company
P14 Rapid IST AG
G-US.171R2 U.P.S.I.
HIH4030 Honeywell
HYT-241 Hygrosens
SHT75 Sensirion
HMP50 Vaisala
DigiPicco IST AG
HTM-B71 Tronsens
Capacitive humidity sensors are in most cases based on
thin-film polymers (Tetelin and Pellet, 2006; Sen and Darabi,
2008; Shibata et al., 1996). The materials adsorb water at the
sensor surface from where it diffuses into the material and
changes the relative permittivity and therefore the capaci-
tance of the sensor (see Sect. 2.3). With decreasing thickness
of the polymer, the time constant also decreases. One of the
fastest of this kind on the market is the P14 Rapid by Inno-
vative Sensor Technology (IST) AG (Fig. 1, Table 1), which
has a time response of < 1.5 s falling edge, according to the
specification (IST AG, 2009). Other sensors that are com-
mercially available and were tested, both in a climate cham-
ber and in flight, are listed in Table 2. The sensors HYT-241,
HTM-B71, SHT75 and DigiPicco have a digital output that
only allows low sampling rates. HIH4030 and HMP50 are
analogue sensors. All of these sensors showed a slower time
response than the P14 Rapid. The G-US.171R20 did show
a very fast response to humidity changes but was extremely
sensitive to temperature changes as well. The calibration of
this sensor was not found to be stable in the long term.
Polymer sensors can be subject to hysteresis, as adsorp-
tion and desorption do not necessarily take place at the same
rate. They also might show a certain temperature sensitiv-
ity. A quantification of these effects needs to be done for
each sensor type, since the effects can differ a lot depend-
ing on the dielectric material and the design of the element.
The P14 Rapid sensor was found to be the fastest sensor
available and showed little hysteresis and temperature sen-
sitivity. All experiments were carried out using this particu-
lar sensor. The polymer type is a trade secret, thus parts of
the model derived in Sect. 2.3 rely on experimental parame-
ter estimation. The polymer thickness of 1 µm was obtained
from IST (F. Krogmann, personal communication, 2012). In
the setup that was used for this study, the sensor is connected
to the PCAP01 capacitance converter chip on a custom-made
printed circuit board (PCB, see Fig. 2). The converter mea-
sures the charge and discharge time of the capacitor in com-
parison to a known reference capacitance and provides the
ratio of the two on a digital output. The digital signal is
then processed by the AMOC (Airborne Meteorological On-
board Computer), which was developed at the University of
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Figure 2. Humidity sensor on printed circuit board with the capac-
itance measurement chip PCAP01.
Applied Sciences Ostwestfalen-Lippe and the University of
Tübingen. The computer stores the data at 100 Hz onto an SD
card. At the same time, the sensor signal can be monitored in
real time on a remote computer.
In order to better understand the measurements that are
done with the P14 Rapid, Sect. 2.3 introduces a model which
relates the measured capacitance to the water concentration
in the polymer. In a steady state, the water concentration
in the polymer equals the water concentration at the sensor
surface. Section 2.4 introduces a calibration to get the rela-
tive humidity from the surface water concentration. Finally,
Sect. 3 describes how the diffusion process of water from the
sensor surface into the polymer can be modelled and how,
by inversion of this model, the surface concentration of the
sensor – and thus the ambient relative humidity – can be es-
timated throughout a measurement flight.
2.3 Physical model
In Sect. 3, a dynamical model will be presented, which de-
scribes the change of water concentration in the polymer with
time. In order to work with this model, it is necessary to
translate the measurement variable capacitance C to the cor-
responding average water concentration in the polymer c. In
this section, a physical model is presented, which describes
this relation. In a parallel-plate capacitor, the charge per volt-
age is defined as the capacitance. It can also be expressed as
a function of the area A of the parallel plate, the distance d
between the plates, the relative permittivity εr of the material
between the plates and the vacuum permittivity ε0:
C = Q
U
= ε0εrA
d
= (εr − 1)ε0A
d
+ ε0A
d
. (1)
For the following investigation, it helps to decompose the
capacity of the humidity sensor into partial capacities (Eq. 2),
in particular the capacitance of the vacuum between the
plates C0, the capacitance of the polymer alone CPoly and the
capacitance of absorbed water in the polymer CH2O. CPoly
and C0 are constant and provide an offset capacitance for
zero water concentration, while CH2O accounts for the sensi-
tivity of the capacitance to changes in water concentration in
the polymer.
C = ε0(εH2Or + εPolyr )
A
d
= ε0εPolyr A
d︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=CPoly
+(εH2Or − 1)ε0
A
d︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=CH2O
+ε0A
d︸︷︷︸
:=C0
. (2)
The Debye equation for molar polarisation Pm connects
the microscopic characteristics, which are the electrical
dipole moment µ and the polarizability α, to the relative per-
mittivity εr of a material (Debye, 1929).
Pm = ε
H2O
r − 1
ε
H2O
r + 2
= Z
3ε0
·
(
α+ µ
2
kBT
)
, (3)
with particle density Z = %M NA and % being the density, M
the molecular mass,NA the Avogadro constant, kB the Boltz-
mann constant and T the temperature. εH2Or can be derived
from Eq. (2) to yield
εH2Or =
(
C−CPoly
)
C0
. (4)
The particle densityZ can also be expressed as the integral
of water concentration c in the volume
Z(t)=
ˆ
z
ˆ
y
ˆ
x
c(x,y,z, t)dx dy dz ·NA
V
. (5)
For spatially constant concentration (∇c = 0)
Z = c ·V ·NA
V
= c ·NA . (6)
With the help of Eqs. (2), (3) and (6), water concentration
can be found as a function of capacitance and temperature:
c =
(C−CPoly)
C0
− 1
(C−CPoly)
C0
+ 2
· 3ε0
α+ µ2
kBT
· 1
NA
C−CPoly
C0
− 1
2+ C−CPoly
C0
· 1
QNA
. (7)
While C is the capacitance actually measured and C0 is
defined as ε0 Ad , Cpoly is unknown before calibration. It is es-
timated by extrapolation of the calibration regression to zero
relative humidity. The calibration procedure is described in
Sect. 2.4.
2.4 Calibration
Calibration is used to connect the water concentration at the
sensor surface cs to relative humidity in the environment.
Diffusion into the polymer will lead to a balance of water
concentration c throughout the whole polymer after a finite
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Figure 3. Calibration of a P14 Rapid humidity sensor. Calibration
was done at three different temperatures.
time. The dynamics of this process are modelled in Sect. 3.
For the calibration, humidity is held at a constant level for
at least 30 min to assure equilibrium of the water concen-
tration. It is not necessarily the case that polymer-based ca-
pacitive humidity sensors show a linear relationship between
measured capacitance and relative humidity (Shibata et al.,
1996). Figure 3 shows the result of three calibrations at three
different temperatures. On the y axis of the graph, the mea-
sured capacitance was directly translated into water vapour
concentration, according to Eq. (7). Before doing this, Cpoly
must be set, so that an extrapolation of the curve in Fig. 3
will yield zero water concentration in the polymer at zero
ambient relative humidity. A practical way to get a good es-
timation for Cpoly is to find the zero-crossing of a regression
curve between measured capacitance and relative humidity,
which is (Cpoly +C0). Since C0 is a known sensor property,
Cpoly can be calculated and was found to be approximately
60 pF for the sensor examined here. The temperature in the
calibration chamber is kept constant and relative humidity is
increased stepwise from 15 to 85 % during the calibration.
A dew point mirror in conjunction with a PT100 tempera-
ture sensor inside the calibration chamber is used as refer-
ence instrument to control relative humidity and temperature.
While sensor physics depends on both temperature and wa-
ter vapour partial pressure, the P14 Rapid follows a linear
relationship with relative humidity within the calibrated tem-
perature range. The calibration chamber used was calibrated
against a secondary standard with an accuracy of 0.4 % RH.
A root mean square error of less than 1 % RH between the
calibration curve and the measured values is found for the ca-
pacitive humidity sensor calibration in the chamber at 10 ◦C
or more. The facilities that were available to the authors did
not allow calibration at lower temperatures.
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Fig. 4. Sketch of the sensor model.
Boundary conditions exist for the layer at the surface of
the sensor and the bottom most layer. At the surface layer
the concentration that is adsorped from ambient water vapour
diffuses into the layer. At the bottom, no diffusion is possible380
from below.
Equation 14, translated to vector notation, conforms with
the standard layout of a single-input-single-output (SISO)
state-space model, as it is used in control theory (Lutz and
Wendt, 2007):385
∂
∂t
c =Yc+(Y 0 0 · · · 0)T cs
cm =
(
1
N
1
N
1
N
· · ·
1
N
)
c (15)
The vector c of water concentrations in each layer of the
model is the state vector. The diffusion matrix Y is the sys-390
tem (or state) matrix, which describes how the current con-
centrations c in each layer affect the change in concentrations
∂
∂t
c. The input (or control) vector (Y 0 0 · · · 0)T determines
how the system input affects the states c. It is modelled to
describe the diffusion of water vapour into the top most layer395
of the sensor. The single input variable of the whole system
is the surface concentration cs and the single output variable
is the averaged water concentration in the polymer cm, that is
presented as a function of the measured capacitance in equa-
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Fig. 5. Result of a step response experiment with rising edge (upper
figures) and falling edge (lower figures) humidity in comparison to
model results. The model was run with 40 layers and a diffusion
coefficient D = 0.38 µm2 s−1 in all cases.
tion 7. The so-called output vector
(
1
N
1
N
1
N
· · ·
1
N
)
maps400
the states c to the output variable cm, which in the case of the
sensor model is a simple averaging of the concentrations in
all layers.
Model validation
To show that this model does agree with reality, step response405
experiments with rising and falling edge steps of humidity
were performed. The results in figure 5 show that the model
fits well with reality, if the correct diffusion coefficient is ap-
plied. Of course, it has to be noted that the diffusion coef-
ficient, since it is the one unknown parameter in the model,410
also serves as a correction factor for other model inaccuracies
and therefore is most likely not the true physical diffusion co-
Figure 4. Sketch of the sensor model.
3 Dynamic signal restoration
3.1 Dynamic model
A dynamic model describes the behaviour of a system over
time. This behaviour is typically described mathematically
by a set of differential equations. In the case of a capaci-
tive humidity sensor, the dynamics are mainly influenced by
the diffusion of water vapour from the sensor surface into
the polymer. While the water concentration c in the polymer
was constant in space in the stationary model described in
Sect. 2.3, the following section will describe how the con-
centration changes in time and space. The diffusion flux J is
described by Fick’s law as shown in Eq. (8). It is assumed
that a model wi h a spatially constant diffus on coefficient D
describes the behaviour of the sensor well enough. Figure 4
shows a sketch of the model of finite volumes in the sensor
polymer.
J =−D · ∇c (8)
Combined with the continuity equat on of mass conserva-
tion (Eq. 9), Fick’s se d law ca be derived (Eq. 10).
∂c
∂t
=−∇ · J (9)
=D ∇2c (10)
Since these equations yield a differential equation of sec-
ond order, a simplification is needed to find a manageable
solution. A common solution to these kinds of problems is a
numerical approach, such as the finite-volume method (LeV-
eque, 2002). According to this method, the mass conserva-
tion Eq. (9) is integrated over a finite-volume element Vn.˚
Vn
∂c
∂t
dV =−
˚
Vn
(∇ · J) dV (11)
The divergence theorem (or the combination of the conti-
nuity equation with the Gauss theorem) allows one to write
the right-hand side of the equation as a surface integral. The
left-hand side can be solved to obtain the product of spatially
averaged concentration change in a volume element and its
volume.
∂cn
∂t
Vn =−
‹
s
JdS (12)
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In the following, concentrations with an index always rep-
resent spatial averages over a finite volume, and the overbar
notation to indicate the averaging, as in cn, will be omitted.
Concentration gradients in horizontal directions are consid-
ered to be 0, as the sensor is small enough that a constant
humidity above the whole sensor surface can be assumed.
Therefore, there will be no horizontal fluxes of water and the
volume elements Vn can be simplified to layers as shown in
Fig. 4. The surface integral can be simplified to the sum of
diffusion from the layer above (n− 1) and the layer below
(n+ 1) for each layer n in the polymer and therefore yields
∂cn
∂t
= −D ·
cn−cn−1
1x
·An,n−1
Vn
+−D ·
cn−cn+1
1x
·An,n+1
Vn
, (13)
where An,n−1 and An,n+1 are the top and bottom surface
area of the polymer layers respectively and 1x is the layer
thickness. A matrix representation of the simplified diffusion
model with Y = D·A
1x·Vn is given in Eq. (14).
∂c1
∂t
∂c2
∂t
∂c3
∂t
∂c4
∂t
.
.
.
.
.
.
∂cN−1
∂t
∂cN
∂t

=

−2Y Y 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
Y −2Y Y 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 Y −2Y Y 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 Y −2Y Y 0 · · · 0
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
0 0 0 0 · · · Y −2Y −Y
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 Y −Y

·

c1
c2
c3
c4
.
.
.
.
.
.
cN−1
cN

+

Y
0
0
0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0
0

· cs
cm = (1 1 1 · · · 1)

c1
N
c2
N
c3
N
...
cN
N
 (14)
Boundary conditions exist for the layer at the surface of
the sensor and the bottommost layer. At the surface layer
the concentration that is adsorbed from ambient water vapour
diffuses into the layer. At the bottom, no diffusion is possible
from below.
Equation (14), translated to vector notation, conforms with
the standard layout of a single-input–single-output (SISO)
state–space model as used in control theory (Lutz and Wendt,
2007):
∂
∂t
c =Yc+ (Y 0 0 · · · 0)T cs
cm =
(
1
N
1
N
1
N
· · · 1
N
)
c. (15)
Figure 5. Result of a step response experiment with rising-edge (up-
per figures) and falling-edge (lower figures) humidity in comparison
to model results. The model was run with 40 layers and a diffusion
coefficient D = 0.38 µm2 s−1 in all cases.
The vector c of water concentrations in each layer of the
model is the state vector. The diffusion matrix Y is the system
(or state) matrix, which describes how the current concentra-
tions c in each layer affect the change in concentrations ∂
∂t
c.
The input (or control) vector (Y 0 0 · · · 0)T determines how
the system input affects the states c. It is modelled to describe
the diffusion of water vapour into the topmost layer of the
sensor. The single-input variable of the whole system is the
surface concentration cs and the single output variable is the
averaged water concentration in the polymer cm that is pre-
sented as a function of the measured capacitance in Eq.(7).
The so-called output vector
(
1
N
1
N
1
N
· · · 1
N
)
maps the states
c to the output variable cm, which, in the case of the sensor
model, is a simple averaging of the concentrations in all lay-
ers.
3.1.1 Model validation
To show that this model does agree with reality, step response
experiments with rising and falling edge steps of humidity
were performed. The results in Fig. 5 show that the model
agrees well with reality if the correct diffusion coefficient is
applied. Of course, it has to be noted that the diffusion coef-
ficient, since it is the one unknown parameter in the model,
also serves as a correction factor for other model inaccuracies
and therefore is most likely not the true physical diffusion co-
efficient. Remaining deviations between model and measure-
ment can also result from a nonperfect step input. For the ex-
periment, a humidity sensor was placed in a very small cham-
ber (< 2 cm3) at ambient humidity. At time 0 the constant
airflow into the chamber is switched to an airflow of well-
defined humidity from the dew point generator, which is also
used for calibration. It is assumed that the humidity around
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Figure 6. Step responses of the same sensor at different tempera-
tures. The y axis is normalized to 0 for humidity before the step and
1 for humidity after the step. This is legitimate since the dynamics
does not depend on the step amplitude.
the sensor changes completely in less than 100 ms, based on
the outlet flow of the generator and the size of the chamber.
Comparing the rising and falling edge steps, it becomes evi-
dent that no difference in time response can be observed for
both cases, and the model works with the same diffusion co-
efficient without hysteresis. This implies that diffusion is the
dominant factor in comparison to adsorption and desorption
regarding the dynamics of the sensor, and the model is suit-
able for describing the dynamic behaviour of the sensor.
To investigate the sensitivity of the diffusion coefficient
to ambient temperature, tests were done at three different
temperatures (5, 20 and 37 ◦C). The result in Fig. 6 shows
that the diffusion coefficient at 5 ◦C is lower compared to the
other two temperatures, which agree quite well. This means
that it is not possible to apply a universal diffusion coeffi-
cient for one sensor, but the diffusion coefficient needs to be
adapted to the given ambient temperature, especially in low-
temperature environments. However, small deviations as they
appear in the ABL will not be critical for the model.
3.2 Inverse model for signal restoration
Having found a model that reasonably describes the dynamic
behaviour of the sensor, it is now possible to use this model
to restore the original signal of relative humidity in the atmo-
sphere from measured data. For this purpose it is necessary
to invert the model, which is equivalent to solving the system
equations for the surface water vapour concentration cs.
Since the state–space model cannot easily be inverted, the
first step is to transform Eq. (15) to a transfer function in the
Laplace domain. This can be done as presented in Eq. (16)
according to Lutz and Wendt (2007).
cm(s)=
(
1
N
1
N
· · · 1
N
)
(sE−Y)−1 (Y 0 · · · 0)T · cs(s)
=G(s) · cs(s) (16)
E is a unity matrix of the same dimensions as the system ma-
trix Y. The variable s is a result of the Laplace transforma-
tion. G(s) is the transfer function in the Laplace domain. A
transfer function of a linear dynamic system can be expressed
as a fraction with a numerator and a denominator polynomial
of the parameter s in the Laplace domain (Astrom and Mur-
ray, 2009, chapter 8). This fraction can simply be inverted to
solve Eq. (16) for the original signal:
cs(s)=G(s)−1 · cm(s). (17)
A drawback of this method is that it only works well if
the measured signal and the applied model fit well. Noise
that is not modelled will be amplified more with increasing
polynomial order in the transfer function. On the other hand,
the model will be more accurate with a higher number of
modelled layers in the polymer, which leads to a high poly-
nomial order in the transfer function. A way of dealing with
this problem is oversampling and careful filtering of the mea-
sured signal in order to achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio.
Figure 7 shows a signal flow block diagram (see, e.g.,
Astrom and Murray, 2009, pp. 55–59) of the signal restora-
tion. It includes input and output filters that were applied to
achieve a restored signal that is not disturbed by amplified
noise of the inverse modelling. For the input, a sharp low-
pass filter of 20th order at a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz is cho-
sen to eliminate the white noise of the capacitance measure-
ment, which dominates above this frequency. In the output
filter, a first-order low pass is good enough to filter out the
remaining noise after the signal restoration. The block dia-
gram was generated with Matlab Simulink®, which was also
used in a first approach to carry out the convolution of the
measured signal with the transfer function.
4 Results
4.1 Vertical profiles
For vertical profiles, slow dynamics of sensors lead to blurred
measurements with either overestimated or underestimated
water vapour concentration at each altitude, depending on
the lapse rate. The effect shows clearly whether RPA flights
are used with consecutive ascents and descents. The sensor
dynamics result in a hysteresis between ascent and descent
measurement of relative humidity. In the past it was common
practice to take the average of ascent and descent flights,
which gives a good approximation for the true value, or to
apply some time delay correction of first order as described
in Jonassen (2008) for RPA and in Leiterer et al. (2005) and
Miloshevich et al. (2004) for radiosondes.
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Figure 7. Block diagram of signal restoration. The input signal of the humidity sensor is filtered with a Butterworth filter of order 20 at a
cutoff frequency of 10 Hz. After the inverse transformation, the signal is filtered again with a simple first-order delay low pass with cutoff
frequency at 15 Hz.
Figure 8. Vertical profile of relative humidity before and after cor-
rection.
In Fig. 8, a vertical profile is shown with raw measure-
ments and with a restored signal for relative humidity, ap-
plying the method described in Sect. 3. It clearly shows how
an offset present between ascent and descent of the flight is
eliminated in almost every detail, except for a few altitudes,
where obviously local events of water vapour disturb the con-
tinuity of the profile, as can be seen between 150 and 200 m
or at 350 m barometric altitude. The parameter that is critical
to tune in the sensor model is the diffusion coefficient as de-
scribed above. Within the minute or two that are needed for
an ascent and a descent of a vertical profile with the RPA,
in a nonconvective boundary layer, the mean relative humid-
ity will not shift into one direction or the other, so that the
parameter can be tuned to show a minimum offset between
ascent and descent. Once the diffusion coefficient is found
from a vertical profile, it is possible to use this parameter for
the signal restoration of the complete flight with a duration of
30–60 min. It is, however, recommended to redo the vertical
profile diffusion coefficient estimation for each flight since
contamination and small damage invisible to the human eye
were found to significantly change the sensor dynamics. Dif-
ferent sensors of the same batch can even show slightly dif-
ferent characteristics. Of course, this way of determining the
diffusion coefficient only works if gradients of water vapour
concentration do exist at least in parts of the vertical profile.
Figure 9. Power spectrum of relative humidity before and after cor-
rection. The number of layers in the sensor model is set to N = 40.
From the vertical profile, the diffusion constant was found to be
D = 0.1 µm2 s−1. The spectrum is averaged over five flight legs.
4.2 Spectral response
A MASC RPA at the University of Tübingen is equipped
with fast sensors for temperature and wind measurement in
order to measure turbulence. The goal of this study is to make
turbulence studies for water vapour possible with capacitive
humidity sensors. To quantify the improvements that were
achieved in working towards this goal, it is useful to investi-
gate the spectral response of the sensor before and after the
signal restoration. Figure 9 shows the power spectral den-
sity of the relative-humidity signal over the frequency for
both cases. The original signal is strongly effected by the
slow sensor dynamics for frequencies above 0.05 Hz (red
curve). At about 3 Hz the signal vanishes in noise entirely
(spectral power is almost constant for higher frequencies).
The restored signal almost perfectly follows the expected
−5/3 slope for locally isotropic turbulence in the inertial
subrange according to Kolmogorov (1941), until about 3 Hz
(blue curve). For higher frequencies, noise is dominant and
thus is the limiting factor of the signal restoration.
Another method to show the distribution of turbulent en-
ergy on different scales is the structure function according
to Kolmogorov (1941). Deviations of the measured values
from the theoretical slope for locally isotropic turbulence
in the inertial subrange, which in the case of the double-
logarithmically plotted structure function is 2/3, are a strong
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Figure 10. Structure function before and after correction.The num-
ber of layers in the sensor model is set to N = 40. The diffusion
constant was found to be D = 0.1 µm2 s−1 from the vertical profile.
The structure function is normalized by 2σ 2 and averaged over five
flight legs.
indication of sensor dynamics or other errors in the measure-
ment; this is the case even more clearly than for the power
spectral densities. Figure 10 shows how close the structure
function of the restored signal is to the theory until a time lag
of about 0.3 s (corresponding to 3 Hz), especially compared
to the original signal.
5 Conclusions
This report addressed the problem of water vapour measure-
ment for turbulence analysis with small RPA. It was estab-
lished that capacitive humidity sensors are currently the only
feasible solution for these measurements onboard an RPA of
5 kg, as operated in Tübingen, or smaller. A method is intro-
duced to enhance the quality of such measurements with the
help of control theory methods in post-processing. The dy-
namic diffusion model derived in Sect. 3 is therefore inverted
to find the water concentration on the sensor surface from
measured average water concentration in the polymer. Since
the measurement variable of the sensor is, in the first place,
the capacitance, the physics of how to translate the mea-
sured capacitance into water concentration was introduced
in Sect. 2.3. A calibration approach was used to connect sen-
sor surface water concentration to ambient relative humidity
(Sect. 2.4). To summarize, the model can be applied in five
steps:
1. calculation of average water concentration in the poly-
mer cm for a time series of capacitance of the sensor
according to Sect. 2.3;
2. setup of the state–space model according to Sect. 3.1;
3. conversion of the state–space model into a transfer func-
tion according to Sect. 3.2, Eq. (16);
4. deconvolution of the measured average water concen-
tration signal cm in the polymer with the transfer func-
tion in order to find the water concentration at the sur-
face of the polymer cs (Eq. 17);
5. recovery of the relative humidity from the surface wa-
ter concentration cs through the calibration described in
Sect. 2.4.
It is shown in Sect. 4 how vertical profiles can be corrected
using the presented method. We propose using a minimiza-
tion of error between ascent and descent of a vertical profile
flight with an RPA to find the correct diffusion coefficient for
the given temperature and sensor. This is necessary, since the
exact relation between diffusion coefficient and temperature
could not be determined in a laboratory experiment and infor-
mation about the polymer type is not available. The benefit
of determining the diffusion coefficient empirically for each
measurement flight is that this parameter is the only unknown
in the dynamic model and therefore can also be used to cor-
rect for other inaccuracies in the model. A spectral analy-
sis of flight legs in the atmospheric boundary layer with a
diffusion coefficient determined from a vertical profile dur-
ing the same flight showed promising results for turbulence
analysis. It can be stated that the enhancement of the sen-
sor makes it possible to resolve turbulent fluctuations up to
3 Hz, which corresponds to a 10 m eddy size at 25 m s−1 air-
speed. Compared to temperature and wind measurement on a
MASC RPA (up to 20 Hz), this is still fairly low and will need
to be improved in future work. The main constraints for the
given setup are the signal-to-noise ratio and the sensitivity of
the capacitance measurement. Improvements of the measure-
ment circuit with several parallel sensors can possibly solve
this problem. Measurements of turbulent fluctuations up to
10 Hz seem possible. The systematic approach of the signal
restoration is open to further extensions of the sensor model,
e.g. physical descriptions of water adsorption on the sensor
surface or temperature dependence of diffusion into the poly-
mer. These extensions can lead to significantly higher com-
plexity, which cannot be described by a linear time-invariant
system any more. For measurements in the summer convec-
tive boundary layer in central Europe, the described simpli-
fications are appropriate and provide promising results. To
apply the method in very cold temperatures or in radiosonde
applications, where strong temperature differences are expe-
rienced in a single ascent, further studies that are beyond of
the scope of this paper are required.
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Abstract. Originally designed for atmospheric boundary layer research, the MASC (Multipurpose Airborne
Sensor Carrier) RPA (Remotely Piloted Aircraft, also known as Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, UAV) is capable of
making in-situ measurements of temperature, humidity and wind in high resolution and precision. The autopilot
system ROCS (Research Onboard Computer System) enables the aircraft to fly pre-defined routes between way-
points at constant altitude and airspeed. The system manages to operate in wind speeds up to 15 m s−1 safely. It
is shown that a MASC can fly as close as one rotor diameter upstream and downstream of running wind turbines
at these wind speeds and take valuable data of incoming flow and wake. The flexible operation of an RPA at the
size of a MASC can be a major advantage of the system compared to tower measurements and remote sensing
in wind energy research. In the project “Lidar Complex” comparisons of RPA measurements with lidar systems
and tower measurements are carried out at two different test sites. First results, including turbulence and wake
measurements, from a campaign in autumn 2013 are presented.
1 Introduction
Small Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA, also known as Un-
manned Aerial Vehicle, UAV) have been increasingly used
in atmospheric sciences throughout the last decade. In atmo-
spheric boundary layer (ABL) research, systems like SUMO
(Reuder et al., 2009) for vertical sounding of the atmosphere,
or the M2AV (Spieß et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2011), which
is additionally capable of measuring turbulent fluxes of sen-
sible heat (Martin and Bange, 2014) and individual turbulent
outbursts like entrainment (Martin et al., 2014), have become
valuable instruments for data collection. Also outside Europe
similar systems are operated, as presented in Thomas et al.
(2012) and Bonin et al. (2013). Boundary-layer research has
become increasingly interesting for the wind-energy commu-
nity, since efficiency of wind turbines is directly related to the
effects in the boundary layer. Therefore the same (Reuder
and Jonassen, 2012) or similar (Subramanian et al., 2012)
RPA that have been used for fundamental boundary-layer re-
search have recently been applied in wind-energy research.
The thermal stratification of the atmosphere, which can be
investigated with vertical profiles collected by RPA, has ef-
fects on wind shear and turbulence. Both of these effects have
large impact on the efficiency and fatigue of wind turbines.
Simple analysis of wind sites assuming the wind profiles of
thermally neutral stratification neglect these effects and can
lead to a wrong estimation of the risks associated with the
deployment of a wind energy converter (WEC). While large-
eddy-simulation (LES) is used to study the effects of turbu-
lence in detail (e.g. Zhou and Chow, 2012; Wu and Porté-
Agel, 2012, 2011), measurements are necessary to validate
and initialize these studies. Small RPA as a flexible and cost-
effective tool can serve this purpose. It is shown in this paper
how the small RPA MASC (Multi-purpose Airborne Sensor
Carrier), which was developed at the University of Tübin-
gen, based on the experiences with the M2AV, is now used
in the project “Lidar Complex” for wind energy research
(see Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Research RPA MASC in front of a Kenersys K110 WEC
(picture taken by Joe Smith, University of Tübingen).
Figure 2. Research RPA MASC.
2 System description
MASC is a small fixed wing RPA with one electrical pusher
engine (see Fig. 2). Three different wing sizes exist for the
aircraft ranging from 2.60 to 3.40 m. With minimum battery
and payload the total weight of the MASC is less than 5 kg.
Flight time in this configuration is limited to approximately
15 min. The endurance can be increased up to one hour by
adding more batteries. The total weight of the system will
than exceed 7.5 kg. For take-off, a bungee launch procedure
Table 1. Characteristics of the MASC RPA.
wing span 2.60 m, 3.00 m or 3.40 m
rudder configuration ailerons, flaps, v-tail
weight 5–7.5 kg, depending on battery load
payload max. 1.5 kg
endurance 15–60 min, depending on battery load
cruising speed 24 m s−1
propulsion electrical pusher motor
take-off bungee launch
Table 2. Typical ROCS autopilot performance.
tracking accuracy ±5 m
altitude precision ±2 m
airspeed precision ±1 m s−1
is performed at the University of Tübingen. The alternative
of a landing gear limits take-off and landing spots to flat run-
ways and would also increase total weight of the aircraft. For
slow and safe landings the MASC is equipped with flaps to
decelerate before touch down. Table 1 summarizes the char-
acteristics of the MASC aircraft.
2.1 Autopilot
The ROCS (Research Onboard Computer System), devel-
oped at the Institute of Flight Mechanics and Control (iFR)
at the University of Stuttgart, is a autopilot system with
waypoint navigation capabilities. Its embedded linux sys-
tem, enhanced with an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Ar-
ray) chip, provides computing power for complex navigation
tasks. In the field of meteorological measurements, only a
fraction of the possibilities are used so far.
The basic sensor suite of the ROCS autopilot consists of
a single-channel GPS receiver, a micro-electro-mechanical-
system (MEMS) inertial measurement unit (IMU) as well
as barometric and differential MEMS pressure transducers.
From this, position, velocity, and attitude of the UAV are es-
timated using a extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The estimates
are then used in the guidance process to keep the UAV on the
desired flight track. An overview of performance character-
istics is given in Table 2.
2.2 Meteorological measurement system
The meteorological measurement system consists of sensors
for all thermodynamic scalars. It is designed to be able to
measure turbulent fluxes and structures, providing good mea-
surements up to a cut-off frequency of 10–20 Hz for wind
and temperature measurements and 1 Hz for humidity. A cen-
tral data logging unit called AMOC (Airborne Meteorologi-
cal Onboard Computer) stores raw sensor data at a sampling
rate of 100 Hz onto a SD-card. A 1 Hz telemetry downlink
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Table 3. MASC measurement equipment characteristics.
variable sensor type accuracy
temperature PT100 and thermocouple ±0.5 K
humidity capacitive sensor P14-Rapid ±3 % RH
pressure barometer HCA-BARO ±0.5 hPa
wind five hole probe, plus GPS/INS ±0.5 m s−1
for live observation on a groundstation laptop is provided by
the system.
There are two temperature sensors installed in parallel – a
thermocouple and a resistance thermometer - both in a fine
wire design. A detailed description of these sensors can be
found in Wildmann et al. (2013). Detailed information on
the flow probe setup is presented in Wildmann et al. (2014).
In both papers the data logger AMOC is also described in
more detail. The complementary measurement of ground
speed and orientation of the aircraft with the commercial In-
ertial Navigation System (INS) IG-500N by SBG systems
enables in-situ wind measurement. The commercial capaci-
tive humidity sensor P14 Rapid by Innovative Sensor Tech-
nology (IST) with custom electronics and a MEMS barom-
eter (HCA-BARO by Sensortechnics) complete the thermo-
dynamic measurement.
3 Project “Lidar Complex”
The project “Lidar Complex” was initiated by the research
network “WindForS” (www.windfors.de), based in Southern
Germany. The goal of the project is to establish lidar technol-
ogy for wind energy plant site evaluation in complex terrain.
Additional goals are the comparison of different measure-
ment techniques and the validation of wind field models in
terrain that does not conform to IEC61400. It is planned to
design a turbulent wind field generator, fed by real measure-
ment data, which can be used to analyse WEC behaviour. An
experiment was carried out in October 2013 in flat terrain in
Northern Germany to establish a baseline for the comparison
of all instruments. In spring 2014, experiments at the test site
in complex terrain in the Swabian Alb will be extended.
3.1 Test site Grevesmühlen/Baltic Sea
The test site in Grevesmühlen, located approximately 15 km
upcountry of the coast of the Baltic Sea in Germany, was
included in the project “Lidar Complex” as a reference site
for measurements in a terrain with a low complexity level.
Although there are several small areas of sparse woods and
different crop types, the orography is flat and the terrain con-
forms with IEC standards. The site has three WECs (Kener-
sys K110 2.4 MW, K100 2.5 MW and K82 2.0 MW) placed
in a triangle with 1.2–1.5 km distance to each other. In main
wind direction, which is from the south-west, a measurement
Figure 3. Extracts of recorded flight tracks at test site Greves-
muehlen. Vertical profiles up to 500 m are measured with a square
pattern (blue). Rectangular “racetrack” patterns at constant altitude
serve to measure turbulence parameters upstream (purple), down-
stream (red) and between the wind turbines (green, orange). The
position of the WECs is depicted as crosses in the map, the mea-
surement tower as a black triangle.
tower is placed in front of one of the WECs. The tower is
equipped with a sonic anemometer at hub height, three cup
anemometers, three wind vanes, a rain sensor, a temperature
sensor at hub height, a barometric pressure sensor and a hu-
midity sensor. Besides a measurement tower there are also
two lidar systems installed in the vicinity of this particular
WEC. One of them, a Leosphere “Windcube v2” pulsed lidar,
is situated close to the measurement tower, looking upwards
and the other one is a forward looking, nacelle-based lidar
that was provided by SWE (Rettenmeier et al., 2010; Peña
et al., 2013). Figure 3 shows several different flight paths that
were performed at this site in a four day campaign from 21
to 24 October 2013.
3.2 Test site Schnittlingen/Swabian Alb
One of the biggest accumulations of WECs in the state of
Baden-Württemberg, Germany, can be found on a plateau in
the Swabian Alb, close to the town Schnittlingen. It consists
of nine converters in total, seven of them in a one kilometer
square that was chosen as the core site for first flight tests
with MASC in May 2013. These seven converters have hub
heights between 70 and 105 m and nominal power of 850 kW
to 2.7 MW. A 100 m meteorological meaurement tower is
installed on site and will be re-equipped with meteorolog-
ical instruments in 2014. The terrain at this test site has a
much higher complexity level compared to Grevesmühlen.
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Figure 4. Extracts of recorded flight tracks at test site Schnittlingen.
Vertical profiles up to 500 m were measured with a square pattern
(blue). Rectangular “racetrack” patterns at constant altitude serve
to measure turbulence parameters (red). The position of the WECs
can be seen from the OpenStreetMap layer, the measurement tower
is depicted as a black triangle.
The wind field is highly influenced by the so-called “Alb-
trauf”, which is an approximately 100 m steep escarpment
about 2 km upstream in the main wind direction of the test
site. One research goal of the project is to investigate the im-
pact of the escarpment on the wind field.
4 Results
4.1 Flight performance in high wind speeds and in the
wake of wind turbines
A short test experiment in late spring 2013 at the test site in
the Swabian Alb was used as a proof of concept. Experience
was gained about optimal flight strategies and quality of sen-
sor data in the immediate vicinity of WECs.
MASC showed good performance throughout the exper-
iment. The maximum wind speeds that were found during
these days were 12 m s−1. More flights were conducted in
October 2013 at the site in Grevesmühlen. Again, MASC
was able to take data up- and downstream of a wind turbine
in wind speeds up to 15 m s−1. Figure 5 shows the precision
of the autopilot controlled flight in the wake of a WEC in
comparison to flight legs in the undisturbed boundary layer.
While in all three depicted variables (course, altitude and air-
speed) the presence of the wake can be observed at around
300 m flight leg distance, the aircraft never entered a criti-
cal state. The largest deviations from the demand values can
be found in the course with up to 10 m deflection. This be-
haviour is intended, since course deviations are least critical
for meteorological measurements and the autopilot controller
was tuned accordingly.
4.2 Comparative measurements upstream
In the experiment in Grevesmühlen, a wide variety of mea-
surement equipment was present as described in Sect. 3. A
first analysis of the data was carried out to show if system-
atic errors between the different sensors could be obseserved.
The best agreement of all measurements can be found be-
tween ground-based lidar and tower-based sonic anemometer
measurements. The reason is, that these measurements have
the least spatial offset and thus measure the same air mass at
the same time. The time series of sonic measurements in the
observed period has a standard deviation of approx. 1 m s−1.
Deviations among the measurement systems are within this
range, so that a good agreement can be assumed. Figure 6
shows data from sonic anemometer measurements on the
tower, data from the nacelle-based lidar, the ground-based li-
dar and RPA measurements. Since RPA measurements are
not point measurements, the sections of straight and level
flight (legs) that were approximately 800 m long were ex-
tracted and averaged for the comparison. The error bars show
the standard deviation of the measurements within these legs.
It is evident that a perfect agreement between the sensors is
not possible, because spatial and temporal biases can have
large effects on the instantaneous wind measurement in the
turbulent boundary layer. Given these conditions, the agree-
ment is a good basis for further investigations on the wind
field at the site in Grevesmühlen and for the next experiments
in complex terrain. The good accuracy of wind-vector mea-
surements from RPA has also been shown in other studies
(Martin et al., 2011; van den Kroonenberg et al., 2008).
4.3 Measurements in the wake of a wind turbine
As shown in Fig. 5, MASC is able to fly safely in the wake of
a 2.4 MW WEC. At the test site in Grevesmühlen, measure-
ment flights were performed in the wake with flight legs in
six distinct heights from just below the hub of the turbine at
75 m, up to 225 m. The flight legs are oriented perpendicular
to the main wind direction. The resulting wind measurements
presented in Fig. 7 show a picture of the shape and intensity
of the wake in a distance of four rotor diameters behind the
WEC. For better visualization, the linear interpolation tech-
nique after Akima (1978) was applied between the measure-
ments of the single flight legs at different altitudes, while the
original flight leg paths are still depicted with black lines.
Since the flight legs are not performed in parallel at the same
time, the shape of the wake is somewhat distorted. Two flight
legs at each altitude are used to average the results. The wind
speed drops from about 12 m s−1 in the free stream to about
5–6 m s−1 in the wake of the turbine. This is a wind speed
deficit of about 50–60 % in a four rotor diameter distance to
Adv. Sci. Res., 11, 55–61, 2014 www.adv-sci-res.net/11/55/2014/84
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Figure 5. Performance of MASC with ROCS autopilot in undisturbed atmosphere (a),(c),(e) and behind a wind turbine (b),(d),(f). All data
were measured during the same flight (see green track in figure 3). The figures show three successive, individual flight legs at 100 m altitude
(= hub height). Osets between demanded values for course, altitude and airspeed were subtracted and can be higher than the standard
deviations . An average wind speed of 7 m s 1 perpendicular to the flight path was present throughout the flight.
or Ka¨sler et al. (2009) for similar sized turbines and wind
speeds.
4.4 Turbulence characteristics in a wind park
Turbulence has a high impact on eciency of a wind turbine
and also on the fatigue of rotors. However, a quantitative de-
scription of the eects of turbulence is dicult and not yet
available. MASC with its instrumentation for small scale tur-
bulence measurement can deliver valuable data for studies
towards a deeper insight into the eects of turbulence on the
turbines. Figure 8 shows measurements of turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE) upstream and downstream a wind turbine cal-
culated from wind measurements of MASC according to:
TKE =
1
2

2u +
2
v +
2
w

(1)
with standard deviations  of the wind-vector components u,
v and w for 700 m long flight legs. As expected, an increased
level of turbulence is found in the wake of the turbine, which
slowly starts to decay in a distance between 400 and 600 m.
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Figure 5. erfor ance of ASC with ROCS autopilot in undisturbed atmosphere (a), (c), (e) and behind a wind turbine (b), (d), (f). All data
were measured during the sa e flight (see green track in Fig. 3). The figures show three successive, individual flight legs at 100 m altitude
(= hub height). Offsets between demanded values for course, altitude and airspeed were subtracted and can be higher than the standard
deviations σ . An average wind speed of 7 m s−1 perpendicular to the flight path was present throughout the flight.
the turbine. These values are in agreement with lidar mea-
surements performed by Iungo et al. (2013) or Käsler et al.
(2009) for similar sized turbines and wind speeds.
4.4 Turbulence characteristics in a wind park
Turbulence has a high impact on efficiency of a wind turbine
and also on the fatigue of rotors. However, a quantitative de-
scription of the effects of turbulence is difficult and not yet
available. MASC with its instrumentation for small scale tur-
bulence measurement can deliver valuable data for studies
towards a deeper insight into the effects of turbulence on the
turbines. Figure 8 shows measurements of turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE) upstream and downstream a wind turbine cal-
culated from wind measurements of MASC according to:
TKE= 1
2
(
σ 2u + σ 2v + σ 2w
)
(1)
with standard deviations σ of the wind-vector components u,
v and w for 700 m long flight legs. As expected, an increased
level of turbulence is found in the wake of the turbine, which
slowly starts to decay in a distance between 400 and 600 m.
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Figure 6. Comparison of horizontal wind speed in the main
wind direction measured by tower wind sonic, nacelle-based lidar,
ground-based lidar and MASC on 22 October 2013. For the nacelle
based lidar, a measuring point 80 m in front of the nacelle was cho-
sen, for the ground based lidar a measurement point at hub height
close to the tower was selected.
Figure 7. Wind speed measurement from RPA MASC in the wake
of a K110 WEC. Flight legs (black lines) are performed perpendic-
ular to the main wind direction, four rotor diameters downstream of
the WEC, in six distinct altitudes. Linear interpolation was applied
between the wind speed measurement of the single legs and visual-
ized with a colour scale. The position of the WEC is illustrated by
the gray shade.
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Figure 8. Turbulent kinetic energy measured in flight legs behind
a WEC (green line) in different distances and in comparison to up-
stream turbulence. Each circle represents one single flight leg.
In this case it also appears that a higher degree of turbulence
is present upstream, very close to the wind turbine.
5 Conclusions
Remotely Piloted Aircraft of type MASC with an instrumen-
tation that allows vertical soundings of the atmosphere as
well as in-situ turbulence measurement are not only a valu-
able tool for fundamental boundary layer research, but can be
directly applied for wind energy research. Even in high wind
speeds, the RPA MASC is able to operate safely, also in the
wake of large WEC. Its flexible operation in almost any lo-
cation and low operating cost makes it superior to stationary
measurement equipment like towers and lidars for short, fo-
cussed experiments. It is shown how the data collected by
MASC can provide information about inflow conditions, the
wake structure of a WEC and the turbulence of the inflow and
wake of the turbine. In the project “Lidar Complex”, MASC
is first used extensively in wind energy research.
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Abstract Aremotely-piloted aircraft (RPA), equippedwith a high resolution thermodynamic
sensor package, was used to investigate physical processes during the morning transition of
the atmospheric boundary layer over land. Experiments were conducted at a test site in
heterogeneous terrain in south-west Germany on 5 days from June to September 2013 in an
evolving shallow convective boundary layer, which then developed into a well-mixed layer
later in the day. A combination of vertical profiling and constant-altitude profiling (CAP)
at 100 m height above ground level was chosen as the measuring strategy throughout the
experiment. The combination of flight strategies allows the application ofmixed-layer scaling
using the boundary-layer height zi , convective velocity scale w∗ and convective temperature
scale θ∗. The hypothesis that mixed-layer theory is valid during the whole transition was not
confirmed for all parameters.A good agreement is found for temperature variances, especially
in the upper half of the boundary layer, and the normalized heat-flux profile. The results were
compared to a previous study with the helicopter-borne turbulence probe Helipod, and it was
found that similar data quality can be achievedwith the RPA. On all days, the CAP flight level
was within the entrainment zone for a short time, and the horizontal variability of temperature
and water vapour along the flight path is presented as an example of the inhomogeneity of
layer interfaces in the boundary layer. The study serves as a case study of the possibilities
and limitations with state-of-the-art RPA technology in micrometeorology.
Keywords Convective boundary layer · Entrainment · Morning transition ·
Remotely-piloted aircraft · Unmanned aerial vehicle
1 Introduction
The morning transition of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) has been defined and
investigated previously. Lapworth (2006) defines the morning transition as the time at which
B Norman Wildmann
norman.wildmann@uni-tuebingen.de
1 Center for Applied Geosciences, Eberhard Karls University Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany
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the near-surface heat flux changes sign. Angevine et al. (2001) define a morning transition
phase that extends from sunrise until convection reaches a level of 200 m above the ground.
This height was chosen because measurements were limited to that height, but estimations of
the height of the nighttime inversion layer (NIL) through experiments often support this value.
Stull (1988) has a broader definition of the morning transition, including the whole period,
until the convective boundary layer (CBL) is fully developed. According to this definition, the
transition is divided into two parts: in the first part, warming of the Earth’s surface enables the
development of a shallow convective boundary layer (CBL) below the remaining nighttime
inversion layer. The growth of this shallow CBL, fed by entrainment from aloft and a positive
heat flux from the ground, is also called the burning off of the nighttime inversion layer (Stull
1988). The second phase of the morning transition starts when the top of the shallow CBL
reaches the bottom of the residual layer of the previous day. In this phase, thermals rise
through the whole ABL and reach the inversion layer, forming the fully developed mixed
layer. The definition in Angevine et al. (2001) equals the first phase of the definition of Stull
(1988). In the presented research, the focus is on this first phase of the transition, but data
extend into the second phase as well.
The general processes associated with the morning transition are well understood and
described. However, detailed descriptions are rare and are an ongoing field of research.
During the morning transition, the vertical and horizontal extents of the CBL are small.
Thus, it is easier to study their characteristics, without disturbing effects like clouds (Bange
et al. 2007). Legal restrictions often do not allow a large horizontal extent of the flight pattern
with small remotely-piloted aircraft (RPA). In the shallowCBLduring themorning transition,
these short flight legs are however sufficient for turbulence measurement, since eddies are
still small.
Concerning the experimental validation of morning transition processes, Lenschow et al.
(1979) showed how complex orography can influence the transition. In the valley sites that
were observed in their study, rapid changes in temperature and wind speed occur. Cold-air
pools that formed in the valley at night disperse when an already mixed layer is advected
into the valley from warmer upstream slopes and plateaus. All recent studies, whether exper-
imental (Angevine et al. 2001; Lapworth 2006; Bange et al. 2007; Bennett et al. 2010) or
numerical (Sorbjan 2007; Beare 2008), agree that surface heating is the driving factor for the
start of the transition, but also emphasize that entrainment plays a major role in the heating
of the ABL once the surface heat flux changes sign. A main influence for the speed of the
transition was found to be wind shear (Angevine et al. 2001). The weaker the wind shear,
the longer it takes for the convection to pick up. Beare (2008) agrees with the effect of shear
on the morning transition and presents large-eddy simulations (LES) to show how the mixed
shallow convective and stable boundary layer is shear-driven. Bennett et al. (2010) put a focus
on the humidity variability in the early morning and were able to observe that the humidity
field of thermals—i.e. the area in a CBLwherewater vapour content differs significantly from
its surroundings—is broader than for temperature and momentum. They also found a tran-
sition from horizontal convective rolls towards open cell convection. Edwards et al. (2014)
found that including radiative effects in LES models of the morning transition improves the
agreement between simulation and experiments. Especially the long-wave radiative cooling
of the residual layer before sunrise enhances the growth of the mixed layer in the transition
period, because it smooths the transition between the strongly stable nighttime inversion and
the residual layer. Brötz et al. (2014) usemorning-transitionmeasurements in a low-mountain
terrain to show how coherent turbulent structures affect the measurement of fluxes with the
eddy covariance method. For the same experimental data, Eigenmann et al. (2009) showed
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how free convective conditions are given during the morning transition, when valley winds
become weak and change in direction.
Given that the same physical processes that drive the mixed layer growth are also respon-
sible for the growth of the shallow CBL, it seems likely that the same scaling methods can
be applied. Bange et al. (2007) performed airborne measurements to identify systematic
behaviour that can help to describe the shallow CBL. Therefore, mixed-layer scaling of the
daytime CBL was applied to the transition phase. It showed that the same scaling parameters
cannot easily be used for the transition period. Sorbjan (2007) showed with LES that the
dimensionless variance profiles of horizontal and vertical wind speed, which were also cal-
culated by Bange et al. (2007), evolve during the transition and therefore cannot be described
by mixed-layer scaling. For temperature, he found that in the mixed layer, the profiles of
dimensionless variances coincide.
Current research is often driven by LESmodels that are used to improve the understanding
of processes in the ABL and investigate the influence of different parameters (humidity,
radiation, shear) in detail. These detailed investigations require a much larger database of
experimental data for different atmospheric conditions, in order to validate the findings of
the models and evaluate their applicability to real-world scenarios. A series of measurements
with a small RPA is presented in this study, which delivers not only vertical soundings of
temperature, humidity and wind vector, but also area-averaged turbulence measurements.
These in situ data can help to validate theory and simulation. The analysis is split into two
main parts. In Sect. 5.1, mixed-layer scaling is applied, following the example of Bange
et al. (2007) and compared to their results, in order to evaluate the quality of such a scaling
approach for two different experiments. In Sect. 5.2, distinct features of horizontal variability
in the interface between shallow CBL and residual layer, as well as in the shallow CBL itself
are discussed.
2 Experiment Description
2.1 Overview
In 2013, small research RPA were used to carry out a series of morning transition exper-
iments in southern Germany. It was the goal of the project to collect valuable data about
this transition period with a single instrument and in an area that has been poorly observed
by other meteorological instruments. The test site in the Neckar valley, which was available
for the experiment, is close to the cities of Tübingen and Reutlingen in south-west Germany,
featuring an area with heterogeneous land use and some considerable orography as described
below. In the framework of the Water and Earth System Science competence cluster (WESS,
http://www.wess.info), which focusses on the water cycle and associated solute fluxes at the
catchment scale, the demand for high resolution atmospheric measurements has increased in
the area. Table 1 gives a list of all flight experiments that were conducted during the exper-
iment, including information about the number of flights per day, flight time, time of first
take-off and last landing, and the sunrise time of each day. Details on the flight strategies are
given in Sect. 3.
In densely populated areas, as are common in central Europe, the extent of the flight area
is limited by adjacent roads and villages, which the RPA is not allowed to fly over according
to the general rules for RPA operation. The usable flight area roughly extends to 1.5 km in
the east–west direction and 500 m in the north–south direction. The area is characterised by
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Table 1 List of flight experiments with number of flights (NoF), total time in the air (tta), start and end time
of the experiment, sunrise time and maximum height above ground level (a.g.l.) on each day
Date NoF # tta (min) Start (UTC) End (UTC) Sunrise (UTC) Max. height
(a.g.l. m)
6 June 5 60 0540 0732 0319 300
5 July 8 99 0505 0840 0325 450
23 July 8 85 0505 0850 0344 450
14 Aug. 7 99 0605 0935 0414 500
5 Sept. 8 98 0605 0930 0445 500
Fig. 1 Map of the experiment site in the Neckar valley, with flight path for vertical profiles (red) and constant-
altitude profiling (blue). Background map layer: Data CC-by-SA by OpenStreetMap
a 100-m high hill in the north–west, a lake and a river in the valley at the foot of the hill,
different patches of farmland and small villages in the surrounding area (see Fig. 1). The five
selected experiment days are all days with high incoming radiation and a potentially evolving
CBL. A local weather station which is also depicted in Fig. 1, provided measurements of
global radiation input. On all days the global radiation increased almost linearly from 200
to 600 W m−2 in the time frame of the experiment (2–5 h after sunrise). However, each day
has some specific characteristics, which are explained in Sect. 4.
2.2 Instrumentation
2.2.1 Multi-purpose Airborne Sensor Carrier
To collect in situ measurements in the atmosphere, the group of Environmental Physics at
the University of Tübingen operates the Multi-purpose Airborne Sensor Carrier (MASC, see
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Fig. 2 MASCRPA at take-off in the Neckar valley (left) and sonic anemometer YoungModel 81000 installed
on site (right)
Table 2 List of the
sensors/sensor systems that are
used, and their absolute accuracy
Sensor Measured parameter Total accuracy
FWPRT Temperature ±0.5 K
TC Temperature ±0.5 K
IST AG P14 rapid Rel. humidity ±5 % RH
HCA Barom. pressure ±3 hPa
5HP + GPS/IMU Wind ±1 m s−1
Fig. 2), which is a small RPA with a total weight of 5–8 kg, depending on the battery- and
payload. It is powered by an electrical pusher engine and can fly up to one hour at a typical
cruising speed of 25 m s−1. Using the research onboard computer system (ROCS) autopilot,
developed at the Institute for Flight Mechanics and Control (IFR) Stuttgart, the aircraft is
flying pre-defined flight paths at controlled altitude and airspeed. The performance of the
system forwind energy research purposes is described inWildmann et al. (2014a). To perform
measurements of thermodynamic scalars and turbulence, the system is equipped with a five-
hole probe system (Wildmann et al. 2014c), a fine-wire platinum resistance thermometer and
a thermocouple for fast response temperature measurements (both Wildmann et al. 2013), a
capacitive humidity sensor, a barometric pressure transducer, and an inertial measurement
unit with GPS receiver. The method to calculate the three-dimensional wind vector from
the airflow vector and the inertial measurements of the RPA is presented in Kroonenberg
et al. (2008). The wind and temperature measurements achieve a frequency resolution of
10–20 Hz. Humidity measurements after post-processing are able to resolve turbulence up to
3 Hz (Wildmann et al. 2014b). The total accuracy of the instruments is presented in Table 2.
These accuracies include possible biases, which are not critical for flux measurements and
lapse rates. For more detailed information about the precision, time responses and common
errors, we refer to the given references. The altitude of the aircraft is determined through
barometric measurements in comparison to the initial pressure at ground level, supported by
GPS information to correct for long-term drifts. The altitude relative to the take-off position
is referred to as the height above ground level (a.g.l.) herein, although the actual ground level
below the flight pattern can deviate up to 15 m from the take-off position due to orography.
The calculated height is typically maintained with a precision of ±2 m by the autopilot (see
alsoWildmann et al. 2014a). At the test site for this experiment, the weight of the aircraft was
limited by the flight permission to 5 kg, which only allows a single battery and thus reduces
the flight time to 15 min.
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2.2.2 Sonic Anemometer
In order to be able to scale measurements obtained in flight with e.g. surface flux, a sonic
anemometer of type YoungModel 81000was installed on-site on 14August and 5 September
2013 (see Fig. 2). Vertical turbulent fluxes of sensible heat were calculated using the eddy-
covariance method (Foken and Nappo 2008). Since the area covered by the aircraft is not
homogeneous, but consists of patches with different crop types, the measured surface flux
is not necessarily representative for the whole area. This problem is well known, and cannot
be resolved with a single sonic anemometer. Ground truth of at least one instrument at one
site was still considered valuable for scaling approaches, and comparison to area-average
estimates of fluxes. The authors are aware of typical errors of ≈10−15 % in vertical veloc-
ity and heat-flux measurements with orthogonal sonic anemometers as used in this study
(Kochendorfer et al. 2012; Frank et al. 2013).
3 Methods
In this section the measurement strategy and methods of analysis of the data are introduced.
3.1 Vertical Profiles
To measure the stratification of the atmosphere, vertical profile flights were carried out.
The vertical profile flight path was a combination of consecutive ascent and descent with a
constant vertical velocity, performed in a 400mhorizontal square (see also Fig. 1). The pattern
was designed as a compromise between the desire to measure a vertical column with as little
horizontal variability of the atmosphere as possible and flying straight legs for precise airflow
measurement with a five-hole probe during the ascent and descent. The vertical velocity was
set to approximately 5 m s−1, so that, at a sampling rate of 100 Hz, the vertical distance
between each measurement point is in the range of 0.05 m. These flights provide quasi-
instantaneous vertical profiles of temperature, humidity, and wind vector. Especially for the
wind vector in a CBL, these profiles can differ from a time-averaged profile. This method
has the advantage that small-scale features can be observed, but especially wind speed and
wind direction show large fluctuation in an increasingly convective environment, as discussed
in Sect. 4. The vertical profiles of potential temperature θ characterize the evolution of the
boundary layer and are of highest interest in the estimation of the height of the shallow
CBL, which corresponds to the base of the thermal inversion hi . In general, in this study,
virtual potential temperature θv is used for the vertical profiles in order to easily compare to
temperatures measured by the sonic anemometer. θv is calculated as
θv = (1 + 0.608 q) θ (1)
with specific humidity q . The vertical profiles are slant profiles over an inhomogeneous
terrain as can be seen in Fig. 1. In the lower parts, the profiles could be affected by these
inhomogeneities. Using the vertical profiles of θv, hi was estimated at the cross-section of
the potential temperature gradients of the nighttime inversion layer and the shallow CBL (see
Fig. 3a). Proper scaling according to Deardorff (1974) uses the height of minimum heat flux
as the scaling height zi . Since the method to calculate fluxes from RPA requires horizontal
averaging (eddy covariance method), a vertical profile of fluxes could not be measured using
instantaneous profiles. Instead, following the example of Bange et al. (2007), it is assumed
that zi ≈ hi . In cases where hi is not as clearly found from the proposed method as in Fig. 3a,
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Fig. 3 a Sketch of the method to derive the boundary-layer height zi from the vertical profile of virtual
potential temperature θv. The black lines represent the lapse rates of the atmosphere in the shallow CBL and
the nighttime inversion layer or residual layer respectively. The height where they intersect—marked by a
black dot—is used as the boundary-layer height zi ; b evolution of boundary-layer height for all measurement
days
relative humidity and wind profiles were consulted as well to make the best possible estimate.
Some profiles do not allow an estimation of hi at all, because the CBL had outgrown the
measurement height. These cases are not considered for further analysis.
3.2 Constant-Altitude Profiling
In a single measurement flight, the vertical profile path that was described above, is followed
by long straight and level paths, so-called flight legs, at a constant altitude. The height above
ground level for these legs was chosen to be 100 m persistently throughout the experiment.
The height was chosen for comparability with Bange et al. (2007) and because it is a safe
operating height for theRPA. In themonitored time of the transition, the boundary layer grows
through the measurement height and the development of area-averaged scalar variables and
fluxes is measured at this particular height. This method was introduced by Bange et al.
(2007) and is called constant-altitude profiling (CAP).
The flight path for CAP was set to be a rectangle, also called a ‘racetrack’ that extends
about 850 m in the east–west direction and 200 m in the north–south direction (see also
Fig. 1, blue line). Since turns have to be cut from the flight path for the data analysis, the
usable flight leg length is about 800 m. In one flight, up to seven complete racetracks are
flown. Mean values of scalars are calculated as the average of all single legs and variances
are calculated over the concatenated and detrended time series of all single legs, in order to
capture variances of length scales bigger than the flight leg length. Fluxes were calculated
using the eddy covariance method:
H = ρcp〈w′θ ′〉, (2)
LE = ρLv〈w′q ′〉, (3)
where H is the sensible heat flux, LE is the latent heat flux, w is the vertical wind com-
ponent, q is the specific humidity, ρ is the air density, cp is the specific heat of the air at
constant pressure, and Lv is the latent heat of vaporization at 20 ◦C, all averaged along single
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flight legs. Recent studies about heat flux measurements with RPA have been presented by
Reineman et al. (2013), Bonin et al. (2013), Martin and Bange (2014), Knuth and Cassano
(2014). Fluxes are calculated over each single leg and then averaged for one complete flight.
Fig. 4a shows the calculated fluxes H and LE over time during the morning transition of 14
August 2013. The error bars show the standard deviation of all single leg flux calculations in
one flight. It shows that errors get larger later in the day, since the integral length scale will
increase and the largest eddies are possibly not sufficiently sampled anymore with a flight leg
of the given length. It also shows that latent heat fluxes have larger errors. A theoretical way to
calculate potential errors of flux measurements from airborne measurements was introduced
by Lenschow and Stankov (1986). It suggested to distinguish between systematic statistical
flux errors, which occur due to flight legs of insufficient length, and random statistical flux
errors. Field campaigns with the helicopter sonde ‘Helipod’ and the manned research aircraft
‘Do 128’, both operated by the University of Braunschweig, demonstrated that in a typical
mid-European summer afternoon (a moderately convective boundary layer over heteroge-
neous terrain), flight legs of 10 km length are sufficient to neglect the systematic statistical
flux error (Bange et al. 2002). It is evident that in aweak shallowCBL, the required lengthwill
be significantly smaller. Regarding the random statistical flux error, Lenschow and Stankov
(1986) suggested that a measurement length of 10–100 times the boundary-layer height is
required to measure variances to 10 % accuracy within the convective boundary layer (this
condition is extended to 102–104 times the boundary-layer height for scalar fluxes and to
103–105 for stress fluxes). However, Bange et al. (2002) show that the difference between
‘Helipod’ and ‘Do 128’ measurements was much smaller than the estimated statistical uncer-
tainties, suggesting that the statistical errors of the flight measurements are over-estimated
in general. Therefore, the statistical deviation of single flight legs, as shown in Fig. 4a, is a
more appropriate measure for the random statistical error of the measurement.
CAP can also serve to detect and measure horizontal variability of thermodynamic vari-
ables. Since the entrainment layer also grows through the CAPmeasurement height, thermals
and entrainment effects could be observed on some occasions.
3.3 Estimation of Surface Fluxes
In order to compare the development of themorning transition on all experiment days and find
common behaviour, scaling parameters will need to be defined. Section 3.1 already showed
how the scaling height zi can be estimated from the RPA measurements. Further scaling
parameters for the CBL are the convection velocity scale w∗ and the convective temperature
scale θ∗. Both of these parameters use the surface kinematic heat flux 〈w′θ ′〉0,
w∗ =
[
g
θ
zi 〈w′θ ′〉0
]1/3
, (4)
θ∗ = 〈w
′θ ′〉0
w∗
, (5)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. On 14 August and 5 September, data from the
sonic anemometer could be used to calculate 〈w′θ ′〉0 with an averaging length equivalent to
the length of one CAP flight. However, in order to be able to also scale the 3 days when no
sonic anemometer was available, assumptions can be made to estimate the surface fluxes.
Bange et al. (2007) proposed that in a quasi-stationary situation, with constant heating rate
θ˙ viz. ∂θ/∂t—as is found in the morning transition phase—the heat flux at height z can be
approximated by
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Fig. 4 a Measurement of heat fluxes on 14 August 2013 with the MASC RPA at 100 m a.g.l. Error bars are
the standard deviation of the single leg fluxes in one flight. b Surface flux measurements by sonic anemometer
compared to the estimated surfacefluxes. Inblack, the estimated values for the 3 dayswithout sonic anemometer
are given. c Evaluation of methods to estimate the surface heat flux in comparison to the sonic anemometer.
The solid line represents the line of identity. All available data points of 14 August and 5 September are
included
H(z) = ρcp (h0 − z) θ˙ . (6)
The heating rate in the shallow CBL can easily be found from measurements from the RPA.
The height h0 is the height at which the heat flux crosses zero. The factor B is introduced
as the ratio between h0 and the inversion base height hi . Following the hypothesis that the
shallow CBL can be described with a common scaling on the 5 days of the experiment, we
assume that B is constant.
B = h0
hi
= const. (7)
The surface heat flux H(z = 0) can then by calculated as
H(z = 0) = Bziρcpθ˙ . (8)
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Sorbjan (1995) found B to be close to 0.75 fromLES results in themixed layer. The results
from Bange et al. (2007) however suggested a value B ≈ 0.55. Beare (2008) also found in
an LES study that B in the morning is generally smaller than 0.75, and showed that it is also
dependent on the mean wind speed. In order to find the best value for B for the presented
experiment, an iterative method was applied that adjusted B in the calculation of surface
fluxes to the value of B found from the heat flux profile of all flights (Fig. 11a). Equation 8
was first calculated with B = 0.75. In the third iteration, the method has already converged to
a value B ≈ 0.68. The surface fluxes calculated according to Eq. 8 are shown in comparison
to the sonic anemometer flux measurement for 14 August and 5 September in Fig. 4b. It
shows that the estimation fits very well on 14 August, but is much higher, especially later
than 4 h after sunrise on 5 September. One reason could be that the assumption of a constant
heating rate θ˙ in the shallow CBL is not always valid in the later part of the transition. The
vertical profiles of this day also suggest that warm air advection was present in the latest two
flights whichwill definitely introduce an error to the surface heat flux estimation. For all other
cases, the surface heat flux estimation that is presented here provides a reasonable estimate
with an uncertainty in the range of 20%. Appendix gives an example of the error propagation
into the surface heat flux estimation for given uncertainties of B, zi and θ˙ . The uncertainty
seems relatively high, but is not uncommon for heat-flux measurements in heterogeneous
terrain (Beyrich et al. 2006).
Adifferentway to determine heat-fluxprofiles fromsuccessive vertical profiles of potential
temperature has been presented by Deardorff et al. (1980) and has been applied to RPA
measurements byBonin et al. (2013).Derived from the prognostic equation formeanpotential
temperature, the turbulent heat flux at all heights can be calculated, assuming advection,
radiation, molecular diffusion and other body sources of heat are neglected, from
w′θ ′(z) =
∫ zi
z
θ˙dz. (9)
For evaluation of the method that was presented before, the surface heat flux was also
calculated with Eq. 9. Figure 4c shows an error plot which confronts the ground based sonic
anemometer flux measurements of 14 August and 5 September with the methods derived
from Bange et al. (2007) and Bonin et al. (2013) respectively. It shows that for the presented
experiment, the surface flux estimation through boundary-layer height and heating rate shows
a better agreement over the whole measurement range and will thus be used for the following
analysis. The observed deviations from the sonic anemometer measurements are within the
range of the predicted uncertainty.
4 Results
Here, an overview of the measured vertical profiles of temperature, humidity and wind is
given, followed by a presentation of the evolution of boundary-layer height and heat fluxes.
The individual characteristics of each single measurement day are summarized thereafter.
4.1 Vertical Profiles
In Figs. 5 and 6 (left), the virtual potential temperature θv profiles are plotted. Each plot
contains the consecutive profiles that were measured on one measurement day; times (UTC)
of the flights are given in the legend. Removing small-scale turbulent fluctuations increases
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(c) 23 July 2013
Fig. 5 Vertical profiles of virtual potential temperature θv (left) and mixing ratio r (right) for 6 June, 5 July
and 23 July. For better readability, a few profiles of mixing ratio are omitted from the plot. The x-axes of
the plots are uniformly scaled to a range of 12K for temperature and 6gkg−1 for mixing ratio. Estimated
boundary-layer heights are marked with black dots
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(b) 5 September 2013
Fig. 6 Vertical profiles of virtual potential temperature θv (left) and mixing ratio r (right) for 14 August and
5 September. For better readability, a few profiles of mixing ratio are omitted from the plot. The x-axes of
the plots are uniformly scaled to a range of 12K for temperature and 6gkg−1 for mixing ratio. Estimated
boundary layer heights are marked with black dots
the readability of the vertical profiles, hence the data were spatially averaged in height blocks
of 2m.
On all days, a shallowCBL developed and outgrew the nighttime inversion in the observed
time frame. Differences are found in the heating rate of the shallow CBL, the nighttime
inversion depths and its temperature gradient.
Selected profiles of the mixing ratio of water vapour r for each measurement day are
plotted next to the corresponding vertical profiles of potential temperature in Figs. 5 and 6
(right). As for the temperature profiles, a 2-m block average is applied. Additionally, a
10-m-wide moving average is applied, and some profiles are omitted from the plot to further
increase the readability, since the profiles overlap on large parts of the figure. The depicted
profiles were chosen because they well document the development of the boundary layer. The
colours help to relate a certain profile to the corresponding temperature profile of the same
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Fig. 7 Vertical profiles of horizontal wind speed uh and wind direction ϕ at two different times of day on 5
July 2013
day. On all days, it can be observed that water vapour is transported from the surface into
the shallow CBL during the morning transition. The profiles differ significantly as a result of
the initial stratification of humidity in the nighttime boundary layer and the boundary-layer
development during the transition.
Instantaneous wind profiles measured by RPAwith the proposed flight path can be hard to
interpret in convective regimeswith smallmeanwind speed. A comparison between rawwind
speed and wind direction measurements of an early morning flight, and measurements in an
already well-developed CBL—where convective winds prevail—is given in Fig. 7 for 5 July
2013. For both cases, the parts of the flight with large roll angle of the aircraft (Φ > 17◦) have
been removed. Kroonenberg et al. (2008) showed how orientation angle errors are propagated
into the wind calculation and can lead to significant errors. In dynamic manoeuvres, as in
the turns of the MASC, the inertial measurement system shows relatively weak performance
for correct angle estimation, and therefore these parts of the flight are not used for wind
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measurement. While in the early flight (Fig. 7a, b), winds are non-turbulent and a smooth
profile can directly be seen in the vertical profile, the flight in the convective regime (Fig. 7c, d)
showsmuch larger variance, which, especially for the wind direction, does not provide a clear
picture of the airflow in the boundary layer. Despite this, reasonable profiles can be condensed
from the averaged ascent and descent, with a vertical block average of 20-m height and a
moving average over five blocks, as can be seen in Figs. 8 and 9. Manual measurements of
wind speed and wind direction with a hand-held cup anemometer at 2m above ground are
added to the graphs in Fig. 8. Figure 9 contains measurements of the sonic anemometer for
the ground-level measurement. A gap remains between the ground measurements and the
lowest altitude of automatic flight of the RPA.Wind speeds at the 2-m level are below 2ms−1
for all days. On some days, a nocturnal jet is still measured during the morning transition. A
turn from westerly to easterly winds in the shallow CBL is found on 4–5days. The westerly
winds in the nights are likely caused by mesoscale effects. On the synoptic scale, winds
with an easterly component prevail, as is also found in the dataset for these days in the later
morning.
4.2 Boundary-Layer Height
The shallow CBL growth is presented as the development of the inversion-bottom height
hi over time in Fig. 3b. The values were estimated using the method described in Sect. 3
and Fig. 3a. The time axis is normalized to hours after sunrise for better comparability. The
development of the boundary-layer height in the early phase shows almost linear growth until
about 3.5h after sunrise. The growth rate differs between the single days from 25mh−1 on
23 July to 60mh−1 on 5 July and 5 September.
4.3 Constant-Altitude Profiling
Anotherway to obtain information about the development ofwind from the conducted experi-
ment is to use the averagewindmeasurement of the CAP parts of the flights. The development
of horizontal wind speed uh and wind direction ϕ at 100m is shown in Fig. 10a, b. The com-
mon pattern of westerly winds turning counter-clockwise towards easterly winds during the
morning transition is confirmed by the measurements at 100m. The wind speeds are gener-
ally calm and decrease from 2–5 to 1–3ms−1 as the direction turns. At 100m, the change of
wind direction and drop of wind speed are delayed and damped compared with the ground
measurements of the sonic anemometer. The wind speed and wind direction measurements
from the vertical profiles at 100m are within the variance of the wind measurements during
the CAP parts of the flights.
From CAP, fluxes were derived according to Sect. 3.2 and their development is presented
for all days collectively in Fig. 10c, d. This figure also contains the surface fluxmeasurements
by the sonic anemometer on 14 August and 5 September. At the flight altitude of 100m, the
sensible heat flux crosses zero with a significant delay compared with the surface heat flux.
Small positive fluxes can first be found two hours after sunrise at 100m, whereas a significant
increase was not observed until four hours after sunrise. The latent heat flux also shows an
increase, which starts earlier and is steeper than for the sensible heat flux. The variation
is much larger, which can partly be due to measurement errors, which are larger for the
humidity sensor and the latent heat flux (see Fig. 4a). However, this unsteadiness also fits
with the strong variations in the vertical profiles of mixing ratio. A sudden drop of latent heat
flux is observed on two of the days at four hours after sunrise, which is investigated in more
detail in Sect. 5.2.
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Fig. 8 Vertical profiles of wind speed uh (left) and direction ϕ (right) for 6 June, 5 July and 23 July. The
x-axes of the plot are uniformly scaled to a range of 10ms−1 and 360◦. The lowest measurement point is taken
from observations from the ground crew with hand-held meteorological sensors at 2m. Points are missing
where too low wind speed did not allow proper estimation of wind direction at the 2-m level
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Fig. 9 Vertical profiles of wind speed uh (left) and direction ϕ (right) for 14 August and 5 September. The
x-axes of the plot are uniformly scaled to a range of 10ms−1 and 360◦. The lowest measurement point is
taken from the sonic anemometer at 2m
4.4 Differences Between Measurement Days
In light of the results presented so far, an elaboration of the differences between the single
measurement days is possible. Table 3 presents a list of important boundary conditions for the
individual morning transitions. The minimum temperature of the night before Tmin and the
maximum temperature of the day Tmax, as well as the average wind speed for the day u, were
found from a Davis Vantage Pro2 measurement station close by (see also Fig. 1). The hourly
values were compared with the data obtained at the test site and were in good agreement.
This also applies to the mean mixing ratio r , calculated over the time of the experiment,
and the mean sea level pressure (MSLP), calculated from the RPA measurements using the
international barometric height formula assuming a standard atmosphere according to United
States Committee (1976). The heating rate of the shallow CBL θ˙ and the nighttime inversion
layer height zNIL were estimated from potential temperature vertical profiles. It is not always
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Fig. 10 Evolution of wind speed uh (a), wind direction ϕ (b), sensible heat flux H (c) and latent heat flux
LE (d) during the morning transition. The solid lines show the development at a height of 100m measured
with CAP; dashed lines are sonic anemometer measurements
obvious where the inversion layer ends and the residual layer starts, since numerous sublayers
are found on almost every day. The given heights are the best assessment by the authors. The
residual layer above the inversion should havenear-neutral static stability.On allmeasurement
days, a layer at the top level of the first vertical profile is found with significantly lower static
stability than the layers below. It is the bottom height of this layer that is considered zNIL.
Cloud type and cloud cover are observations by the ground crew. In the following, a short
description of the special characteristics of each measurement day is given:
4.4.1 6 June 2013
The cloudless sky on 6 June allows a strong heating rate of the developing CBL. Within
the inversion layer, which is estimated to be about 250m high, various sublayers of varying
stability prevail, being burned off stepwise during the morning transition. A relatively dry
boundary layer is found with only little evaporation from the ground. Weak westerly winds
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throughout the boundary layer in the earlymorning turn towards easterlywinds between three
and four hours after sunrise, with a minimum of wind speed at 3.5h after sunrise. During and
after the last flight, convective, fair-weather cumulus clouds start to form.
4.4.2 5 July 2013
The low heating rate of the CBL on 5 July correlates with the partially cloudy conditions,
especially in the early phase of the transition. The shallow, only 100-m-deep inversion is
burned off in the first 3.5h after sunrise. A considerable amount of water vapour appears to
be evaporated from the ground into the CBL, especially after the nighttime inversion layer
has been burned off. A nocturnal jet centred at 200m a.g.l. is observed very clearly until 3.5h
after sunrise. After this time, the wind direction changes from westerly to easterly, and wind
speed is significantly lower. While the cloud cover decreases during the transition until 4.5h
after sunrise, cumulus clouds start to form increasingly from this time on.
4.4.3 23 July 2013
In the experiment, 23 July 2013 is the day with the highest maximum temperature. A strong
heating rate of the CBL is given. No clouds are observed during the whole morning. Inter-
estingly, the growth of the boundary layer is the slowest of all days, which is due to the
pronounced and deep nighttime inversion layer. As already observed on 6 June, sublayers
within the nighttime inversion layer are gradually burned off. Significant water vapourmixing
into the CBL is documented by the vertical profiles. One event with a sudden drop of mixing
ratio of water vapour in the CBL stands out and is discussed in more detail in Sect. 5.2.
In contrast to all other days, no wind direction change from westerly to easterly during the
transition is observed; instead, the wind direction even slightly turns from south to west.
In the first flight, a jet-like increase of wind speed at 200m is found, similar to what was
observed in the early flights on 5 July.
4.4.4 14 August 2013
Of all flight days, 14 August is the day with the lowest heating rate of the CBL and therefore
also the lowest maximum temperature during the day. High cirrus clouds just after sunrise
prevented strong radiation. However, because the temperature gradient of the inversion is
supposed to have been small, the inversion layer is burned off quickly. Characteristic for
the day is also the remaining weak stability in the mixed layer, after the inversion layer has
been burned off. This is also the reason for a low water vapour variability and mixing in the
boundary layer. The typical wind direction change from west to east is found in the lowest
300m. Wind speed is homogeneous and weak throughout the boundary layer.
4.4.5 5 September 2013
On 5 September a high heating rate of the shallow CBL is found, combined with a deep
nighttime inversion layer. The water vapour content throughout the whole observed part of
the atmosphere is higher than on all other days. Since the concentration is also high above the
surface inversion, no large change of humidity occurs, except for the latest flights, where dry
air is entraining from above 400m. Profiles to higher altitudes would have been necessary to
capture this event in more detail. Wind speeds are comparatively high on this day, especially
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above 300m, where a distinct increase of wind speed is present during the whole transition
period. The change of wind direction from west to east is found below 300m and is sharper
than for all other days. The additional measurements by sonic anemometer reveal how this
change of wind direction is delayed for the 100-m level compared with the 2-m level (see
Fig. 10b).
5 Discussion
5.1 Scaling of the Morning Transition
In Sect. 4 an overview of the development of the boundary layer during themorning transition
on five single days was presented. Even though the days were chosen because similar con-
ditions were expected with low wind speeds, nearly cloudless sky and high radiation input,
it was found that the single days showed quite different behaviour in detail. One goal of the
experiments is to evaluate the applicability of mixed-layer scaling in the growing shallow
CBL for a variety of measurement days. In Sect. 3 the convective velocity scale w∗ and
the convective temperature scale θ∗, as well as the scaling height zi were introduced, and
methods to estimate these values from the dataset were presented. Figure 11a shows the nor-
malized sensible heat flux derived for all flights that were performed during the experiment
against the scaled flight height ζ = z/zi (with zi ≈ hi , see Sect. 3). Despite the scatter,
the measurements agree with mixed-layer theory (Stull 1988). Entrainment from above the
inversion leads to a negative heat flux at the top of the boundary layer. Below the point where
it crosses zero, the scaled heat flux increases linearly towards the ground. The fact that the
linear regression does not cross the normalized flux axis at 1, but at about 0.85, is a hint that
surface fluxes are overestimated by the proposed method.
With the help of the convective scaling parameters, the measurements of scalar variances
at CAP flight level can be compared for all flight days. In Fig. 11 the dimensionless variances
of potential temperature, horizontal and vertical wind are plotted against ζ . The CBL scalings
derived by Sorbjan (1989) are depicted in the figures by solid lines,
σ 2θ /θ
2∗ = 2(1 − ζ )4/3ζ−2/3 + 0.94ζ 4/3(1 − ζ )−2/3, (10)
σ 2u /w
2∗ = 0.36, (11)
σ 2w/w
2∗ = 1.08ζ 1/3(1 − ζ )1/3. (12)
This figure shows that only in the upper half of the boundary layer are similar values of
σ 2θ /θ
2∗ compared with CBL theory found. While the scaled variances increase towards the
boundary-layer top, they appear to be too small in the middle of the boundary layer. The
chosen altitude of 100m for the CAP was too high and the top of the vertical profile too
low to collect measurement points below ζ = 0.2. The variances of the horizontal wind
component also increase towards the boundary-layer top, which is in contradiction to that
found in literature (Garratt 1992). The vertical wind-component variances are close to the
predicted profile for the mixed layer. To rule out errors that could possibly be introduced
by the assumptions that were made regarding surface heat flux in Sect. 3, the dimensionless
variances were also calculated using the sonic anemometer flux measurements for 14 August
and 5 September and added in red colour to the figure. This shows that, on 5 September,
where a significant overestimation of surface fluxes derived from the heating rate was found
compared with the sonic anemometer due to warm-air advection, the values calculated from
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Fig. 11 Normalized sensible heat flux (a) and dimensionless variances of potential temperature (b), horizontal
wind-speed component (c) and vertical wind-speed component (d). The dashed line shows the boundary-layer
top (ζ = 1). The dotted line in a gives the linear regression of all measurement points below ζ = B. The solid
lines are theoretical profiles that are found in literature for the mixed layer (e.g. Sorbjan 1989; Garratt 1992,
see Eqs. 10–12). The values in red are scaled with the convective scales as calculated with measured data from
the sonic anemometer for 14 August and 5 September
the sonic anemometer surface flux actually fit the theory better. The values are in good
agreement for all other measurement points.
Boundary-layer scaling is only valuable if it can be applied in different locations, at
different times and for data collected with different measurement systems. Bange et al.
(2007) used the same methods as described in this study at a different test site, with the
Helipod measurement system. The data of Bange et al. (2007) and of this study are shown
in a collective plot in Fig. 12. For the upper half of the boundary layer, the measurements
of dimensionless variances of potential temperature are in fairly good agreement. Since
comparatively few data points were collected with the Helipod in that range, the data of
the current study fill this gap nicely. In the lower half, the measured points from this study
show smaller values in comparison. The collective plot shows that the increase in variances
of uh is found in both independent experiments. A possible explanation is that shear effects
are not negligible for both experiments and are particularly strong at the boundary-layer
top.
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Fig. 12 Same as Fig. 11, but including data from Bange et al. (2007)
Further scaling approaches, including friction velocity u∗ to account for shear-driven
turbulence in the shallow CBL, could be applied to the measurement days with the additional
sonic anemometer. However, the results are not consistent and are therefore not shown here.
5.2 Measurement of Small-Scale Features in the Shallow CBL
As seen above, universal scaling of the morning transition is extremely difficult and the large
scatter is a hint that not all processes are described sufficiently. In this section, two examples
of small-scale features that were captured during the experiment are described in more detail
to gain a better understanding of the boundary-layer development.
5.2.1 5 September 2013
Since the RPA covers a wide area during its flights, the measurements can give information
about horizontal variability of the measured scalars at a constant altitude. During a CAP
flight, the altitude of the unmanned aircraft ismaintainedwith a precision of±1musingGPS-
supported barometric pressure measurements. Especially at the interface between different
layers, this method can reveal how sharp and homogeneous the crossover between two layers
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Fig. 13 Observation of horizontal variability of temperature, mixing ratio and vertical wind component on
5 September 2013, 0825 UTC. At the bottom, a sketch of the proposed flight through the interface between
residual layer and shallow CBL on 5 September 2013 is given
appears. Considering that, during the morning transition, air is entraining the shallow CBL at
the bottom of the inversion, it is very likely that large horizontal inhomogeneities are found
in this layer. Figure 13 shows measurements of a flight leg at 0825 UTC on 5 September
2013. According to the corresponding vertical profile of potential temperature, the flight
altitude was approximately 70m below the bottom of the remaining inversion layer. Still,
a large horizontal inhomogeneity can be found with alternating masses of dry, warm air
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Fig. 14 Vertical profiles of potential temperature θ and mixing ratio r , including landing approach descents
on 23 July 2013
from above the inversion and moist, cold air from within the shallow CBL. The steps of
potential temperature along one leg are as large as 0.6K, and the mixing ratio steps up to
3gkg−1, which coincides with the differences between the current shallow CBL and the
residual layer. Thus, it can be assumed that the depths of the shallow CBL—also due to
distinct entrainment events in parts of the boundary layer—are far from homogeneous in this
phase of the morning transition. At the bottom of Fig. 13, a sketch of the assumed boundary
layer structure at 0825 UTC on 5 September 2013 is given.
5.2.2 23 July 2013
In the fourth flight at 0743 UTC on 23 July 2013, approximately four hours after sunrise, a
very strong downward latent heat fluxwasmeasured (see Fig. 10d). The vertical profile of this
flight shows a decrease of moisture in the shallow CBL just before. A more detailed look at
the development of the vertical profiles of humidity and temperature is given in Fig. 14. The
graph also includes measurements from the descents to the landing approach of the RPA after
the CAPmeasurements. The profiles are consecutively numbered for better allocation.While
the shallow CBL temperature monotonically increases, a decrease of humidity in the shallow
CBL starts just before 0730 UTC. At 0743 UTC, humidity is at its lowest, almost reaching
the values of the layer above the inversion. After this, the humidity increases again, showing
similar values in the shallow CBL at 0813 UTC as found at 0717 UTC. Examination of the
single CAP racetracks of the two flights starting at 0717 UTC and 0743 UTC, respectively,
gives more insight into the boundary-layer processes: At 0726 UTC, CAP at 100m is in
the entrainment zone, and strong horizontal variability of the water vapour mixing ratio is
found along the flight legs, analogous to what was found on 5 September at 0825 UTC (see
Fig. 15, black lines). Local kinematic fluxes of heat and moisture (〈w′θ ′〉 and 〈w′r ′〉) were
calculated with a 50-m moving window, and show large bursts of positive fluxes of moisture,
which appear as dry air being entrained into the shallow CBL. Martin et al. (2014) showed
how entrainment can be measured with unmanned aircraft in the CBL by showing evident
downward intrusion of warm air into the CBL. The presented data also show how, at the same
time, dry air is mixed into the shallow CBL of the morning transition. In the later flight, at
0748 UTC, the 100-m level is approximately in the middle of the shallow CBL, and distinct
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Fig. 15 w,r ,〈w′r ′〉,θ and 〈w′θ ′〉 for several CAP racetracks on 23 July 2013. At 0726 UTC the RPA is still
in the entrainment zone, whereas at 0748 UTC, the CAP level is in the centre of the shallow CBL. Solid lines
are east–west legs; dashed lines are west–east legs
warm-air updrafts, i.e. thermals, are measured (Fig. 15, red lines). These rising thermals
manifest in a peak in sensible heat flux. The moisture in these convective cells does not show
an obvious pattern. In the west–east leg, drier air seems to be present in the updraft, while in
the east–west leg, no significant difference compared with the surrounding air is measured. In
both flight directions, a distinct peak of negative kinematic moisture flux is found at a similar
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location (i.e. ≈350m flight distance). For all single racetracks of this flight, a negative latent
heat flux is calculated, but the demonstrated peaks in Fig. 15 are the main contributor to the
strong negative peak in Fig. 10d. The averaged latent heat flux of the east–west racetrack at
0748 UTC alone is −154Wm−2.
6 Conclusions
Themorning transition from a nighttime inversion layer to amixed layer on various days with
little cloud cover above a hilly terrain with heterogeneous land use has been investigated. A
single RPAwas used tomeasure all thermodynamic variableswith high resolution throughout
the transition phase from approximately 2 to 5h after sunrise. Vertical profiles of temperature,
humidity and wind were measured to observe the development of thermal stratification of the
atmosphere. Constant-altitude profiling at 100m delivered area-averaged flux measurements
of sensible and latent heat. The following conclusions can be drawn from the experiment:
– Although only convective days were chosen for the experiment, the results presented in
Sect. 4 reveal that each day had very specific, individual properties.
– Fluxes calculated based on RPA measurements are reasonable and fit with the develop-
ment of the boundary layer as it is observed in the vertical profiles. The gradients of
sensible heat flux compare well with surface measurements from a sonic anemometer
after the zero-crossing.
– In Sect. 3 it was shown how the boundary-layer height can be estimated from potential
temperature profiles. A way to estimate surface heat fluxes from the heating rate in the
shallow CBL was introduced in Sect. 3.3. Using this information, mixed-layer scaling
was applied to the dataset (see Sect. 5.1). As also found by Sorbjan (2007), dimensionless
variances of wind speed are difficult to describe in a common scaling approach for the
transition phase, but temperature variances coincide withmixed-layer theory. In the given
dataset, this is true only for the upper half of the boundary layer, while variances believed
to be too low are found below 0.5ζ .
– The variances of horizontal wind speed surprisingly increase towards the top of the scaled
boundary layer. Variances of vertical wind speed are close to what is found in literature,
but are subject to large scatter.
– The results were compared with Bange et al. (2007), who used comparable methods
for their analysis but measured with the helicopter-borne probe Helipod over flat and
heterogeneous terrain. The results are remarkably similar, both showing slightly lower
values for temperature variances in the lower half of the boundary layer and an increase
of horizontal wind variances towards the boundary-layer top. The scarce data in the upper
third of the boundary layer in Bange et al. (2007) could be complemented with data from
the presented study.
– Many of the assumptionsmade for analysis of the data become invalid in the later phase of
the transition, i.e. after the nighttime inversion layer has been burned off: the prerequisite
of stationarity is not fulfilled anymore; advection cannot be neglected anymore; the
increase of temperature in the shallow CBL cannot be approximated linearly any longer;
and the integral length scales of turbulence will outgrow the averaging length. It also
becomes more difficult to estimate the boundary-layer depth with the proposed method.
It is thus not surprising that the measurements in the lower scaled boundary layer—
which in the CAP experiment strategy are those measurements that are taken later in the
morning—are subject to larger error and significant scatter.
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– The overall scatter of the data is comparably large and can be related to uncertainties
in the methodology, especially the estimation of the boundary-layer height zi and the
ratio between the inversion bottom and flux zero-crossing B, which is needed for the
surface-flux estimation.
– A strong argument in favour of measurements with small RPA is that small-scale features
can be measured in situ with high resolution. An example is given in Sect. 5.2, which
showed the horizontal variability of the interface between the shallow CBL and the
residual layer, as well as entrainment events, and single thermals in the CBL.
– The advantage of RPA campaigns compared with systems such as helicopter-borne
probes or manned research aircraft is that experiments to obtain a larger database can
be performed more cost-efficiently and in almost any location, with low infrastructure
requirements.
Naturally, if embedded in larger field experiments with complementary instruments (e.g.
surface flux measurements by a scintillometer or a network of sonic anemometers), the
analysis of RPAmeasurements can be significantly enhanced. Another possibility to improve
the measurements is to fly several aircraft simultaneously, at several altitudes, to obtain
instantaneous vertical profiles offluxes for each stageof themorning transition andprove if the
assumption of stationarity, which is presupposed for this study, is correct. With longer flight
legs (i.e. less statistical uncertainty) on a square-shaped flight pattern, an inverse modelling
approach according to Bange et al. (2006) could be applied to find surface heat fluxes more
accurately. Another way to improve the results would be to reduce the altitude of the CAP
flights, in order to achieve improved measurements in the lower half of the scaled boundary
layer.
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Appendix: Uncertainty Estimation of Surface Heat Fluxes
The uncertainty of the estimated surface heat flux H0 can be evaluated theoretically. We
consider the uncertainties σB = 0.1, σzi = 20m, σθ˙ = 1 × 10−4 Ks−1, and apply Gaussian
error propagation to Eq. 8,
σH =
√(
∂H
∂B
σB
)2
+
(
∂H
∂zi
σzi
)2
+
(
∂H
∂θ˙
σθ˙
)2
(13)
with the boundary conditions B = 0.68, zi = 200m, θ˙ = 1× 10−3 Ks−1, ρ = 1.18 kgm−3
and cp = 1006 Jkg−1 K−1. The result is an uncertainty of σH = 33Wm−2 for a surface heat
flux of 161Wm−2, which is approximately 20 %.
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